Steelcase Systems Furniture. You can take it to new limits.

Series 9000. One of many Steelcase systems that offer you new ways to meet your objectives.
Steelcase systems furniture helps you stay on the leading edge of both appearance and function, without sacrificing the reliability of the world's most often specified furniture.

You'll find new opportunities in all Steelcase systems. Fresh faces on some familiar products; new hi-tech options that help you conquer the complexities of the computer-driven office; unexpected combinations of products that let you create unique environments.

Take a fresh look at Steelcase systems. We think they offer exciting new ways to push your abilities and your results to new limits.

For more information, contact your Steelcase representative or regional office. Or dial toll-free 1-800-447-4700. Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, MI 49501.

Steelcase
The Office Environment Company
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Design professionals will wait in vain for any significant relief from the present tort/insurance system. The article in your December 1985 issue, page 16, entitled "Liability: the feds step in" holds out false hope.

The present tort/insurance system—the death, destruction, disaster, disease, and disability industry—is enormously profitable. It is profitable for lawyers (both plaintiffs' lawyers and defendants' lawyers) and it is profitable for property and casualty insurance companies. It is one of our hottest growth industries.

Insurance companies and lawyers have political clout; design professionals do not. Appointing a Department of Justice panel to seek "responses to the current crisis of the tort system" is asking one of the foxes to guard the chicken coop.

The lawyers, both defense lawyers and plaintiffs' lawyers, oppose significant change. The continuing federal government's favorite target of criticism of the system, but the hue and cry about contingent fees obscures more than it enlightens. The Defense Research Institute, which also mirrors the view of the insurance companies and the defense lawyers they hire, has lent editorial support to the controversy.

With respect to personal injury claims, 75 cents of every insurance premium dollar goes to insurance companies and lawyers. Only 25 cents goes to compensate persons injured. While it is comparing apples to oranges, I think it is worthwhile to note that our "bloated bureaucratic" federal Social Security Administration charges only 1.8 cents to deliver 98.2 cents to its beneficiaries.

So much for the lawyers and the insurance companies. What about the politicians? New York's Senator Alphonse D'Amato announced, "There will not be federal tort reform in my lifetime, nor in my children's lifetime, nor in my grandchildren's lifetime."

I have a strong hunch that most design professionals decry the system and their own roles in the system. The public, however, appears to like the present system. If they don't, we won't have as much for the lawyers. What will we do if people do not think they want it?

Eugene R. Anderson

Thru July 6

June 5 through July 30
Hugh Ferriss: Metropolis, an exhibition of drawings, sponsored by the Architectural League of New York; at the Whitney Museum at Equitable Center, 787 Seventh Ave., New York City.

June 18-20
"Water Works—A Great Lakes Waterfront Workshop," a regional conference discussing waterfront planning and development, sponsored by the Center for the Great Lakes of Chicago and Toronto and the SeaGate Community Development Corporation of Toledo; at the Sofitel Hotel, Chicago. For information: The Center for the Great Lakes, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1733, Chicago, Ill. 60611 (312/645-9091).

June 21-24
90th annual convention and exhibition, the Construction Specifications Institute; at Los Angeles Convention Center. For information: The Construction Specifications Institute, 601 Madison St., Alexandria, Va. 22314 (703/684-0800).

June 25-27
"Water Works—A Great Lakes Waterfront Workshop," a regional conference discussing waterfront planning and development, sponsored by the Center for the Great Lakes of Chicago and Toronto and the SeaGate Community Development Corporation of Toledo; at the Sofitel Hotel, Chicago. For information: The Center for the Great Lakes, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1733, Chicago, Ill. 60611 (312/645-9091).

June 25-29
"Water Works—A Great Lakes Waterfront Workshop," a regional conference discussing waterfront planning and development, sponsored by the Center for the Great Lakes of Chicago and Toronto and the SeaGate Community Development Corporation of Toledo; at the Sofitel Hotel, Chicago. For information: The Center for the Great Lakes, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1733, Chicago, Ill. 60611 (312/645-9091).

June 25-29

June 29 through July 2
70th annual conference and exhibition, the Building Owners and Managers Association International; at McCormick Place, Chicago. For information: A/E/C Systems '86, P.O. Box 11581, Newington, Conn. 06111 (203/695-2000).
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Thermafiber

Sound Attenuation / Fire Blankets

Life safety insulation with a sympathetic ear... up to 62 STC worth!

Now, the fire blanket that has no equal for life safety provides systems with high STC, too! Comparative fire tests show this superior high melt mineral fiber insulation protects partition framing members significantly longer than glass fiber insulation.

THERMAFIBER SAFB, for short, stands taller in sound attenuation performance, too. Millions of sound-retarding air pockets deliver from 45 to 62 STC’s when installed in stud cavities of USG partition assemblies.


UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
BUILDING AMERICA
Mother Nature. But that’s okay. Because even after years of rainy days, and snowy days, and days when the sun feels hot enough to melt a rock much less a roof, you’re still covered.

It’s Owens-Corning’s Certified Roofing Contractor (CRC) program. When a CRC installs our “Double Eagle” built-up roofing system, you get the best roofing product, the best contractor and the best guaranty in the industry—20 years on material and installation. If repairs are needed, we’ll pay all authorized costs, including labor.

Owens-Corning can offer this unique guaranty because we know CRC’s are among the best trained contractors in the industry.

How do we know? We help train them.

It’s all part of Owens-Corning’s commitment to excellence. The kind of commitment you’d expect from a company that’s been manufacturing commercial roofing products for over 40 years.

So take advantage of Owens-Corning’s 20-year CRC guaranty. And then let Nature run its course.

For more information, write C.A.L. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, OH 43659.
Call us on the office carpet, the hospital carpet, the school carpet. Call us on any carpet for any commercial environment. Call us anytime with any request. When you call Lees, you reach people who have the answers on products, samples, installation methods, local service and more.

Now that we're a separate all-contract company, we're giving you lots of reasons to call us. With our expanded field support staff, we'll be close at hand to help you turn designs on paper into carpet.

As the world's largest maker of commercial broadloom and modular carpet systems, we offer hundreds of colors, coordinates and custom programs. We've added hardback carpet tile systems in advanced generation Antron® nylon by DuPont with soil and static protection built in. And our modular systems are performance guaranteed for ten years.

Perimeters simplifies installation. Rotating the concealed cam-lock connector is the only assembly move you will have to make.
Don't Let Four Walls Fence You In

The new Perimeters™ merchandising wall system is totally free standing, so the location of permanent support walls no longer has to limit your design ideas. Never has creative freedom come so easily.

With Perimeters™ all you need is space. Start with a panel. Attach a pilaster. Connect another panel. Create an angular space. Soon an entire store or department takes shape... without any studs, furring strips, retainer channels or other outdated wall needs.

Think how easily and quickly you could remodel a store without completely refinishing old walls... or build a new store without waiting for supporting walls and mounting systems to be built.

We have.

Perimeters allows you to create departments, niches, impact areas, and virtually any type of selling space your imagination can conjure up.

Then change it.

Non-progressive panel attachment scheme allows you to erect and change panels quickly.

Remove and replace panels without tearing the rest of the wall apart. The entire Perimeters system is firmly held together by cam-lock connectors mortised into the side of each 1” thick panel. And, standards arrive attached to panels or pilasters for faster installation. Using a factory-supplied Allen wrench you simply turn three cam locks on each side to attach or release a panel from the adjoining component.

Add a textured or mirrored panel. Change a department. Move a focal area. Perimeters makes it easy to keep pace with fast-changing retail needs.

Perimeters is redefining the boundaries of what you can do with a merchandising wall system. Stretch your imagination... and budget... beyond the confines of four ordinary walls. Telephone or write for FREE information, today.

Personalize your installation. Finishes on 1” thick, solid or grooved Perimeter panels are limited only by your imagination. Selective grooving and colored inserts add pizzazz.

For immediate needs, contact your Commercial Division Regional Operations Center: Dover, Ohio 216/364-7561 • Edison, New Jersey 201/225-1650 • Atlanta, Georgia 404/891-1234 • Fort Worth, Texas 817/652-6443 • La Mirada, California 714/523-2500, 213/944-0157.
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What they never taught you about grades in school
Most locks just make the grade.
But Schlage isn't content to simply duplicate ANSI specifications. With sixty years of leadership behind us, pushing performance limits has become a corporate mission.
That's why, when you specify Schlage, you're not just meeting the standards. You're surpassing them. By plenty.
So if someone ever tries to substitute an “equivalent” for Schlage—tell them there isn't any.
We'll show you. For our Architectural Guide, write Schlage, P.O. Box 3324, San Francisco, CA 94119, or call (415) 467-1100.
Because you can pass with any Grade 1 lock. But with Schlage, you'll graduate with honors.
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Summitville

Strata...The one natural surface that lasts and lasts.

Summitville. The look is beautiful. The life is long. The quality is natural.
If these are the things you demand in a floor, Summitville ceramic tile is your only choice.

Just look at our Strata Tile...a unique mixture of shale and clay that brings out the warmth of the earth’s natural striations. Strata makes a beautiful complement to interiors that range from country to contemporary. And Strata is easy to maintain, a durable surface that keeps its good looks for years — even in heavy traffic areas like restaurants, stores and lobbies.

See Sweet’s File 9.18/Sum for our complete line of ceramic tile in a wide range of colors, styles and shapes, including wall murals and decorative insets.

Specify Summitville. The one surface you can count on to look natural and last long.

Summitville’s Strata Tile is available in two color variations and five sizes that can create a variety of different patterns. Trim units also available.
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Your next glazing choice could make or break a great design.
Specify Manville.

Roofing systems that eliminate hundreds of late-night decisions.

If you've been designing roofs using parts and pieces from many suppliers, you've been spending too many hours and making too many decisions.

By specifying a total Manville roofing system, you're making the one decision that eliminates hundreds of others. Because Manville gives you a single source of supply for the entire roofing system—for everything that goes into a roof, from the deck up. Including insulation, fasteners, accessories, and, of course, the membrane itself.

You receive top quality components that work together, specifications to meet your needs, use-proven application techniques, all backed by a guaranteed guarantee that provides the most complete coverage in the roofing industry. That assures you long-term performance with no headaches. Because Manville assumes the responsibility for the entire roofing system.

Manville supplies all three major roofing types—built-up, modified bitumen and single-ply. That's why we can be completely impartial and objective when recommending a system to match your building design and function.

Single-source supply. Total system responsibility. Design assistance. Roofing systems specifications built around quality Manville products. They make the roofing decision—and your life—a whole lot easier. As easy as contacting a Manville roofing specialist. Call (303) 978-4900. For export, telex 454404 JOHNMANVL DVR.

21,000 people with one goal: To be your best supplier.

Manville
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Finally, there's a carpet fiber system that's a step above all others: Du Pont ANTRON PRECEDENT. Because carpet of ANTRON PRECEDENT looks newer up to two times longer than any other carpet.

We've proven it. In a side-by-side test held in a busy New York City university, more than a million people walked across two contract carpets: one made of Du Pont certified ANTRON PRECEDENT, the other an equal construction of the acknowledged industry leader.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acknowledged Industry Leader New</th>
<th>Antron Precedent New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400,000 traffics</td>
<td>400,000 traffics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000 traffics</td>
<td>1,000,000 traffics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Take a close look. Not only did the carpet ANTRON PRECEDENT excel in soil and stain resistance; it also succeeded in retaining its original look and texture longer.

In the revolutionary system behind ANTRON PRECEDENT, state-of-the-art hollow filament fibers are combined with DuraTech®, an advanced commercial treatment based on the test in Teflon® carpet protector technology, his, along with stringent Du Pont construction specifications, is what sets ANTRON PRECEDENT apart.

So, for a carpet that will stand up better, specify one backed with Du Pont's signature of quality, the quality "Q".

Find out how your next carpet project can outlive more soles, with ANTRON PRECEDENT. Call us today at:

800-448-9835
When it comes to closets, this is what the world is coming to.

Let's face it, the old wood shelf and pole just can't meet the demands of today's closet and storage needs. Home buyers want more quality and efficiency in their homes today. That's why there's Closet Maid®—the leader in durable, vinyl-coated steel rod shelving and storage systems that go in any home to effectively double storage capacity.

It's also steel rod-sturdy; needs no painting, won't sag or warp and is easily installed as your homes are being built.

By the shelf or system, Closet Maid is the affordable feature that turns closet space into a showcase sales asset with powerful buyer appeal.

No wonder the world's coming to Closet Maid.

Today's homes demand smarter closets.

Clairson International, Building Products Division • 720 SW 17th Street, Ocala, Florida 32674 • and Corona, California.

See our catalog in Sweets, 10.19/CLA
Details you never thought possible with exterior insulation systems.

STO exterior systems create a flexible, seamless thermal covering for the entire outside wall with all of its unexpected corners and turns. Even where the edges meet other materials, STO provides efficient weather-resistant seals for the most complete building protection. So ... while you're designing magnificent details (or simple ones), STO is perfecting exterior systems and finishes that perform—right to the last detail.

STO INDUSTRIES, INC.
Quality Lane, Box 219
Rutland, Vermont 05701
Toll Free: (800) 855-9533
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There's little evidence this courthouse has been renovated. And custom Pella Windows are sworn to secrecy.

A passion for authenticity in restoration and renovation sometimes goes unnoticed. And nothing could make the architects of this municipal building renovation happier. They gleefully recall a local resident's comment: "I looked at the building and I don't see that you did anything. Why did they pay you to do nothing?"

Nothing, indeed. The historic 1914 Municipal Building in Sewickley, Pennsylvania, has been restored inside and out. Council chambers have been renovated, administrative offices expanded, a conference room added along with an elevator tower and a wing for fire department apparatus. The intent was to restore the existing building and have all additions match the original in kind, in both materials and design. It shows, or doesn't show, in everything from the original brass hardware to the red common brick of the new additions to the custom Pella Windows.

**Custom Pella sizes and colors.**

Custom Pella Windows were a vital part of the project. No other wood window manufacturer could provide the custom sizes and custom clad color the project required, with the quality the architects demanded. Drafty, white double-hung and basement windows were replaced with custom Pella Clad Double-Hung and Awning Windows. The architects "didn't want to look at the building and see a window and a window and a window" but rather intended the whole of the exterior to work together for a monolithic look. So Pella Clad Windows were specified in a custom tan enamel finish that matches the cleaned Cleveland limestone of the building's foundation.

Only Pella offers custom colors in aluminum cladding, adding just a week to normal delivery time. The baked enamel finish resists fading, chemical attack, chalking, chipping, peeling and cracking so the windows need no painting. Inside, the natural wood beauty of Pella Windows complements the original oak woodwork, doors and molding which were carefully preserved.

The Pella Clad subframe system neatly covers the exterior of the old wood frame and allows for installation from indoors. Since no scaffolding or cranes were needed, the Sewickley Council of Garden Clubs could do the landscaping unimpeded.

**Lower heating and cooling costs.**

Some things, like the charming hose-drying tower, are used today as they were in horse-and-fireswagon days, but many things needed a drastic update. The building's energy efficiency, for instance. Pella's Double Glazing Panel System was specified for all Pella Windows, giving nearly an inch of insulating air between panes. The perfect space for the removable wood muntins, safe from dust and damage.

Another of Pella's seven glazing and shading options, Type E Slimshade® blinds can be specified or retrofitted between the panes of the Double Glazing Panel System, where they help give Pella Windows a low U value of .23, actually outperforming triple glazing. As for maintenance economies, Pella Double-Hung, Awning and Casement Windows pivot or rotate toward the center of the frame for easy cleaning from indoors.

Your Pella distributor can tell you more about it. For information, look for Pella in the Yellow Pages under "Windows." Call Sweet's BUYLINE or see Sweet's General Building File. Or send this coupon.

---

Please send me the latest literature on Pella for replacement and new construction.

Name __________________________

Firm __________________________

Address ________________________

City ____________________________ State __ Zip __________

Telephone ________________________

**This coupon answered in 24 hours.**

Mail to: Pella Windows and Doors, Commercial Division, Dept. T31F6, 100 Main Street, Pella, IA 50219. Also available throughout Canada.

© 1986 Rolscreen Co.
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---

Pella. The significant difference in windows.

Sewickley Municipal Building
Sewickley, Pennsylvania
Architects
Robert D. Graham, Sewickley, Pennsylvania
J. Ronald Reynolds, Coraopolis, Pennsylvania
Contractor
Coco Brothers, Inc.
Allison Park, Pennsylvania
Only Dover Elevators take you all the way with the Impulse® system.

In a changing world, count on Dover to keep you current. With an innovative and flexible approach to elevator signal fixtures—Impulse.

Impulse® is the first system that lets you integrate signage directly into the cab operating panel. So tenants' names (or any other kind of ID) can be right there by the button. Even better, it's completely modular. You can add to, delete, re-arrange elements as needed.

See us at BOMA and CSI
Signage and buttons are recessed at a 20° angle facing up, so they're easy to read, easy to use.

Since it's pre-engineered, Impulse can be assembled and delivered quickly. Which can be important when you're keeping up with the Joneses.

For more information on Impulse signal fixtures, call your local Dover office or write Dover Elevator Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, TN 38101.
Another Hardheaded Dover Breakthrough On The Three Basic Elevator Functions.

We're particular, actually stubborn, about refinements in state-of-the-art technology for hydraulic elevators. Remember, we invented them.

Other manufacturers have made a lot of noise with assorted bells and whistles. Dover has been quietly and patiently perfecting the greatest advance in hydraulic elevators since we invented them 51 years ago. DMC-I® — the first totally integrated microprocessor control system.

Our new DMC-I elevator closes the doors more reliably. Moves the car to the next floor more efficiently. Opens the doors more dependably. What else is an elevator for?

Other brands have offered add-on microprocessor functions on a onesy, twosy basis, like bandages. Only Dover has taken the years and millions of dollars necessary to perfect a total, built-in system. Because only Dover’s volume as the industry leader made it feasible for us to invest such vast resources in its development.

DMC-I has a unique new hand-held F.A.S.T. unit that is literally a “window” into the microprocessor controls. It allows us to reprogram up to 40 elevator functions in minutes. It provides instant analysis of existing performance, permitting faster, more thorough preventive maintenance.

If you’re buying or specifying elevators for low or mid-rise buildings, you need to see what DMC-I can do. Call your local Dover office or write Dover Elevator Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, TN 38101.

See us at CSI and BOMA
Project: The Overlook Building
Las Colinas, Texas
Trammell Crow Residential Companies
Product: PAC-CLAD Panels
Profile: 12" O.C. Snap-on Standing Seam
Finish: 24 gauge Galvanized PAC-CLAD Slate Gray
Owner: Chasewood Company
General Contractor: The Chaser Company
Architect: F&S Partners Inc.

PAC-CLAD is a full Kynar 500® product available from stock in 9 colors on aluminum and G-90 galvanized steel.

For more information regarding the entire Petersen product line, please refer to Sweet's Catalog File #7.2/Pe and 7.3b/Pet, or contact us at 1-800-PAC-CLAD.

Petersen Aluminum Corporation
955 Estes Ave. • Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 • 1-312-228-7150
1-800-PAC-CLAD • In Illinois 1-800-942-8203
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For the architect who hates to wait.
Dataprint has thousands of brand name drafting supplies in stock, all ready for same day shipment.
And all at hard-to-beat prices. Impatient professionals have been calling us for over 19 years. So if you want the best, but hate delays, call Dataprint (call us today by 2 PM, and we'll ship your order by 5 PM!). Ask for our free catalog, too.

DATAPRINT® Drafting, Print and Plotter Supplies
(800) 227-6191

Corporate Office: 700 S. Claremont St., P.O. Box 5910, San Mateo, CA 94402 • Distribution Centers located throughout the
FLAMED!

Flamed Granite For
Beauty And Function

There are a multitude of reasons for using flamed granite tiles. Its durability and strength is exceeded only by its variety of interior or exterior applications, especially on wet walkways where its flamed texture creates a non-slip surface.

Architects and Designers prefer granite for many applications because of its rugged beauty and the wide choice of colors, styles and sizes.

Marble Modes, a leading manufacturer and importer of over 130 selections of travertine, granite, marble, slate and onyx from five continents, offers flamed granite in four sizes.

Thin granite tiles can be ordered in 1/2" or 3/8" thicknesses and are available in 12" x 12", 18" x 18", 24" x 24" or 12" x 24" units.

Come see flamed granite at the new Marble Modes showroom or call for more information.

MARBLE MODES INC.
CONCEPTS START IN MARBLE

15-25 130TH STREET, COLLEGE POINT, NY 11356
718/539-1334 TELEX:428819 MAR MOD
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There's more to Sunrooms than the view!

Sure, all sunrooms look beautiful. But there is a difference. And that's the attention to detail you can offer clients with the Sunbilt™ brand of prefabricated sunrooms. Sunbilt's high-strength, thermally broken structural components exceed 40 pounds per square foot design loads. That's more than 50% stronger than most competitive models! Plus, you get heavy-duty extruded anchor clips and shear blocks at all connections. Concealed fasteners. And no unsightly inner seams anywhere. Both primary and secondary gutters are standard. So is energy-efficient 1" insulated glass and dual glazing system of EPDM gaskets and wet sealant. What's more specially designed thermally broken sills help eliminate water accumulation—a major cause of glass sealant failure. You also get full ventilation, overhead 1" laminated safety glass, plus options such as advanced insulated shading. Sunbilt sunrooms come ready-to-install in a wide range of sizes, making them easily adaptable to most commercial and residential designs. Best of all, they're the only solar sunrooms backed by J. Sussman Inc., a company known the world over for innovative glass and metal products since 1906. Why go with an inferior species of sunrooms? Specify Sunbilt Solar Products by Sussman Inc.—the natural selection for quality.

For more details on Sunbilt or our complete line of custom skylights, windows and other glass enclosures, contact Sunbilt™ SOLAR PRODUCTS by SUSSMAN, INC. 109-10 180th St., Dept. B, Jamaica, N.Y. 11433 • 718-297-6040

SUNBILT™ SOLAR PRODUCTS by SUSSMAN, INC.
The Fleet Center, Providence, Rhode Island.
A perfect example of just how perfect Rock of Ages Granite can be.

Contact our sales office for our brochure, color selection, finishes, applications, samples, budget prices or technical assistance. Call toll free: 1-800-445-7050, or in New Hampshire, call 1-603-224-5325.
How the best standing seam roof stands up even better

Now Roof Systems' exclusive RS-18 Panel is under the protection of Steelite's exclusive Corrstan® coating system!

Two outstanding names—Roof Systems, Inc., and Steelite, Inc.—now work together to give you outstanding performance in a standing seam roof. We've combined the good looks and durability of the RS-18 System with the good looks and durability of the Corrstan System. That adds up to a standing seam roof that will stand up better than ever on your next building. Call or write for detailed information.

Roof Systems, Inc.
5380 36th Street S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
800-253-8148
TELEX: 322569

Steelite, Inc.
1010 Ohio River Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15202
800-824-1371; in PA, 800-824-1370
TELEX: 866-292 STEELITEPGH
Now you can build strictly to the codes . . .

without looking like you have.

You would argue with the critical need to conscientiously comply with building codes.

Yet, for those whose task it is to design beautiful, functional buildings, the influence of volumes upon volume requirements is undeniable.

Fortunately, Won-Door's folding fire doors now provide a way to comply with all building codes and still allow you to design your building to look and function the way you choose.

For example, Won-Door Fireguard II's can provide:

- **Code Required Occupancy Separation**
  without compromising the appearance of an elegant stairway or other design feature.

- **Code Required Elevator Lobby Separation**
  without cumbersome swing doors or floor tracks.

- **Increased Building Security**
  as an added bonus with optional automatic opening and closing systems.

- **Code Required Area Separation**
  preserving the design prerogative for large, open-space areas.

- **Code Required Fire Exit Corridors**
  as long as high as needed by folding from a ten wall pocket.

Call Won-Door toll free 1 (800) 453-8494, or your nearest Won-Door dealer for all the details.

Won-Door Fireguard," protecting life, property and beautiful building design.

WON-DOOR CORPORATION
1865 S. 3480 W.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
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1. MASONRY IN ARCHITECTURE
By Louis G. Redstone, FAMA.
192 pp., 260 illus., 8½ x 11
One of the world's foremost masonry authorities shows the best methods - developed through 5,000 years right up to the skyscraper - for working this exciting material to achieve both form and aesthetics. Just published!

2. THE AIA GOLD MEDAL
By Richard Guy Wilson. 246 pp., 222 illus. (8 pp. in full color). 8½ x 11
The first chronicle of the coveted AIA Gold Medal, this lavish commemorative volume gives full profiles, with photographic portraits, of the 44 medallists to date and examples of their work. Just published!

3. HOLDOUTS!
By Andrew Gipson, AIA, and Seymour Durst, real estate developer. 173 pp., 221 illus., 8½ x 11
A lively illustrated history of holdouts in New York since the 1800s - and how they were dealt with - shows what can happen when an obstinate owner forces major changes in planning and building design. Just published!

4. GROUND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
And METHODS
By Frank Harris. 256 pp., with diagrams and tables. Here are the principles and working knowledge for determining the best construction methods and alternative procedures, devising proper temporary works, and selecting the right plant and equipment to achieve faster construction times and higher quality.

5. AWARD-WINNING PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGNS
Professional Edition.
By Jeffrey Cook, AIA. 288 pp., 208 illus. (including 68 photos). 8½ x 11
These 41 winning designs from the First National Passive Solar Design competition demonstrate an impressive number of passive solar solutions for a diversity of structures, from commercial buildings to residences, in a wide variety of terrains and climatic locations. Brand new!

6. CHECKING AND COORDINATING ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING WORKING DRAWINGS
By John Frederick Duggar III. 160 pp., 22 illus. (8 in full color)
How to use the author's unique color-coded graphic systems for marking up check prints, coordinating construction components, making and recording revisions, eliminating errors, omissions, and duplications, communicating, and retrieving information.

7. HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING ECONOMICS
By Max Kurtz, P.E., 1,020 pp., 317 illus.
Made marvelously easy to understand and to use - every statistical and financial analysis tool you need to control the effects of time and money on every type of engineering project and area of responsibility. The first such aid in the field. Brand new!

8. SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, AND CONSTRUCTION
Specifications can make or break a project, and can even cause construction disasters. Here, in a new, up-to-date edition, is the one book to coordinate the requirements of spec writing and checking into a unified whole - with special emphasis on techniques to build safety into a project.

9. CONSTRUCTION MARKETING AND STRATEGIC PLANNING
By Warren Friedman. 288 pp., 70 illus.
Shrinking construction profits make it mandatory that contractors - large and small - grasp and use every business, management, marketing, and strategic planning tool known to work best. Here they are - detailed with the assistance of The Associated General Contractors. Just published!

10. CONSTRUCTION DISASTERS Design Failures, Causes, and Prevention
By Steven S. Ross and the Editors of Engineering News Record 407 pp., 144 photos.
620 illus.
The valuable lessons builders have learned from collapsed roofs, broken dams, floods, and earthquakes are packed into this survey of 24 major disasters of the past five decades, why they happened, and what would have minimized or prevented them. New title!

11. THE HANDBOOK OF CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Third Edition.
By William E. Coombs and William J. Polman
582 pp., 158 illus.
Reflecting the newest trends in accounting and management techniques used in the construction industry, this edition of a well-known work updates your handling of problems in every area from procurement to costs, receipts, taxes, and more.

12. DESIGN PRESENTATION Techniques for Marketing and Project Proposals
By Ernest Burden. 256 pp., hundreds of illus.
From the initial planning and preparation to the actual visual presentation of your design project (including models and computer-aided graphical techniques to the all-important follow-up and how to make them work for you) and keep them coming back for more.

13. PRESERVING AND MAINTAINING THE OLDER HOME
By Shirley Hanson and Nancy Hubby. 256 pp., 323 illus., 8½ x 11
How to accurately and sensitively repair, restore, and renovate those treasured older homes (built between the 1800s and 1940) to bring out their best interior and exterior features, find trouble spots, modernize without disfiguring - economically.

14. SYSTEMS GRAPHICS Breakthroughs in Drawing Production and Project Management for Architects, Designers, and Engineers.
By Fred A. Stitt. 262 pp., 157 illus.
Want to save 30%, 40%, 50% of the time and money you spend producing design and working drawings? Here's the practical how-to for using and linking together today's newest, inexpensive form of in-house reprographics - by one of the best-regarded pros in the industry.
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Growing market for housing the elderly explored

Americans are getting older—not just season by season, but on the average. One problem the growing population of elderly Americans presents—a shortage of appropriate and affordable housing—also promises to create a huge new market for architects. To help address the issues involved in designing for this group and to introduce a new AIA volume, Design for Aging: An Architect’s Guide, the American Institute of Architects sponsored a symposium in mid-April on housing for the aged.

The new volume, believe such knowledgeable observers as Professor Leonard Heumann, of the Urban and Regional Planning Department of the University of Illinois, may become the single reference source for designing all forms of housing for the elderly. Statistics cited in the 179-page study, which was several years in the making, show the dimensions of the issue. In 1980, a watershed year for the aging, it says: “The United States elected the oldest president in its history, and, for the first time, the percentage of American heads of household aged 65 or older surpassed the number of those aged 30 or younger.

“By 1990, there will be 4 million more Americans over 65 than there were in 1980. America’s population will have tripled since 1900, but the number of Americans over 65 will have multiplied eight times. By 2050, after the last of the baby-boom generation has passed, Americans over 65 will have increased from 11 percent of 1980’s population to 18.3 percent of a significantly larger population.

Jack W. Ken, of the San Francisco architecture firm of Anshen & Allen, who co-chaired the symposium, added this perspective: “Our median age during the Revolutionary War was 16; it is now 32, and it is forecast to be over 40 by the year 2020.”

Parts of the building industry are already gearing up for the new market segment. One speaker, Theodore W. Litzenberger, vice president for design of the Crossings Corporation, which specializes in housing for the elderly, asserted that the country is already being flooded with developers who made their mark building general housing and who now foresee tremendous opportunities in this new market. Others, such as William K. Glass, design manager for elderly housing for the Marriott Corporation, said that there are only about 600 communities offering a spectrum of health care services for the aged—from the old-but-healthy to those needing total medical and nursing care. The 100,000 residents who live in these communities, Glass said, represent “a fraction of the total market. In this decade alone, $33 billion will be invested to construct more than 1,800 communities.”

All speakers agreed that building communities and housing for the elderly calls for an unprecedented degree of sensitivity to their physical needs and their preferences. “Elderly people tend to be more bigoted, and they want to be with their own kind—whether it be military, fifth-generation Yankee, WASP, or Jewish,” said Sheldon M. Bustow, director for gerontology programs of General Health Management, Inc. The right addresses and locations, including such considerations as “factory town” versus “management town,” are important to the elderly, he says.

Some elderly won’t move to an otherwise desirable location because the mailing address isn’t “right... even if it has the best design,” he says.

The design must walk a fine line between attractiveness and ostentation, said Litzenberger. It must have a great deal of appeal but it should not be trendy. A feeling of home and comfort is important, especially at meal times. Cafeteria-style food service is not conducive to this: “Ike and china are important—not just a bare dining room.”

The elderly should have sufficient living space to help them preserve their dignity, Professor Heumann said. “Bed-sitters are not a good idea. The elderly don’t want to entertain in their bedrooms.”

Heumann found fault with many of the present total health care facilities of 300-400 units. “They tend to be very large, very boxy, very institutional looking.” In European countries, which he said are 10 to 15 years ahead of the U.S. in terms of over-65 population percentages, facilities are designed closer to what he thinks is a better approach—smaller groupings of buildings, often in a campus-like setting.

The elderly don’t want to be shut in or shunted out of sight. But neither should communal spaces be wide open to the general public. The elderly should not have a feeling of being on display, of being spied on, or of having to look over their shoulders.” Yet they want to be close to urban life as much as possible. Among the best solutions is to place such a community group in a residential neighborhood, “but only a block from a shopping area,” Heumann said. “They want to be where there are lots of things to do and see,” yet, “the critical distance within which people can operate gets shorter and shorter as people become more frail.”

Peter Hoffman, World News, Washington, D. C.

New publication would clear sources of misunderstanding with clients

A new AIA publication, You & Your Architect, is intended for architects to give to clients to educate them about their services and eliminate misunderstandings that might result in liability problems. It comes with a wrapper that guides the architect in using the book. Among its suggestions are:

• Understand the client’s financing and resources, and know whether they match his expectations.
• If clients can’t decide on programs, schedules, or financing, suggest an initial short-term contract to pin these issues down.
• Define exactly what you will do.
• Don’t promise what you can’t.
• Consult counsel before signing alterations to the standard AIA agreement. For more information, contact the AIA, 1735 New York Avenue N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006 (202/626-7380).

A new construction market in the U.S. S. R.?

HUD officials are now negotiating with their Soviet counterparts to expand business opportunities in the Soviet market for American design and construction companies and building product manufacturers. The discussions are taking place under the same technological cooperation agreements that resulted in the Apollo-Soyuz project. HUD’s assistant secretary for policy development and research, June Koch, recently visited Moscow to determine what the Russians’ needs were and to request that they coordinate the Soviet agencies that approve purchases. The Soviets appear to be mainly interested in buying new technologies, such as CAD or manufacturing processes for building products, and consulting on issues in areas as construction management, according to a department spokesperson.

The two governments have agreed to an international construction exhibition next May in the Soviet Union where American firms will be able to promote their products. The details have yet to be worked out but the department is compiling a mailing list of firms that might be interested in participating. For more information, telephone HUD, 202/755-5600.
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On March 12 of this year, 12 highly qualified professionals from around the country met in New York to tackle one of the most pressing issues that architects face today: architects' current liability problems—as reflected in rocketing insurance premiums and exorbitant defense costs. Meeting at the joint invitation of the RECORD and the AIA, the panelists, identified here under their photos, included architects from small and large firms, led by AIA president John Busby; lawyers well familiar with the myriad legal problems involved; and the executives of two major insurance brokerage firms. The panel was moderated by RECORD senior editor Herbert L. Smith and myself.

The problems of rising liability costs are, by now, not exactly new. To meet the challenge, the AIA has sponsored several symposia on the subject, thereby developing a large body of knowledge about the problem's causes and concerning who pays what costs. These meetings have also produced possible solutions. Accordingly, it was the primary purpose of our current symposium to study these solutions, to try and find new ones, and, if possible, to break new ground. The panel concluded that there are at least several practical ways to reduce insurance costs right now. And there are many ways to reduce the attendant costs of litigation and undue liability exposure. The long term looks even brighter.

Despite this symposium's focus on what is, after all, a business issue, there were also worthwhile and provocative discussions of professional practice and ethics, which are, of course, closely intertwined with the liability problem. How much responsibility for their acts, in the current situation, should architects, engineers, and other designers take? Are there ways to distribute their liability without losing control of traditional professional roles? Should design professionals change the scope of the services they provide?

Because both ethics and long-term solutions to the liability problem comprise whole subjects unto themselves, each will be separately covered in a future issue of RECORD. This one will focus on the heart of the matter: Where are we now and what can we do about it? Charles K. Hoyt

It is small comfort to know that architects and other building-design professionals are not in this dilemma alone. As AIA president and symposium co-host John Busby stated in his opening remarks, "All of the professions are in the same boat, paddling up the same stream, trying to reach some destination that will give us relief."

It is also small comfort to know that many of the causes of the dilemma are beyond our control. The insurance industry brought much of this on itself [and you]," said insurance-company vice president Paul Genecki. He was referring to overly competitive practices during the six to seven years prior to 1985 by which the companies, to develop income for the high-yield investments then available, wrote premiums that were "clearly inadequate."

The result now is not only rapidly rising premiums but—as the companies' surpluses, once profitably invested, are depleted to pay claims—a lack of capacity to write some policies at all. While insurance companies write premiums at a ratio to their surpluses of one to three, Genecki said, the regulators are happy. But, when the companies fail that test, audits occur. "There is an old axiom within the industry," he added, "that the aroma of the premium will overcome the stench of the risk."

But now, apparently, that's not so. And there then is the cause of the crisis that John Portman & Associates' chief executive officer Stanley Schinnerer referred to as the new "lottery mentality" of the public toward liability litigation. "It is now common occurrence," he said, "to make huge awards to individuals and groups, not as compensation for loss or hurt but to inflict extreme punishment on the guilty. In this manner we're very much a redistribution of wealth that has no real focus, purpose, or ultimate goal."

The huge awards and expenses being imposed are ultimately being paid for by everyone in the form of higher rents, higher product costs, higher professional fees, and higher taxes. This is a financial burden that will make it harder and harder to compete in the world market, will slowly erode our standard of living, and will become a burden the economy cannot carry.

"We used to have errors-and-omissions insurance," said Gensler and Associates head Arthur Gensler. "What we have now is risk-free insurance—to make the world risk-free from everything."

"It is highly inconsistent," said attorney Arthur Kornblut, "for those same people who have been advocating the protection of everyone from everything for many years to now be advocating that we should have insurance available at a readily affordable price."

Given that the problem affects everyone, are the designers of buildings being singled out? "We're not being singled out for particular grief; it just seems that way," said Steinberg.

"The frustration that many of the design professionals are facing today," Busby said, "is that statistics will show that we're fairly proficient in what we do. We do hold very high the responsibility of public safety and also the delivery of our professional services. What concerns us most is that we're being swept up in a groundswell."

And it is true that current insurance coverage for architects reflects a dismal picture. Those companies that will even write policies for design firms of any type in any location have shaken dramatically—some 85 percent in the last year, according to Genecki. AIA president Ava Abramowitz pointed out that architects who may never have had a claim are experiencing increases of 100 to 400 percent in their premiums.

"There is no profit," said Gensler. "Building-design firms are losing money before they open the door."

Haines Lundberg Wheelier senior partner Martin Raab revealed that a recent New York City survey shows that firms with gross fees under $500,000 pay about 6 percent of gross revenues for insurance; firms between $500,000 and $1 million pay about 4.4 percent; and larger firms pay between 2.5 and 2.7 percent. On a national level, as described by 3D/International president Charles Thomsen, the rates that the really large firms discussed at a recent AIA roundtable were between 0.5 and 4 percent. Abramowitz pointed out that it is the small firms that suffer most. Genecki noted that his figures show higher rates for most firms and they are still going up—by about a third on average for current contract renewals with his insurance company, Schinnerer.

When one talks about premiums that are 6 percent of an average design firm's revenues, said CJS Group president Christopher Smith, "that's the profit; that's the enchilada. You are out of business."

Practical ways to reduce insurance costs include passing them on to clients

Busby asked, "How should the costs be fairly distributed between the various partners in the design team—including the client?" This implied that the AIA, as ethical arbiter, was ready to accept a role for architects of less than total responsibility in exchange for meeting the pressing goal of financial survival.

"In our opinion," said Genecki, "a source of immediate relief is to get the costs of insurance for the design team where it has probably belonged all along—in the owner's project budget."

Smith, citing shared costs as a matter of survival for the small firm, said that he currently invoices his insurance as 3.8 percent of each client's bill, an amount that represents the difference between his previous and new premiums. "I was frightened, at first," he said. "I thought I would be nailed. But
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Paul Genecki, insurance executive and senior vice president of Victor O. Schinnerer Company, that simply didn't happen. Raab talked about precedent: "We have charged our clients for project insurance for years. We carry a certain amount and clients who want us to carry more, and many do, pay for it." But how, when all is said and done, do you convince an owner that he should pay for a design professional's insurance? Seventy-five percent of all claims and a large percent of incurred loss, said Kornblut, are for defects in owners' buildings. In the absence of other coverage such as liability insurance, those damages and remedial costs would come directly out of the owner's pockets. If, reasoned Kornblut, "you take that concept, along with the fact that the owner already pays for the contractor's insurance, and present that to the owner, it then becomes only logical and fair that he pays for yours. He is a direct beneficiary of it." How does the architect decide how much to bill the owner? He prorates his billings by project to his overall billings to figure out what his liability premium by project is. Then he bills by project just as he would any other reimbursable, such as printing costs or travel.

Furthermore, as opposed to simply seeking reimbursement, there is a way to profit from higher insurance costs—by seeking higher fees. "This crisis, among hundreds of causes that could be named," said Raab, "can be used as justification. One of the largest lost areas in our profession is our negotiations. A dollar left on the table there is a dollar less profit returned on the bottom line. For the average firm, it means marketing $50 more in volume to make up that lost dollar." Raab clearly saw the current situation as one in which negotiations can be improved.

Can architects lower the rates they pay by the way they handle their liability problems? "The reasons for the different rates and increases architects pay," said Arthur Kornblut, attorney, architect and principal of Kornblut & Sokolove; chairman of the American Bar Association Forum Committee on the Construction Industry, listed, as well as the types of work a firm undertakes and its size, do indeed determine its rate. The panel was asked how a firm establishes a good liability track record. "The Challenger failure was not a technical problem," said Genecki. "It was a management problem. About 80 percent of our claims are caused by management problems—how an architect manages his practice, his communications, and his relationships with other parties to the construction process." Stickler asserted that many panelists felt would most influence both their track records and their other liability costs was quality control. To assure that his drawings and specifications do not go out with obvious defects, both Smith and Moore bring in outside consultants with solid working drawing experience—a similar process to that of the American Consulting Engineers Council in its peer-review program that has recently resulted in reduced insurance for engineers.

"I find a lot of architects feel that the man doing the drawing ought to be able to perform his own quality control," said Steinberg. "And I think that's impossible." Moore, who represented the smallest firm at the panel—"about 3 1/2 persons," he said—talked about his first trial run with the consultant: "He didn't find as much as I was afraid he would, which made me feel good and it was very cheap insurance." Gensler, whose firm has an employee who only checks drawings, reflected the big-firm view: "We wouldn't go for an outside architect red-lining. We consider ourselves capable of evaluating and reviewing our own work. I think CAD will help. But if you don't hire quality people and pay them well, you are never going to find mistakes." He also underscored a view by other panelists that liability could lead to specialization: "To retain the wheel everytime you go out is just dangerous." Thomsen agreed with the view that CAD will help quality control and emphasized that his personnel, like Smith's, spend time in the field both to achieve better rapport with the builders and to catch any mistakes that might have slipped through on the documents.

Abramowitz added that the AIA is currently working on establishing data from successful suits against architects in order to help the profession know its weaknesses—including quality control.

Martin Raab, architect and senior managing partner of Haines Lundberg Waehler and vice president of the New York Chapter of the AIA, and Carl Sapers, attorney, author, lecturer, and, partner of Hill & Barlow, counsel to the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards and adjunct professor at Harvard School of Design.

Barry Moore, architect and principal of Barry Moore Architects.

Can architects structure their practices and their work to achieve lower rates? There was a consensus among the architects that they could better manage their rates if they knew in detail how such factors as claims history, projects undertaken, and geographic location, were weighted by the insurance companies. Both Hawes and Genecki, after discussion of the possible confusion that might result from misinterpretation, promised that the information would be made available.

One of the currently better understood factors that can raise or lower rates are the building types that an insured firm undertakes; Genecki listed schools, hospitals, churches, and condominiums as being frequent sources of liability problems. Possible new ways to structure a firm elicited a great deal of interest. For instance, Smith asked the insurance people if he could separate parts of his practices, including planning, research, and environmental impact statements, from coverage to lower his premium.

The answer was that the tactic is probably not practical nor, in the end, cost effective. Hawes said that, of the claims against design firms
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insured by his company, some 5 percent represented about 80 percent of the total dollar volume, and that one of those representing the highest dollar volume was for a feasibility study. So that, even if the design professional wanted to take the risk of not being covered for such activities, he did not satisfy the insurance company's basic mechanism that spreads over the many the impact of the large "silver bullets" aimed at the few.

"Insurance rates," added Kornblut, "are caused by the losses that do occur, not the ones that don't." He pointed out that low-risk, loss-free segments of practices do not cause the rates to be up where they are right now; if every architect were not to cover them, they would still be paying the same high rates because of those areas of practice that are risk-prone.

The basic ways to lower costs with conventional insurance remain less coverage or more deductible

How much insurance should a design firm have? Thomsen: "The top side is the biggest loss we might ever experience." Hawes: "You can't buy that much." Thomsen: "So then, it's probably all you can afford." Hawes: "Two years ago it was $50 million. Now it's $5 million.

Gensler: "An agent will say $5 million is better than $1 million. But I'm not so sure. If I tell clients, 'I have $2 million,' that's what they will want. If I have $1 million, that's what they will want."

"At some point," said attorney Carl Sapers, "there is a figure at which large developers and corporations at least seem to be willing to say 'we're not going to seek your permanent residence, your yacht, your Mercedes Benz or any of your other goodies; we'll stick with your insurance. I have thought in the past few years that, for large design firms, $5 million was that figure." Kornblut agreed: "Most claimants would rather take quick cash than litigate."

The large firms, in particular, said Hawes, must consider more than one claim at once. More than 50 percent of the claims made against his clients have resulted from projects that are more than one year post-completion.

Raab: "I think it's purely a matter of how comfortable you feel. I have lived with $1 million when we felt just comfortable with $500,000. We have purchased $5 million. We went to $2 million when we saw claims going up. Each year, it's looking at the cost of the different coverages, and seeing what your business and your comfort level warrants—whether you're willing to sacrifice income for comfort or not. Steinberg repeated the same concept, saying it is a matter of personal "risk aversion."

It is a similar situation with deductibles. Referring to the reason he wanted a high amount of coverage, Thomsen noted that, as a result of the AIA symposium for the big firm, at which most deductibles were stated to be in the $250,000 range, it is common practice to set deductibles on the maximum loss we can sustain and still stay in business." Genecki reported that, currently, medium-size firms are taking deductibles between $10,000 and $25,000. Raab reported the average deductible in New York state is $5,000 for firms with under $500,000 income and under $10,000 for those with $1 million.

And then there's the possibility of no insurance; but it may pay to go bare only if you strip Most architects, said Hawes, will prefer to go half-dressed. But Raab was not so sure: "What I think we can do—and this is a radical solution—is go bare; that's really an economic decision, and I would advise those who choose it to protect their assets."

Gensler: "It is possible that you will not be sued at all if people can't get any money out of you." By this, he meant that the design company per se would hold no insurance and minimal assets—such assets as computers or buildings being held by separate spin-off companies. He said that large companies might have problems doing this. Many smaller firms in California, however, were going bare because work on, for instance, condominiums had become so serious they couldn't get insurance even if they wanted it.

All of which brought up the question of how well efforts to protect personal assets were met by forming professional corporations. Especially in the event of no insurance, said Sapers, "if you are hit by a cab driver and he turns out to be John D. Rockefeller the 5th, you might not sue Checker Cab, you might just sue the cab driver. And that is equally applicable to any design firm." He stated that it was a misconception that a professional corporation insulates the individual.

One way of making the lack of insurance work may be to plan for complete working drawings. Asked Smith: "If we're doing 80 percent planning, does that really represent, in essence, the threat of lawsuits and are there not occasions when we should say, 'I just don't want to have insurance on 100 percent?'"

Certainly better contracts will protect architects from, at least, the costs of litigation Will better contracts lower your rates? Not per se, said Genecki, but they will improve your track record. And an architect who uses client-imposed contracts is going to have

"There are other tools: we're being hounded now by subrogated claims against architects by property-damage covers who pay the owner for a burst pipe. There is no reason why we can't have a waiver of subrogation in our standard form of agreement."

What contracts architects do have must be used effectively. Part of the process, said Raab, is to make employees understand them and to know what their and the client's responsibilities are.

Steinberg offered a good summation of where we now stand: "We continue to analyze the problem, adjust to it, and, if possible, we'll exploit any opportunities that we may identify as a result of it. I believe that as we discuss tactics such as tort reform, quality control, peer review programs, alternate dispute programs, going bare, hold-harmless clauses, and all the other ideas, we must remember that we're professionals who are in businesses that sell services and are operating in a new and unfamiliar business climate—one, which like all others, offers opportunities as well as pitfalls."

In a forthcoming issue of RECORD, we will look at what the future holds, at some of those opportunities, and at what we must do to both cope with and profit from the liability crisis.

Christopher J. Smith, architect, president of CJS Group Architects and board member of the American Institute of Architects, said attorney Moore: "We have some of the best documents available in the construction industry. We can greatly reduce that 70 percent of suits that come about because clients have fallen out of love with us through contract limitations."

How many architects use the standard AIA documents? Four of the six architects present used them as their basic contract and the other two as a reference. "Architects and engineers," said Kornblut, "are much more willing today to resist a client's efforts to impose an unsavory contract. The liability issue has led many firms to turn down projects if they can't negotiate a contract with which they are comfortable."

"I will do it," said Sapers, "if the façade that we alone have taken that the parties in the construction industry be used as a way of shielding us—not from the consequences of unnecessary suits by contractors, but from the suits themselves by saying 'you shan't recover against the architect.'"
At Sargent attention to design comes naturally.

Beauty joins form and function in nature to create perfection. So it is with Sargent, where designers work closely with craftsmen to please the eye and provide the protection, performance and durability you demand.

Proof: Sargent Mortise Locks enhance both the design and security of any door. Small wonder they’ve been the first choice of generations of architects (and specifiers) for aesthetics and peace-of-mind. Look to Sargent, where attention to design is second nature.
Summary of Building Construction Costs

**Costs:**
A drop uncharacteristically reflects demand

At year end, as the volume of construction peaked and began to retreat from its high (in every field except housing), so too did construction costs. Of course, the difference here is that in previous retreats—even those that turned out to be more much more severe than this one will hopefully be—costs continued to go right on up, exacerbating the problem.

The drop in costs in the final quarter of 1985 was not major, amounting to less than one basis point on the national average as shown on the summary of construction costs at left. But the symbolism was significant.

As usual, the drop was not evenly distributed across the country. As shown on the chart below, cities such as Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, and Seattle experienced the greatest drop in index points, while cities such as Chicago, Minneapolis, and Boston experienced dramatic gains. This meant that the change in costs by region averaged out to zero in the eastern part of the U.S., leaving the western states to produce the overall loss with their drop of .08 percent.

Such regional differences were also reflected by that volatile component of costs—labor. While winding up the year with a national total of a 1.6-percent gain, as predicted in earlier forecasts on these pages by the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company, these gains were felt most in the metropolitan New York-New Jersey area and in the New England states.

Of course, these increases—while among the lowest in recent years—left materials to carry overall costs lower. And, at least, some materials may continue their fall. Those materials produced with and/or by petroleum should definitely continue to be affected by lowering oil prices. And steel may continue its current moderate decline—at least, in the early part of 1986—due to increased production and restrictions on imports.

McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company studies are conducted quarterly by direct contact with union and nonunion sources, direct-material suppliers, construction-labor consultants, and both general and specialty contractors in each city.

Cost Information Systems McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

---

**Historical Building Costs Indexes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>1171.5</td>
<td>1726.0</td>
<td>1922.6</td>
<td>2056.6</td>
<td>2096.0</td>
<td>2161.4</td>
<td>2222.4</td>
<td>2244.1</td>
<td>2246.2</td>
<td>2259.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>1018.4</td>
<td>1107.7</td>
<td>1204.5</td>
<td>1446.5</td>
<td>1544.9</td>
<td>1619.5</td>
<td>1689.7</td>
<td>1766.5</td>
<td>1773.1</td>
<td>1748.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>1028.7</td>
<td>1142.4</td>
<td>1232.9</td>
<td>1407.2</td>
<td>1469.9</td>
<td>1468.1</td>
<td>1533.7</td>
<td>1594.7</td>
<td>1592.8</td>
<td>1583.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1038.4</td>
<td>1120.6</td>
<td>1216.0</td>
<td>1483.7</td>
<td>1460.2</td>
<td>1502.0</td>
<td>1569.9</td>
<td>1646.0</td>
<td>1671.6</td>
<td>1696.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>1007.7</td>
<td>1092.8</td>
<td>1199.7</td>
<td>1322.6</td>
<td>1344.7</td>
<td>1425.8</td>
<td>1495.9</td>
<td>1476.7</td>
<td>1497.8</td>
<td>1499.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>1048.9</td>
<td>999.1</td>
<td>1229.9</td>
<td>1385.2</td>
<td>1350.4</td>
<td>1382.6</td>
<td>1343.0</td>
<td>1434.8</td>
<td>1487.4</td>
<td>1492.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>1034.4</td>
<td>1040.8</td>
<td>1287.5</td>
<td>1388.2</td>
<td>1495.0</td>
<td>1511.4</td>
<td>1475.9</td>
<td>1460.0</td>
<td>1481.6</td>
<td>1472.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>1042.4</td>
<td>1138.0</td>
<td>1436.1</td>
<td>1481.9</td>
<td>1756.0</td>
<td>1854.3</td>
<td>1925.9</td>
<td>1956.0</td>
<td>1961.5</td>
<td>1971.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>1028.9</td>
<td>1100.4</td>
<td>1455.6</td>
<td>1487.4</td>
<td>1622.7</td>
<td>1678.1</td>
<td>1800.1</td>
<td>1824.3</td>
<td>1852.7</td>
<td>1854.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>1018.1</td>
<td>1087.3</td>
<td>1273.1</td>
<td>1447.4</td>
<td>1580.6</td>
<td>1656.0</td>
<td>1672.1</td>
<td>1697.9</td>
<td>1711.9</td>
<td>1712.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>1023.5</td>
<td>0951.5</td>
<td>1225.8</td>
<td>1258.5</td>
<td>1323.4</td>
<td>1381.8</td>
<td>1407.5</td>
<td>1447.1</td>
<td>1455.7</td>
<td>1465.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>1022.5</td>
<td>1111.0</td>
<td>1255.3</td>
<td>1387.5</td>
<td>1473.4</td>
<td>1503.0</td>
<td>1523.9</td>
<td>1555.1</td>
<td>1571.0</td>
<td>1584.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>1004.5</td>
<td>1089.9</td>
<td>1320.1</td>
<td>1386.0</td>
<td>1368.1</td>
<td>1320.1</td>
<td>1467.6</td>
<td>1522.2</td>
<td>1529.8</td>
<td>1536.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>1009.2</td>
<td>1196.8</td>
<td>1286.9</td>
<td>1327.7</td>
<td>1442.6</td>
<td>1767.6</td>
<td>1824.6</td>
<td>1840.4</td>
<td>1839.9</td>
<td>1874.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>1001.3</td>
<td>1138.8</td>
<td>1291.9</td>
<td>1505.7</td>
<td>1727.2</td>
<td>1616.9</td>
<td>1650.5</td>
<td>1691.4</td>
<td>1739.5</td>
<td>1751.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1065.4</td>
<td>1043.0</td>
<td>1247.1</td>
<td>1319.4</td>
<td>1419.2</td>
<td>1491.8</td>
<td>1672.5</td>
<td>1747.2</td>
<td>1765.1</td>
<td>1789.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>1013.8</td>
<td>1074.2</td>
<td>1487.5</td>
<td>1539.5</td>
<td>1660.7</td>
<td>1769.4</td>
<td>1819.5</td>
<td>1822.1</td>
<td>1869.4</td>
<td>1882.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>1026.1</td>
<td>1015.0</td>
<td>1227.0</td>
<td>1341.7</td>
<td>1492.2</td>
<td>1479.5</td>
<td>1497.2</td>
<td>1576.1</td>
<td>1590.2</td>
<td>1595.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>1059.1</td>
<td>1198.8</td>
<td>1275.9</td>
<td>1320.0</td>
<td>1397.3</td>
<td>1451.2</td>
<td>1524.8</td>
<td>1625.5</td>
<td>1628.2</td>
<td>1644.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>1083.2</td>
<td>1326.8</td>
<td>1473.4</td>
<td>1546.4</td>
<td>1776.4</td>
<td>1819.1</td>
<td>1824.8</td>
<td>1853.5</td>
<td>1859.5</td>
<td>1844.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>1142.5</td>
<td>1177.9</td>
<td>1275.4</td>
<td>1616.8</td>
<td>1814.9</td>
<td>1962.7</td>
<td>1979.0</td>
<td>1948.9</td>
<td>1973.1</td>
<td>1955.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average of all Nonresidential Building Types, 21 Cities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1977 Average for each city</th>
<th>1000.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs: Costs as a given city for a certain period may be compared with costs in another period by dividing one index into the other. If the index for a city for one period (200 = divided by the index for a second period (100 = equals 100), the cost in the one period are 20% higher than the cost in the other. Also, second period costs are 50% of those in the first period (100 = divided by 200 = .50) or they are 20% lower in the second period.
When most people see Shakertown, they ooh and ahh over the natural beauty of our genuine Western red cedar shingles. While we’re flattered, we’ve got a lot more to offer than just a pretty face. But for the other side of the story, you need to look at the other side of our siding.

Right off, you’ll notice something you haven’t seen before on siding: plywood. It’s there so you can nail Shakertown right to the studs. With no extra sheathing. And no extra labor.

Then, across the bottom, we’ve added an ingenious self-aligning groove that makes chalk lines, story poles and other time-wasters strictly passé.

Now observe how every 8’ length of Shakertown Siding is cut precisely to fit stud spacing. The reason? Because no waste makes haste. So the long and short of Shakertown is that our back is as beautiful as our front.

Which means when you’re searching for a building material that looks as good to you as it does to a buyer, there’s only one thing to do.

Get Shakertown on your side.

SHAKERTOWN SIDING

For free catalog, call toll-free 1-800-426-8970
In Washington state, 206-785-3501
Or write P.O. Box 400-ARP6, Winlock, WA 98596
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Finance:
Look for lower interest rates and cheaper oil to stimulate growth

By Phillip E. Kidd

On the surface, conditions could not be better for a surge in economic growth. Interest rates, oil prices, inflation, and the value of the dollar have plummeted. Nevertheless, with spring well upon us, the economic signals remain mixed, and we are left to ponder the reasons for the economy’s lack of vigor.

One explanation is that the positive stimuli have happened so quickly that consumers have not had time to react. At the start of 1986, there was considerable concern about the financial position of consumers and their ability to continue lifting the economy with their buying (RECORD, January 1986, page 45). They had been on a year-long spending spree, despite their incomes failing to keep pace. They had either borrowed substantially or dipped heavily into their savings. This greater financial burden was expected to slow consumer expenditures in 1986, although the economy would benefit from their buying more American than foreign goods.

As anticipated, consumer expenditures did not rise much in the first quarter. Instead, consumers slowed debt growth and rebuilt savings with their modestly increasing incomes. However, consumers are gradually realizing that they are becoming wealthier because of steep declines in oil prices, inflation, and interest rates. Soon, they will become aggressive about spending, which will be good news for a sluggish economy.

The indications of new wealth are on the financial pages, where declining interest rates have rapidly boosted the value of outstanding bonds, and cheaper oil and lower inflation have sustained a boom in stock prices. Equally important, the consumer is reaping rewards in other areas as well. New loans to finance automobiles and other durable goods are considerably less expensive than three months ago. Homeowners with high-rate mortgages are flocking to refinance at sizable interest savings. And, consumers are paying less to drive their cars and heat their homes.

Because those benefits have descended on them so swiftly, consumers have so far spent their time trying to take advantage of the improvements, or trying to measure the actual impact on their finances before stepping up their buying. For example, new homeowners have so overwhelmed financial institutions, such as commercial banks, savings-and-loan associations, and mortgage companies, with refinancing requests that mortgage closings are being delayed 90 days or more. By contrast, those industries directly affected by these changes have assessed their significance and reacted immediately with negative implications for the economy. The already troubled oil and energy industries have continued to lay off workers and reduce investment. Meanwhile, consumer-goods producers, after building inventory in anticipation of rising sales, have moderated their production until sales actually appear. The export industries, despite a year-long fall in the value of the dollar, have not aggressively moved to increase activity or investment. On top of that, the drop in inflation has almost matched the slump in nominal (or money) interest rates.

That has kept real interest rates very large, which also hurts investment. In the absence of the stimulative influence of expanding production and investment on earnings and employment, the economy has registered uninspired real growth.

Already conditions for manufacturing activity and investment are becoming more favorable. Consumers are gradually spending more because their incomes are buying more than before. Moreover, these purchases increasingly will be for American goods, because the declining value of the dollar is making imported goods more expensive. In addition, more Americans and foreigners, worried about overseas terrorism, will take advantage of cheaper gasoline prices to tour the U. S. As they travel, they will be significant buyers of domestic goods and services. Foreigners will also import more American products because the lower dollar is making them more competitive.

With sales improving, manufacturers will respond with greater production and more investment. Their current personnel will work longer hours and new jobs will open up. Personal income will move rapidly higher, leading to even more consumer spending. Real economic growth will become stronger, registering a solid 4- to 5-percent rate in the second half of the year.

One drawback to the renewed expansion will be the rise in credit demands. In turn, the Federal Reserve, although accommodating, will become less aggressive in adding reserves in order to avoid overinflating the economy. Interest rates will stop falling and will firm. However, any increases in rates will be minimal during the second half because the economy still has sufficient capacity to expand without reigniting inflation. Mortgage rates will hold in their present 8.5 to 10.5-percent range. At those levels, home-buying and home-building will flourish through the end of the year.
The fire doors seemingly vanish into the wall because Dor-O-Matic pocket pivot hinges put the doors flush into the wall pockets, out of harm's way. So corridors have a smoother, cleaner look when the doors are open.

And because Dor-O-Matic's pocket pivot hinges are UL listed with a 3 hour fire rating for metal fire doors and a 20 minute rating for wood fire doors, they provide better protection when the doors are closed.

If you want beauty, safety and reduced maintenance in your corridor door applications you've got to specify Dor-O-Matic Pocket Pivot Hinge #91105F. For information, call or write:

DOR-O-MATIC
Division of Republic Industries, Inc.
7350 West Wilson Avenue • Chicago, IL 60656
(312) 867-7400 • 1-800-543-4635 • Telex 281-063
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Computers: One firm's experience

A computer manager tells how his firm began using computers, some of the things learned, and why he feels that systems are now essential

By Seymour Fish

While breakthroughs still must be made to help architects use computers to their full effectiveness, the author believes that the greatest challenges facing us today include mastering those technologies that are already available. It might, then, be useful to review the experiences of one large architectural-engineering firm, Haines Lundberg Waehler, in its attempt to meet that goal.

The history of CAD in our firm illustrates the progress of the technology itself—as well as the tasks firms face in acquiring and implementing their first systems. Since HLW is a large firm with complex multidisciplinary projects and a complicated work flow, our use of CAD also illustrates a wide range of its capabilities.

At the major trade show by suppliers for architects and engineers, Systemms, 1980, we witnessed demonstrations of a smattering of computers—demonstrations designed to sell systems drafting, pinbar overlay drafting, cut and paste, and minor microcomputer applications such as door and window schedules. Despite the limitations, we were in a peak period of work, therefore concerned about our efficiency and productivity, and decided that the time was right for computers. Our entry was cautious but, even so, quickly gathered momentum.

Starting out with a service bureau is a safe and practical route until you know where you are going. We first engaged a computer service bureau to produce one project, 300,000 square feet of interiors. We had two purposes: to find out how we had to modify our operations for CAD documentation, and to demonstrate what productivity gains we could achieve with computers.

From the service bureau, we received documentation equal in quality to that produced by a professional draftsman. The CAD operators, however, were not professionally trained architects or engineers, but computer technicians. We found that they were unable to make even low-level technical decisions and that we had to devote a considerable amount of time to explaining our work. In spite of these problems, the experience convinced us that, with a concerted effort, we could make computers work for us. Our task, we reasoned, was to put information, experience, and technology together in the right fashion, and we decided to purchase our first system.

We studied the different systems and narrowed our choices to three. We rated them on their capabilities to meet our needs, the suppliers' service capabilities, the systems' expandability, and the range of available software they could use. The software criterion proved to be the determining factor—not only the quality of existing programs, but the suppliers' program of software development.

After you purchase a system, you can, with motivation, find ways to expand it rapidly. Early in 1982, we acquired our first system, two black-and-white terminals and a pen plotter. Almost immediately, we discovered the extraordinary capacity of this system to absorb work—and the limitations of two terminals. We expanded to three terminals and then to a larger central processing unit so that still more terminals could be added. Then we purchased a 200-dot-per-inch electrostatic plotter that could print 60 times faster than the old pen plotter and generate a detailed construction document in 40 seconds.

The more we expanded our system, the more applications we found for it. Within three years of our first acquisitions, we had expanded to a total of 20 terminals; 25 percent of our professional staff were trained on the system and we were operating it on two eight-hour shifts, five days a week.

The implementation of CAD in our operations has presented us with a host of management challenges. Personnel had to be selected and trained to work at the CAD stations, our operations tailored to accommodate CAD, and our production and, later, design schedules managed to accommodate expanding applications.

Here is what a computer manager does if your firm is large enough to warrant one

In the early days, we were fortunate enough to recognize that we needed help. We hired a systems manager when we decided to purchase our first system. The criteria were that he be attuned to both the practice of architecture and the operations of the system and that he have management expertise as well. A systems manager must meet a wide range of responsibilities. He guides overall implementation, maintains and expands the level of applications, and is responsible for recommendations for future expansion, timetables for document delivery, installation of new equipment, software modifications and updates, choice of projects for the system, and the training and scheduling of operators.

The source of training for your personnel, however, might seem like a difficult choice. We could have trained our professionals ourselves or sent them to a training program operated at the supplier's headquarters. We found the supplier's program preferable. At his headquarters, trainees received a one-week, 40-hour intensive training course for which we were charged $1,000 per person. Even at this price, our chosen strategy was exceptionally cost effective. If we had not been able to train ourselves, it would have removed one terminal from operation for those 40 hours. Our productivity would have been considerably reduced, and an additional staff member would have been required for the training.

At the conclusion of the supplier's program, however, our trainees were prepared to make their place on our roster of competent CAD professionals. We maintained our productivity throughout their initial period of training, and these new operators were up to full speed within one to two months.

The choice of who shall be trained is an important one in making computers fully effective. It is important that computers be received by employees with patience and be employed with alacrity. The selection of staff for initial training is consequently very important. We selected representatives from each of our disciplines for the first round of training. We did not want the system to be viewed as a tool for only architects or engineers or interior designers. The sight of these professionals, augmenting their skills with a computer rather than being replaced by it, has served as a powerful asset in allaying fears and gaining staff support.

With a large and growing system, for which project managers and other senior professionals need constant help to organize and coordinate their work on it, the systems manager cannot manage alone and managers need to be trained. We, therefore, subsequently created four support positions for applications managers who assist with my responsibilities. These professionals, chosen from the departments of architectural design, architecture and engineering, interior design, and engineering applications, supervise a range of CAD activities within their respective disciplines.

Continued

Mr. Fish is a partner and the director of production and computers for architects and engineers, Haines Lundberg Waehler. He heads the computer applications committee for the New York Chapter of the AIA and is a noted author of articles on this subject.
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The best investments around aren’t sold on Wall Street.

In fact, most people on Wall Street probably don’t even consider them investments.
But they should. And so should you.
Because these investments not only give you a high return on your money. They guarantee it.
They’re energy-saving Sylvania lamps. And they prove that the cheapest lamp isn’t necessarily the least expensive.
Take our Sylvania SuperSaver® fluorescent lamp for example. It costs more than the standard 40-watt fluorescent lamp, but uses 7 watts less. At the national average electric rate of 8 cents per kilowatt hour, the SuperSaver cuts energy costs by $11.20 over the operating life of the lamp.
These savings in energy costs result in a 173% annual return on your incremental investment. Even if the standard lamp were free, you’d be losing more than $8.00 by not switching to a SuperSaver fluorescent.
ROI varies from lamp to lamp. But any of our exclusive energy-saving Sylvania fluorescents, incandescents and H.I.D. lamps give you a better return than stocks, bonds, or other conventional investments.
So if you’re looking for a great return for your money, why look on Wall Street? Just call 1-800-LIGHTBULB (or if you prefer, contact your IED Independent Electrical Distributor or write GTE Products Corp., Sylvania Lighting Center, Danvers, MA 01923). Circle 39 on inquiry card

SYLVANIA GTE
Activities include the investigation of potential applications, the creation of standards and cell libraries, plotting, and maintenance operations.

Have computers, in this firm's experience, been worth all the effort to make them work? The litany of benefits for most firms has, by now, become rather standardized. That is to be lamented since we are only now beginning to realize what the actual benefits are. The heavily advertised increases in productivity and efficiency, consistent drawings and drawing quality, and improved drawing coordination are surely there.

But these benefits hardly represent what we are discovering to be computers' greatest impact: a dynamic relationship between professional skills and technological capabilities that is, for us, revolutionizing professional practice, enhancing the delivery of our skills, and improving the quality of our final product. Indeed, we have begun to find that CAD's benefits to our firm have also become benefits to our clients.

For example, by increasing our productivity and decreasing the time necessary for a drawing, CAD is giving us more time to do what we do best—design. As an extraordinary production tool, CAD shifts the balance of time on a project to design.

And, of course, it helps with design as well. With features such as solar and shadow studies, we are able to assess the impact of proposed building designs on the surrounding environment and to select, from among the viable options, the most sensitive and respectful response. With 3-D modeling studies, we can view a design in progress from an infinite number of angles—inside and out and in full color—before it is built. So can our clients. They are better able to understand a proposed design and to assess its congruence with their program and desired character and image.

CAD does mean that design has to be precise from the beginning and at every stage of development. CAD requires unprecedented precision from designers even in the early stages of design. And, engineers can be involved much earlier than they were in traditional practice. Even in preliminary design investigations, designers must specify exact dimensions and design criteria for structure. Because engineers can be introduced much earlier, the result is a better integration of form and function.

Not least among CAD's benefits is its project management capabilities. Projects are easier to track on the computer and thus time and progress are more accurately recorded. Since all project information is entered on a single database, coordination of all the disciplines on a multidisciplinary team is easier and more efficient.

The speed with which documents can be produced makes it possible to generate extra drawings for subcontractors—drawings that show in detail how the various disciplines in a complex project fit together. Documentation is clearer, and mistakes are less likely. The improved legibility and consistency of documents also enables contractors to bid more reliably on a project.

Finally, this speed also expedites response time for change orders. For our clients, this means projects that are more carefully coordinated and easier to build and that can be delivered on a more reliable design and construction schedule with more reliable estimates of cost.

This is not the impact of an electronic pencil. It's the result of a carefully managed integration of new technology into an old profession.

While mastering available systems remains a priority, the task of new systems is hardly complete. The full integration of CAD with the other products of the electronics revolution has yet to happen. But such an integration is inevitable and in the not-too-distant future. It will surely be possible to have an interactive CAD terminal at the workstation of every design professional. And it will be possible to integrate that CAD system with word-processing and data-processing systems for design, structural-engineering calculations, energy analyses, specifications, communication with contractors in the field, and facilities management.

Overall management issue deserves comment. It is not so much the management of the technology within our design professions as the management of the future course of our professions themselves. We architects and engineers have a responsibility to our professions to master this new technology. If we do not, we are already coddling the technology and establish standards for it to which we will have to adhere. We can no more avoid this technology than we can postpone the future. The only real choice we have is when and at whose initiative we will learn to use it.
Every exterior design challenge shown above can be easily met with a Synergy Exterior Insulating Finish System. The EIFS inspires creativity – period styles and contemporary shapes are easy and economical to custom form. The light, strong surface is durable and virtually maintenance-free, and a full spectrum of colors and various textured finishes are available.

The superb appearance of the EIFS is underscored by its ability to reduce temperature fluctuation, and thermal shock. The temperature of the wall structure remains constant because the insulation is where it belongs – on the outside. Synergy's EIFS is protected by a 5-year labor and materials warranty.

For details on the design versatility, energy efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of our EIFS, call us toll free today – 1-800-221-WALL.
Multiply the possibilities with VELUX Gang Flashings.

VELUX prefabricated gang flashings let you group VELUX roof windows and skylights in almost any combination quickly and easily.

The precision engineering of VELUX gang flashings allows weathertight installation without the need for caulk or mastic. This means no weather delays, no mess, and less chance of call-backs. In addition, VELUX gang flashings are readily available nationwide in a wide range of standard sizes to meet your building requirements and your deadline.

VELUX is the world leader in roof windows and skylights.

Sales, Warehousing and Service Nationwide

For more information about VELUX gang flashings, send for a free copy of our VELUX gang flashing brochure, plus "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights"; a price list, and a dealer list. Your inquiry will be answered within 24 hours.

VELUX-AMERICA INC.
P.O. Box 3268
Greenwood, S.C. 29648

VELUX-CANADA INC.
16817 Hymus Blvd.
Kirkland, P.Q. Canada H9H 3L4

*VELUX is a registered trademark
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Surround yourself with its grace. And vitality. The Kohler Arabesque™ pedestal lavatory in Innocent Blush™ Circled by design with an artful towel bar in a choice of finishes. Use with the sculptured Cirrus™ sheetflow faucet. See the Yellow Pages for a Kohler Registered Showroom, or send $3 to Kohler Co., Dept. RA6, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT MONEY TO BURN...

Zonolite® Presents

THE FIRE BARRIER ROOF.

If you’re in the market for an economical, fire-rated roof assembly with high thermal performance, here’s one that’s right on the money.

No matter if it’s for a new steel deck or concrete substrate construction, Zonolite Roof Insulation Systems deliver. Up to 37 R’s. In a wide choice of roof assembly designs. Fire-rated up to 2 hours.

Equally important, they save you money by eliminating the need to add a separate fire-resistance barrier, or fireproof the underside of a steel deck.

With the Zonolite System, insulation boards are totally encapsulated in lightweight concrete for protection outside as well as in. Should a fire start on the exterior of the roof, perhaps

from blowing embers or a roofer’s torch, there is virtually no cause for concern. It won’t contribute to roofing spread of flame and has the UL and FM Ratings to prove it.

Zonolite Roof Insulation Systems are backed by Grace's nationwide force of roofing professionals who are ready to assist in every phase of design, installation, and inspection. Zonolite is part of a family of quality fireproofing and insulation products such as Monokote® Fireproofing, which have helped make Grace a leader in the field of fire-protective materials.

For more information, contact Grace, the Expert’s Choice. Call toll-free 1-800-242-4476 or write to Tony Garone, W. R. Grace & Co., 62 Whittmore Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140.
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OUR BIGGEST BURST OF

For samples, call Zip Chip, 1-800-524-0159 (In N.J. 1-800-624-1914).
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ever before has Formica Corporation intro-
duced so many exciting surfacing ideas at
one time. 52 new colors, patterns and prod-
cuts from across the country and around the
world. Each created to give you the competi-
tive edge in your next design.

New Colors. We've added 20 new colors to
color Trends' '86 for a total of 42 colorways.
These, combined with the 72 colors perma-
ently available in The Color Grid™ system,
rings our solid color collection to 114.

The Premiere Collection, drawn from our inter-
national resources in England and France,
include: Dust Patterns, in Stardust and Firedust.
Stripes, in 18 striking designs. Lacque Metallique™
hand-made laminates in Bronze, Copper,
Patina and Mandarin. So if you're looking
for innovation, look to Formica Corporation.
We're always bursting with new ideas.
Choose Slopelite™ flat laminated glass for its safety features, scratch-resistance, solar control, and easy maintenance. Or choose Bentlite® bent laminated architectural glass to enhance your building's glazing design. Both are available in single or monolithic units made with a clear, bronze or gray Saflex® polyvinyl butyral (PVB) interlayer. And both are code approved for use in overhead locations. For safety and versatility in overhead glazing, choose flat or bent laminated glass.

Laminted Glass Corporation
375 E. Church Avenue • Telford, Pa. 18969 • (215) 721-0400

Saflex® registered trademark of Monsanto Co.
HEWI

A comprehensive range:
Door Hardware, Railing Systems,
Cabinet Hardware, Bathroom Accessories.
A range of high quality nylon items
that allows versatility in combination
and individuality of expression. Pleas-
sant to the touch, wear resistant, co-
lored throughout. All items are avail-
able in 13 colors.

HEWI, Inc.
7 Pearl Court
Allendale, N.J. 07401

HEWI Canada Ltd.
170 Esna Park Drive, Unit 14
Markham, Ontario L3R 1E3
When you stack up all the concerns you face high-rise construction, it inevitably comes down to getting just what you need when you need it. There's too much at stake to gamble on products and service. That's why Vulcraft was chosen to supply composite deck as well as steel joists for the 12-story North Central Plaza II job in Dallas, Texas.

Although Vulcraft's composite deck would allow construction to proceed much faster and easier than the material and labor-intensive alternative of poured-in-place concrete, there was another consideration: delivery schedules. In order to accommodate the lack of "lay down space" at the confined job site, Vulcraft promised to deliver specified bundles at exact times on exact days. On this job there was no room for hedging our bets. Vulcraft's attention to the sequencing and coordination of composite deck and joist deliveries made sure nothing was lost in the shuffle. All 241,000 square feet of composite deck and 38 tons of joists arrived at the site exactly when it was needed.

Since Vulcraft is the only company in the U.S. that makes and delivers steel floor deck, steel roof deck, composite floor deck, standing seam roof, steel joists, and joist girders, we're your ace in the hole for virtually any construction project.

For more information, contact any of the Vulcraft plants listed below. Or, see Sweet's 5.5/Vu.

Vulcraft A Division of Nucor Corporation

P.O. Box 627, Brigham City, UT 84302 801/773-9433
*P.O. Box F-2, Florence, SC 29502 803/662-0381
P.O. Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967 205/845-2460
*P.O. Box 186 Grapeland, TX 75844 409/687-4665
*P.O. Box 204 Norfolk, NE 68701 402/644-4500
*P.O. Box 3000 Stanton, IN 46785 219/337-5411

*Deck manufacturing locations

Architect: Robert Husmann AIA & Associates
General Contractor: Spaw-Glass Constructors
Steel Fabricator: Mosher Steel Company
Consulting Engineers: M. Hourani & Associates
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THE ONE THAT COVERS ALL YOUR MEDICAL NEEDS.

From private clinics to major hospitals, Azrock is the one resilient flooring company that can cover it all.

Azrock offers a comprehensive range of resilient floors. The latest in solid vinyl tile, exclusive Vinylcraft and the widest variety of vinyl composition tile. And, they're all designed to meet your color, pattern and price point needs.

You don't need a doctor to advise you that the most coverage comes from the best single source — Azrock. Contact your Azrock flooring contractor or write Azrock Industries Inc., Dept. 424A, P.O. Box 34030, San Antonio, Texas 78265.

THE ONE RESILIENT FLOORING COMPANY THAT COVERS IT ALL.
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Beautiful Lines & Graceful Contours. Loewenstein/Oggo's 1986 Collection.

Elegant Erika is one of our newest dining chairs constructed for institutional use. Offering a 1930's feeling, Erika features a high, gracefully contoured slat back, shaped legs and side stretchers.

Just one of the many dining chairs featured in our 1986 Collection. For more information, call toll-free.

Guardwood® hardwood door frames. U.L. approved 20-minute fire rated.

Now you can preserve design aesthetics and still meet 20-minute fire code with affordable Guardwood solid hardwood frames and casings. Your imagination is limitless with over 50 of the world's finest hardwood species to select from. Design any grain, tone, color or mood and we will meet your specifications. See our brochure in Sweet's, 8.3 ARC.

Builder tested and approved.

Thousands of Guardwood door frames have been installed in projects from coast to coast. So when you select Guardwood you know you're getting a proven product from an industry leader.

Let us show you what a beautiful solution and good investment Guardwood can be. Send for a free brochure, specifications and installation list.

If you need a quote call us, our computerized pricing system enables us to get the information you need in one day if necessary.
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Even when the Dryvit® lets you
An early completion date can constrict a designer's viewpoint. But when you work with Dryvit® Outsulation®, you're freed from worries about tight schedules. Case in point: the prestigious Gainey Ranch Financial Center (left), in Scottsdale. It's a beautiful example of the Sante Fe/Arizona style with flying beams and wing walls springing from two main buildings.

Planned originally for stucco, it was changed to a Dryvit Outsulation project because of time constraints. And the 100,000 square feet — and almost joint-free — application was completed well within deadline.

Outsulation is not only fast going up, it offers special aesthetic dividends.

This building is a soft subtle mauve, a color custom mixed by Dryvit; something the company is equipped to do over and above the 21 standard colors offered. And like all Dryvit finishes, it's based on a 100% acrylic polymer to resist staining, fading and cracking.

While the main buildings employ the full four component Dryvit Outsulation System, the flying beams and wing walls of Portland cement/metal lathe are coated in Dryvit's Finisher® for a perfect color match.

There's more. With Dryvit you get the proven wall system.

Over a period of 17 years, 55,000 buildings coast-to-coast stand as witness to Dryvit's leadership and success. It's the system backed by corporate research and testing and a broad network of professionals ready to offer technical help in the field.

With results as stunning as this, no wonder building #2 is underway.

An exact duplicate of the Gainey Ranch Financial Center is under construction as of Summer 1986. One difference, however: the Dryvit System application time has been cut by a month. Once you've worked with Outsulation, you find you can do a lot more in a lot less time!

Whether for new construction or retrofit, call or write for more information.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-556-7752

DRYVIT SYSTEM, INC.
One Energy Way, P.O. Box 1014, West Warwick, RI 02893

Plant Locations:
West Warwick, RI; Tulsa, OK; Woodlake, CA; Columbus, GA; Vancouver, B.C., Canada (Dryvit Outsulation System Ltd.)

Look for us in Sweets: 7.13Dr and 7.13Dry
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The architects wanted a distinctive glazing. An appearance that would set their building apart. But that wasn't all they wanted. They also needed the glazing to effectively screen solar heat and the damaging effects of UV radiation on draperies, carpeting and upholstery. Tough challenge? Yes, but there was even more. The glazing also had to deliver the safety performance essential in a large, busy hotel.

The answer turned out to be easy. Laminated glass with a Saflex® interlayer.

When the building is mostly glass, you want the most beautiful glass you can find.

Beautiful? It was an unusual, distinctive shade of blue. And only one glazing—laminated glass with tinted Saflex interlayer could match the desired color.

Controlling costs by controlling the sun.

Add up cooling costs and replacement of sun-faded furnishings, and you've got a sizeable expense.
Laminated glass not only controls heat gain but screens out the effects of UV radiation as well. The solar performance that laminated glass gives in the insulated configuration at Anaheim Hilton & Towers is shown at right.

**Glass and safety have to be considered together.**

The risk of impact with glass can be high in a hotel like the Anaheim Hilton & Towers which bustles with people on the go. But with laminated glass, the danger of injury from broken glass is minimized. Laminated glass has the unique characteristic of remaining integral if broken because of the adhesion of the glass to the interlayer.

If you have a design challenge for laminated glass or want more information, call 314-694-5450 or write Monsanto Polymer Products Company, 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., Dept. 804, St. Louis, MO 63167 for a laminated glass brochure.

**Laminated Glass. The more challenges you have, the better it works.**

Monsanto

SAFLEX®
PLASTIC INTERLAYER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF INSULATED CONFIGURATION AT ANAHEIM HILTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shading coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Gain Reduction versus 3/8” Monolithic Clear Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nothing lights up today's CRT-dominated workspace with soft, even, glare-free light like the Refractive Grid® from Holophane®. Lighting so efficient, it actually delivers more light with less glare.

The idea is to reduce high-angle brightness, or glare. We do it with a lens comprised entirely of hemispherical refracting prisms, which reduces glare up to 70% over conventional lenses.

The result is a fixture that looks as good on the job as the light it gives off. A clean, modern appearance and low apparent brightness enables it to blend into ceilings subtly. And better overall light control allows wider luminaire distribution.

For more information on the office lighting that makes everything in today's offices a little easier to work with, see your local Holophane representative or contact Neil Thompson, Holophane Division, Manville, P.O. Box 5108, Denver, Colorado 80217. (303) 978-2677. Available for export.
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Architectural education: ACSA—a quest to advance the quality of education

The major forum for the North American collegiate schools of architecture, ACSA involves itself with improving professional education. Executive director Richard McCommons explores here some of the association’s many concerns.

By Richard E. McCommons

The Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) is an organization linking 104 schools of architecture in the United States and Canada, and its goal is “to advance the quality of architectural education.” ACSA’s role is to facilitate the dialogue among educators, to unify educators representing the profession of architecture. ACSA is concerned with many issues affecting architectural education; this article will briefly explain some that have emerged as priority concerns in recent years.

Education versus training

Schools of architecture in this country define their mission to include a strong element of ethical responsibility that extends beyond teaching “how to” practice architecture. Design solutions are expected to do more than provide economically functional space; students are taught that architecture is intended to elevate the human spirit and to improve the human condition.

The schools attempt to foster the flexibility and awareness required to adequately respond to ever-changing societal needs by encouraging life-long learning. Educators try to instill in students a sense of the continual need to “practice” — in the most literal sense of the word.

ACSA past president Wilmot Gillard summed up the attitude of most educators at last year’s AIA Convention when he characterized the schools’ mission as “winding up students for a lifetime of contribution to architecture and society.”

Given the practical limitations on the number of courses that can be accommodated within a four- or five-year curriculum (or a two-year graduate program), the proper concern for assuring the breadth of the architecture student’s liberal arts education places educators in apparent conflict with some practitioners who say that graduating students need to be better prepared to immediately enter and contribute to the office. The “education versus training” issue is not unique to the architectural profession; the same debate rages in virtually every profession where students are asked to learn specific trade and professional skills while simultaneously earning a liberal arts degree.

Practitioners complain that schools of architecture place too much emphasis on design, at the expense of other technical training required in the day-to-day practice of architecture. As the practice of architecture becomes more complex, there is also an increasing demand for business-related skills: courses in marketing, law, computer science, research methods, public speaking, English, and professional ethics are most often suggested.

Possible solutions

How are the educators to respond? One solution would be to increase the number of courses required in the same amount of time; this is not really a feasible solution because the number of credit hours required is already high compared to other disciplines. Years could be added to the first professional degree—an option unlikely to appeal to most students—or specializations added within the degree. Specializations can also be added at the Masters and Ph.D. levels—and this is the mechanism most schools have used to respond to the profession’s need for expanded formal education. But most educators feel that the responsibility for training new architects is not theirs alone; that professional development requires a combination of formal education and practical experience.

Balance required

As with so many perennial debates, the issue ultimately concerns achieving a balance— in this instance, a balance between education and training—in a situation that is continually redefined as society and the profession change. Other professions have perhaps made more progress in developing an appropriate partnership between the schools and the professional office in the development of new talent. Large manufacturing companies typically do not expect recently graduated engineers to enter their organizations as immediate sources of profit. Many companies spend several years moving their people around and introducing them to the full range of their operations. They are investing in the potential of their new employees. Doctors spend from two to six years in resident internship preceded by seven or eight years of formal schooling before they are expected to make individual contributions to their profession.

Intern Development Program

The AIA/NCARB Intern Development Program (IDP), which ACSA supports, provides a roadmap for employers interested in improving the professional development of new graduates. Intended to bridge the gap between graduation and professional accreditation, the IDP helps define the separate roles of the offices and the schools in the total education and training of architects.

Progressive employers are beginning to realize that the IDP can be a tool for attracting and keeping the best young talent; graduates know they will have an opportunity to be exposed to a variety of learning situations early in their career if their employer has made a commitment to sponsor them through the IDP program.

Performance-based accreditation

The National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) tackled this issue of appropriate preparation of graduates head-on in its revised accreditation criteria for architectural schools, which went into effect in 1984. The criteria are achievement-oriented, measuring student outcome rather than process, and are strongly supported by ACSA. The guidelines require students to “Be Able,” “Understand,” or “Be Aware” of skills, knowledge, and issues related to the practice of architecture.

The part-time/full-time balance

Another issue plaguing architectural education is heavily tenured faculties, a situation that often discourages young architects from entering the teaching profession, and has created a generation of migrant faculty that is forced to move every four or five years solely because of a limit on tenure track positions. The same phenomenon can be seen in other departments of our universities, a result of demographic changes over the last 15 years. Baby boomers swelled the student population in the 1960s, creating a demand for larger faculties. When the trend reversed, the relatively large number of teachers hired in the 60s effectively locked up tenure track positions, so that those hired since have had limited opportunities for advancement.

Migrant faculty and their families are placed under tremendous pressure due to the lack of career opportunities, and as a result the teaching profession has lost many talented individuals. Schools have responded to this situation by hiring more part-time faculty. This offers students the benefit of increased contact with local professionals, but at the same time often strains the relationship between the specific faculty member and the rest of the university.

Part-time faculty members tend not to participate in the university community as much as their full-time counterparts. The part-time faculty member usually has an active architectural practice that claims first priority in his professional life; there is very little motivation for serving on the Continued...
COPPER COMES OF AGE

Copper comes of age! Alumax offers a wide range of simulated copper coatings. The selection includes Metallic Copper (non-ageing), Ageing Copper, Pre-Aged Copper, Patina Green and 16 oz. Pure Copper. Call or write today for complete specifications.

ALUMAX
BUILDING SPECIALTIES DIVISION
P.O. Box 163 • 227 Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149 • (214) 285-6811
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requirements of state accreditation boards will be included so advisors can answer questions regarding out-of-state licensing. Eventually we would hope that the AIA could provide annually updated, regionally specific salary figures for ACSA to pass along to faculty and students.

Hiring and keeping the talent
Because the talent pool is drying up, I am often asked to advise large firms regarding how to attract and keep the best young architects. I am finding a desire among the large firms to go to the campuses and recruit—but they hesitate to do so because they are afraid of negative perceptions (the perception that firms that need to recruit are not attracting applications from talented students). As far as I can see, architecture is the last hold-out among the professions in this hesitation to recruit.

I tell those interested in attracting talented people to offer what young professionals want and need: enough pay, and opportunity to gain exposure and training. Some firms are beginning to recognize that the IDP is not just another burden, but can function as a terrific recruitment tool. As noted above, an employer promising to participate in the IDP program guarantees the talented young architect a variety of experiences that will fulfill his or her professional development needs in the first years of practice.

The role of ACSA
ACSA's role is to provide a forum for educators to articulate their concerns as the profession struggles with the many issues surrounding the education and training of architects. Other organizations voice the concerns of practitioners; quite often educators and practitioners have the same concerns, and we always have the same goal: to develop and maintain an educational system that will foster the very best architecture.
The sparkle of chrome. The glint of brass. Such beauty is only a reflection of the quality of Stanley hinges.

To bring you these new bright finishes, we’ve made a serious investment in equipment that runs each hinge through a mile’s worth of buffing. The resulting finishes are rich. Dazzling. So the doors in your building convey a silent message: this is quality. Right down to the hinges.

From stock to finish, it’s what you expect from Stanley.

Quality. Our new bright finishes prove it. But to appreciate them, you have to see them. And you can. Contact your nearest Stanley Hardware sales representative or call or write Stanley Hardware, 195 Lake Street, New Britain, CT 06050. (203) 225-5111.
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STANLEY HARDWARE
In Detroit and L.A., more room at two venerable inns

Except for their mutual dependence on the automobile (one makes them, the other drives them), Detroit and Los Angeles have little in common. What the two cities do share, however, is a lamentable disregard for their respective architectural heritages. Detroit’s loss has been a case mainly of demolition by neglect, while in Los Angeles, destruction has come primarily at the hands of developers cashing in on the city’s growth-oriented mentality. It is gratifying, then, to report on a pair of hotel restoration projects in Los Angeles and Detroit that will ensure the preservation of two National Register-listed landmarks. Interestingly, although the buildings in question were built within five years of each other, they exemplify divergent stylistic trends that characterized high-rise architecture during the 1920s. In Los Angeles work is proceeding on the conversion of the Sunset Towers Apartments (model left), an evocative monument of the Zigzag Moderne style, into the 81-room St. James Club Hotel. Designed by Leland A. Bryant in 1929, the florid structure on Sunset Boulevard was at one time the home of such notables as Howard Hughes, Errol Flynn, and John Wayne. In addition to the restoration of the building’s facade, plans by architects David Lawrence Gray and Associates call for the gut renovation of the interior and the addition of an eight-story annex. Meanwhile, back east, the 32-story Book-Cadillac Hotel in Detroit (elevations left), designed by Louis Camper in 1924 and for years an aging Neoclassical dowager on Washington Boulevard, is being renovated into 518 suites, 180,000 square feet of office space, a health club, and convention facilities. Architects for the restoration are Rossetti Associates.

Candle in an urban wilderness

While some local boosters might view Stamford’s evolution from fading industrial suburb to corporate capital as an economic miracle, no one has had the hubris to call the motley collection of new downtown office buildings in the Connecticut metropolis anything but an urban wasteland. So it was with great fanfare that the Stamford Center for the Arts recently unveiled preliminary plans for an arts complex that may restore the human scale and masonry tradition of the city’s more gracious past. Designed by Charles Moore and Chad Floyd of Centerbrook, the project involves the renovation of the existing Stamford Theater, a 900-seat former vaudeville house erected in 1914, and the construction of an intimate 400-seat theater for drama, dance, and film presentations. The two theaters, together with support spaces, offices, and a shared lobby, will be clad in a unified facade of banded brick with stone trim. Fanciful concrete arches and a traditional wraparound theater marquee are meant, according to the architects, “to create a monumental image in keeping with the building’s civic function.”
Olympic® Oil Stain.
One of the most dependable tools an architect has.

For over half a century, architects have used Olympic Oil Stain as a tool to both protect and enhance the beauty of their creations. Because Olympic Oil Stain is factory formulated with linseed oil and light-fast, micro-milled pigments. These premium quality ingredients penetrate wood and actually strengthen the fibers. So an Olympic finish is a beautiful finish. You can depend on it.

We have the inside on outside protection.
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News from Boston: The Museum of Fine Arts will open a satellite downtown gallery in the city's Custom House. Local developers Bruce and Robert Beal will donate space to the museum as part of an overall restoration scheme for the landmark tower, which was designed in 1915 by Peabody and Stearns and was for years Boston's tallest building. The Boston Design Center has opened. The new facility, located in a converted warehouse on the city's old U.S. Army Base, has eight floors and 550,000 square feet of showroom space for interior furnishings manufacturers. J. Scott Kilbourn, an architect from Cambridge, has been named the recipient of the 1986 Rotch Scholarship. The prize carries a $14,500 stipend for eight months of foreign travel.


In London, a stylish retreat for tire company building

In concert with a midtown building boom

Mass appeal

Despite persistent warnings of commercial overdevelopment, office construction in downtown Atlanta continues unabated. Witness plans for 999 Peachtree Street, an unusually handsome project that incorporates a 28-story office building with ground-floor retail space, a 650-car garage, and, on an adjacent site, a 200-room luxury hotel. Clad in off-white travertine and designed by Heery Architects & Engineers, the building is part of Peachtree Place, a four-block development currently being erected by Trammell Crow Company. The structure will feature a series of modest setbacks that are intended to lessen apparent mass, ease the transition from street to office tower, and conform with older buildings in the city's Tenth Street district. Completion of the project is scheduled for the summer of 1987.

Carnegie Hall has unveiled the most ambitious phase of its ongoing renovation and expansion plan—a 59-story, 756-foot-tall office tower that will rise from a site adjacent to the landmark auditorium in midtown Manhattan. Designed by Cesar Pelli, the building will provide a steady income for the 97-year-old concert hall and will include, on its first seven floors, 24,000 square feet of much-needed backstage, support, and service space. Although the new tower's orange-and-red brick facade, tripartite vertical organization, and decorative precast concrete ornament are thoughtful references to the color, massing, and articulation of William Tuthill's original Italian Renaissance Revival architecture, one wonders whether the overwhelming height of Pelli's narrow slab will render such relational gestures meaningless.

In London, a stylish retreat for tire company building

Plans are afoot in London to convert the former British headquarters of Michelin Tires, an early 20th-century landmark in the city's Chelsea district, into a mixed-use facility comprising retail, restaurant, and office space. One of the oldest reinforced-concrete buildings in Britain, the building was designed in 1911 by Francois Espinasse and is best known for its exuberant Belle-Epoque facade, embellished with 34 ceramic-tile panels depicting racing cars fitted with Michelin tires. A proposal drawn up by YRM Architects & Planners and Conran Roche calls for restoring the building's exterior and reinstalling original stained glass windows and cupolas that had been removed over the years. A new addition that will terminate in a stepped penthouse.
CONSUMERS WILL SEE PEACHTREE ADS 135 MILLION TIMES DURING 1986.

YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL SEE OUR ADS IN ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST, HOUSE & GARDEN, SUNSET, HOME, SOUTHERN LIVING, COLONIAL HOMES, BH&G COUNTRY HOME, METROPOLITAN HOME.

PEACHTREE DOORS, INC. BOX 5700 NORCROSS, GA 30091, 404-449-0880
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"Gentlemen, courthouse design is in a rut," announced Bernardo Fort-Brescia to the architect-selection committee for the new North Dade Branch Courts Building. The county powers-that-be apparently concurred, and construction is proceeding in earnest on Arquitectonica International's vision of a late 20th-century justice center. This most recent addition to a venerable building type reaffirms the Miami architects' predilection for not looking to precedent for esthetic cues: "We chose to ignore all the traditions of courthouse design, . . . all symbols of power and order," says Fort-Brescia. A glimpse confirms. Located between busy Biscayne Boulevard and a protected mangrove preserve and manmade tidal lake (site plan above right), Arquitectonica's 39,000-square-foot building is divided into three distinct volumes that accommodate three distinct functions and utilize three distinct material palettes. The most dramatic is the hockey-stick-shaped second level (containing courtrooms, hearings rooms, judges' chambers, and ancillary facilities), clad in a white- and reflective-glass curtain wall and crowned with eight yellow-tile clerestories. This wing presents a convex face to the boulevard (above left) and a more protective, concave face to the nature preserve (top). Keeping it aloft, a giant lozenge sheathed in pink marble and green glass houses the facility's lobby and high-volume office areas. Across a breezeway is a rectangular parking garage, surrounded by a green concrete and black tile wall, where prisoners and judges alike can make high-security entrances and exits.

**Competition calendar**

- The City of Buffalo and the School of Architecture and Environmental Design at the State University of New York are sponsoring an international design competition that seeks ideas for redeveloping the city's downtown retail core. Cash prizes totaling $60,000 will be awarded. Entry deadline is August 30. Competition packets are available from Robert G. Shibley, Competition Director, School of Architecture and Environmental Design, SUNY/Buffalo, 3455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 14214.
- The Downtown Research & Development Center seeks entries to its sixth awards program, honoring new developments and rehabilitated projects that "are helping their downtowns and reshaping the central business district." Projects substantially completed by December 31, 1985, are eligible for the awards. Entry deadline is June 30. For information, contact Margaret De Witt, DRDC, 1133 Broadway, Suite 1407, New York, N. Y. 10010 (212/206-7979).
- Haworth, Inc., is sponsoring a competition that seeks hypothetical designs for work, conference, and relaxation areas for 60 people in the Pantheon. Architects, interior designers, advanced students, and recent graduates are eligible, and entrants' designs must incorporate the manufacturers' line of office systems furniture. The winner will receive an expense-paid trip for two to Italy (or $5,000 cash) and a $5,000 scholarship to be awarded to the school of his or her choice. Entry deadline is July 31. For details, call 1-800/442-9678 ext. 567.
- The Los Angeles Chapter of the AIA seeks entries to its first biennial international competition for the Los Angeles Prize, intended to "bring to the public view new possibilities for the physical environment." The theme for 1986 is "Visions of Architecture in the Year 2010." The competition is open to all architects, related design and science professionals, and students. The winner of the prize will receive $10,000. Registration deadline is July 15. For information, contact the Los Angeles Chapter/AIA, 8887 Melrose Av., Suite M-72, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 (213/937-1606).

**A matter of discretion**

Leave it to Charleston, that loveliest of Southern cities, to do it right. When the South Carolina metropolis set out to add garage space for 1,000 cars to its downtown historic district, it faced the challenge of integrating one of architecture's clumsiest building types—the multi-level parking ramp—into an urban fabric of legendary charm. In an admirable display of restraint and sensitivity, Sasaki Associates has come up with a discreet solution to the city's esthetic dilemma: a pair of poured-in-place concrete structures, clad in stucco and trimmed in white precast, that echo the scale and massing of nearby buildings. Louvered openings reminiscent of local vernacular buildings ingeniously conceal access ramps, while ground-floor shops and offices reinforce the mercantile character of downtown.
When it came to restoring the exterior of the Salt Lake City and County Building, Burch W. Beall, Jr., had a few new tricks up his sleeve. One of them was CADVANCE. The PC-based professional architectural Computer-Aided Design system.

Although the 1894 landmark's design is symmetrical and repetitive, the real building is not. But despite a lack of CAD experience, Jim McElwain was producing accurate, detailed drawings on CADVANCE within a month. At 100% of manual speed.

The building's symmetry let him draw just half of each facade, then 'mirror' the other half. Windows, columns, doors and turrets were similarly drawn. And CADVANCE's 'stretching' command let him easily handle the occasional window that had been constructed wider than the norm.

CADVANCE gave the designers the flexibility to present multiple alternatives in a finished format, and to rearrange a drawing at the last minute. Without being restricted by earlier decisions.

Designing the future often means restoring the past. And CADVANCE is making it happen. CADVANCE is the latest in a continuum of CalComp design products, from PC-based software to large systems: the most CAD products installed among architects and facilities planners. Call (800) CALCOMP for the name of your nearest CADVANCE dealer. Or write: CalComp, 200 Hacienda Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008, (TELEX 188746).

And start designing the future yourself.
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CALCOMP
A Sanders Company

Salt Lake City and County Building project architects: Ehrenkrantz Group, San Francisco. Associated architects: Burch W. Beall, Jr., FAIA, Architect, Salt Lake City. © 1986, CalComp
**Design news continued**

**Back to the future:**
**New show unveils Modernism's revival**

"Modern Redux: Critical Alternatives for Architecture in the Next Decade," an exhibition that opened earlier this spring at New York University's Grey Art Gallery prior to a national tour, heralds nothing less dramatic than "the phoenixlike resurrection of Modernism." While many active practitioners may consider the implied death sentence somewhat premature, "Modern Redux," conceived and curated by Douglas Davis, the architecture critic for *Newsweek*, proceeds on the grounds that Modernism, "allowed to dwindle to nothingness," is ripe for rehabilitation. Like most restorations, be they political or architectural, this one involves its share of adept revisionism, not to mention a new definition for a New Modernism.

The argument, presented through 35 projects, goes something like this: Modernism was a vital, honest, and diverse movement firmly grounded in rational analysis. It was not merely a style — and especially not just the International Style — but exclusively and damagingly identified with it. On the other side, Postmodernism is style-dependent, derivative, two-dimensional, dishonest, and sometimes little more than "Modernism in drag." The one looks forward; the other backward.

While airports in some small and medium-size cities have suffered a loss of service as a result of recent federal deregulation of the nation's airlines, others, particularly those in the strategically located Midwest, have been tapped by certain carriers as new transfer points for emerging hub-and-spoke route systems. One such city is Nashville, which has been selected by American Airlines as one of its secondary hubs linking the Northeast and the mid-South. To accommodate increased traffic brought on by the arrival of American, the Tennessee metropolis has unveiled plans for a 350,000-square-foot expansion proposal that would add 44 gates to Metropolitan Airport's existing 16-gate facility. Designed by architect Robert Lamb Hart in association with Gresham, Smith and Partners, the new wing-shaped terminal will feature a large central atrium, illuminated by sloping green-glass skylights that form a linear "trail" leading passengers to traditional double-loaded gate concourses. In addition to its symbolic role as a light-filled entrance hall to the city, the atrium will consolidate all ticketing and retail requirements, and promises to eliminate the visual cacophony that so often vexes air travelers.

**Smart move for a peripatetic Palm Beach dowager**

Sea Gull Cottage, the oldest extant house in Palm Beach, has had a remarkably ambulatory history. Built in 1886 on the shores of Lake Worth, the picturesque clapboard-and-shingle dwelling was bought by railroad magnate Henry Flagler in 1893 and moved across the island in 1913 to an oceanfront site adjoining Flagler's Breakers Hotel. When the Breakers proposed demolishing the cottage three years ago to make way for new condominiums, the Palm Beach Preservation Foundation purchased the then-dilapidated house (small photo above) and arranged to have it moved back to a site on Lake Worth owned by the Royal Poinciana Chapel. Faithfully restored to its original late-Victorian charm by architects Hoffman Schofield Colgan, the cottage now serves as the foundation's headquarters and a chapel meeting facility.

Continued on page 77
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SEALED AGAINST CRACKS

Send for sample of this coating that gives and takes

Thorolastic® gives with building movement... takes the punishment of everything from nearby highway pounding to geologic and construction faults. Besides shrugging off movements in the substrate, Thorolastic has high resistance to ultraviolet degradation and to every extreme of weather.

Thorolastic is used as a protective and decorative finish for masonry, concrete and stucco, or for our cement-base coatings such as Thoroseal. It's ideal for tilt-up construction. It'll also repair and refinish cracks.

We have a remarkable sample for you. Just call or write: Thoro System Products, Inc., 7800 N.W. 38th St., Dept. AR-3 Miami, FL 33166. (305) 592-2081, Telex 51-9674
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THOROLASTIC

Thorolastic is a registered trademark of Thoro System Products, Inc.

Preserving the past. Protecting the future.
Spain is his favorite case in point. Due to the project’s function as a repository of ancient art and owing to its site on ancient foundations, Moneo was justified in filling his walled-like building with classic-style, red-brick arches. Henry Cobb provides another fine example of New Modernist rationale at work. For his addition to the Neoclassical National Gallery in London, Cobb has not only appropriated the Corinthian order of the original but also added an abstracted Tuscan order in conjunction with latter-day silt windows. The creative combination of abstracted old and new is particularly New Modern. With true rhetorical savviness, Davis advances the past for the future: “New Modernism often embraces history on a deeper, more substantive level than the wide-screen eclecticism that now makes a mockery of ‘historicism,’ a one-noble doctrine that proclaimed the equality of historical styles, each formed by its own circumstances.” While this heightened sensitivity to context is admirable, it is not exactly an attitude that can be traced to early 20th-century Moderns, more bent on radically altering, if not destroying, a context they considered corrupt and hardly worth preserving.

Other key traits associated with the new esthetic are signs of abstraction rather than figuration, crisply organized plans, organic forms, and flexible programs. Above all, it’s their attitude toward style that unifies these diverse projects: they avoid it. More precisely, the New Modern is expected to oppose any kind of surface adornment that does not either relate to or explain the interior, or else enhance and define a building’s relationship to its neighbors. Thus, the Art Deco lobby of 230 Park Avenue South in New York, designed by Peter Pran and Carlos Zapata, is appropriate only because it is reacting to the Moderne office building next door. Anyplace else (as in a black-and-white photo for an exhibition about Modernism), it might risk looking recherché. “Modern Redux” even finds room in its expansive heart for a few stock Postmodern classics, namely Burgee/Johnson’s AT&T Building, which, not surprisingly, is shown housing a strictly Modern modular core within its winsome walls. And Frank Gehry’s Aerospace Museum in Los Angeles may look like a decorated shed, considering the F-104 Starfighter clamped over the entrance, but the choice of material—galvanized sheet metal—is singularly Modern. Thus, decoration, when it serves a purpose, when there is least assurance that no deception was intended (Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown’s Gordon Wu Hall at Princeton) is perfectly respectable in the New Modern vocabulary. Even the new visual art center at Ohio State University by Peter Eisenman and Jaquelin Robertson is applauded for excavating an old armory and incorporating it into what is supposed to be a video center for the 21st century. Why? Because the “recall of history” is “both direct and controlled.” One begins to wonder what buildings wouldn’t rate the new label.

For sheer rhetorical drive and sophisticated argument, “Modern Redux” is without comparison among recent architectural exhibitions. It bills itself as “the first in-depth analysis of the current attempts to define a ‘New Modern’ alternative to Postmodern;” which is no doubt accurate; but what does an “in-depth analysis” look like on four walls? Apart from those few well-versed in 1st-century A.D. oratorical devices, most viewers will find the “Quintillian” organization of the show entirely baffling. Rather than explanations of who Quintillian was and how he defined perfect speech, what the visitor needs to know in advance is that the show is broadly divided into two sections: the polemic, presented through a wide range of stimulating quotations (from the 17th-century architect Perrault and early Gropius to the German philosophers Habermas and Aldo Rossi, among many eloquent others), mounted on plaques at the entrance, followed by the proof: i.e., the 35 projects in the form of plans, drawings, and models, arranged without much more than labels. To make any sense at all out of “Modern Redux,” one must spend some time reading all the printed matter. Better yet, read the catalog essay by Davis; it’s artful and provocative. But whether “Modern Redux” really does provide (in the words of the press release) “a major reinterpretation of Post-century Modernism” is another question. After a long look at the New Moderns all around us, it’s tempting to conclude that what this show does best is prove that the good, honest architects of today continue, as always, with a healthy disregard for “critical alternatives,” doing exactly what they feel is necessary to create good, honest buildings. Julie Iovine

"Kalwall, the most highly insulating light transmitting material."
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Presenting the Very Best Tapered Roof Insulation

For nearly 50 years Pittsburgh Corning has been improving products and innovating FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation Systems to meet changing needs. For example, Pittsburgh Corning recently improved the "R" value of FOAMGLAS® insulation for the fourth time ... this time nearly 10%. And we were the first manufacturer to provide designers and owners with tapered insulation systems. Our goal has always been to provide improved, more economical and efficient systems. Now, we are introducing new Tapered FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation Systems — the very best of today's roof insulation technology!

FOAMGLAS® ROOF INSULATION

The other PC PLUSYSTEMS™ contain underlayments of Pittsburgh Corning's phenolic foam (PF) or polyisocyanurate foam (PI) insulations. By underlaying Tapered FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation with PF or PI insulations, high R-value and reduced cost requirements can be satisfied. And these composite systems overcome the instability problems of many foamed plastic systems.

The nucleus of PC PLUSYSTEMS™ is FOAMGLAS® cellular glass insulation, the most moisture resistant insulation on the market. Its dimensional stability, strength, and impermeability help eliminate many causes of roof failure. And FOAMGLAS® insulation provides constant insulating value because thermal efficiency is not lost as a result of aging. Indeed, the All-FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM is the wisest choice for long-term performance and reliability. And it is the only choice over high moisture or high humidity generating processes and facilities and refrigerated buildings.

The other PC PLUSYSTEMS™ contain underlayments of Pittsburgh Corning's phenolic foam (PF) or polyisocyanurate foam (PI) insulations. By underlaying Tapered FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation with PF or PI insulations, high R-value and reduced cost requirements can be satisfied. And these composite systems overcome the instability problems of foamed plastic systems.

Performance Criteria
Each system takes advantage of the outstanding characteristics of these insulation materials to satisfy today's Performance Criteria for roof insulation systems.

Priced Competitively
The flexibility inherent in FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEMS provides the designer with options that permit specification of thermally efficient and economical roof insulation systems.

Your Pittsburgh Corning representative will prepare a Roof Survey and recommend the PC PLUSYSTEM that meets your Performance Criteria and cost restrictions.

Contact Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Marketing Department FB-6, 800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239, Tel.: (412) 327-6100. In Canada, 106-6 Lansing Square, Willowdale, Ontario M2J 1T5, Tel.: (416) 222-8084.

PC PLUSYSTEM 1 with FOAMGLAS® Underlayment
The All-FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM with FOAMGLAS® insulation underlayment offers the highest resistance to moisture, ensuring constant thermal efficiency, while providing maximum compressive strength. This PC PLUSYSTEM also offers Pittsburgh Corning's 20-year warranty against loss of insulating efficiency. The Tapered FOAMGLAS® insulation provides slope to drain water and it is compatible with either built-up roof or adhered single ply membranes. Ideal for roofs where longevity and reliable thermal performance are important.

PC PLUSYSTEM 2 with PF Underlayment
The FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM with PF (phenolic foam) Underlayment provides the highest, R-value available in these systems. The Tapered FOAMGLAS® insulation shields the PF Underlayment from temperature extremes and distributes loads evenly. Recommended for buildings with normal interior temperatures and humidities which need a high R-value roof system or when insulation thicknesses are limited by physical or cost restrictions.

PC PLUSYSTEM 3 with PI Underlayment
The FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM with PI (polyisocyanurate foam) Underlayment is a high R-value system. The Tapered FOAMGLAS® insulation reduces thermal loads on the PI Underlayment providing a stable membrane substrate. Recommended for buildings with normal interior temperatures and humidities which require a high R-value roof insulation system, or where physical or cost restrictions exist.
If Today’s Technology
Why fool around with an express service that delivers less of the world?

DHL introduces the new Express Document that delivers more of the world. Faster.

Send up to 15 pages of important business correspondence almost anywhere in the world. With more offices in more countries, DHL delivers to more of the world faster. And at our lowest prices. For example, only $26 to London, only $29 to major cities of Europe and the Far East. Call DHL, the world’s most experienced air express service, at 800-CALL DHL and ask for the new international Express Document. Why settle for less? Circle 63 on inquiry card

No fooling.
DiversiTech General announces:

The first protective finish for wallcoverings that starts where other finishes finish.
Introducing

PreFixx™

More than protection. An inspiration to creativity in wallcovering design.

PERFORMANCE. State-of-the-art stain resistance, demonstrated in repeated laboratory tests and long term on-site use.

AESTHETICS. True, clear color. Touchable texture. None of the blurs and distortions caused by shiny polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) film laminates.

VERSATILITY. Protection for any design: printed, embossed, heavily textured. No more limits to beauty.

PERMANENCE. Because stains can’t penetrate the wallcovering, the protection is long term, not temporary.

EASY MAINTENANCE. Surface marks simply wipe off. Cleaning time and expense are minimal.

COST EFFECTIVE. PreFixx protection is priced lower than PVF-protected vinyls with comparable levels of stain resistance.

PREFIXX PROTECTS THE BEST.
GENON, ESSEX 54, BOLTAWALL.
The proof of PreFixx™ performance

This summary shows that PreFixx delivers outstanding all-around performance, technically and aesthetically superior to PVF film laminates and any acrylic coatings currently on the market.

STAIN RESISTANCE
PreFixx-protected wallcoverings were subjected to staining agents identified in a research survey of healthcare design professionals. In independent laboratory tests conducted by U.S. Testing, no trace of stains was visible after 7 days of continuous testing with over 85% of all selected staining agents, including Betadine, iodine, inks, medicated creams and enamel spray paint.

Conclusion: Testing with harsh stain-producing industrial and hospital products proves PreFixx is virtually resistant to most stains.

PROTECTIVE POWER
Tested with strong industrial acids, alkaline cleaners and most non-abrasive household detergents, PreFixx retained its original surface lustre. The same tests removed the surface finish of acrylic and other vinyl coatings. In the rare case when a trace of stain remained on PreFixx finish, it was often removed with perfect safety with common nail polish remover.* No change of surface lustre or print color resulted.

Conclusion: PreFixx cleanability is 100% effective without endangering beauty or texture, color and overall appearance.

MICROBACTERIAL RESISTANCE
Subjected to a battery of standard antibacterial tests, PreFixx-protected products showed virtually zero survival rate of surface bacteria.

Conclusion: PreFixx provides superior protection against most common environmental germs.

PROOF ON SITE
PreFixx installations were rigidly tested over a period of a year at test sites in major hospitals throughout the United States. In each case, easy cleanability and durability proved again that PreFixx is preeminent in all these particulars.

THE PREFIXX ADVANTAGE
Only PreFixx-protected vinyl wallcoverings offer the assurance of long-term stain-resistant protection plus the versatility of unlimited styling and design flexibility.

*When using any solvent-based products, follow precautionary instructions for use.
an to make European delivery of a new Mercedes-Benz part of your 1986 European vacation plans. Select any 1986 gasoline or diesel model, pick it up at the factory European Delivery center—and embark on a deluxe driving vacation. Avoiding costly rentals while saving on the ice of your new Mercedes-Benz. Send coupon for a free European Delivery brochure today.

Send coupon to:
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.
Marketing Communications Division
One Mercedes Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645

Name________________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________
State__________________________ Zip_____________________
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Design awards/competitions: 
1986 AIA Honor Awards

1. Herring Hall, Rice University, Houston, Texas; Cesar Pelli & Associates, Architects. This 50,000-square-foot building housing a new graduate school of business consists of three building groups placed around an open court. Shifted, parallel blocks skewered by arcades and corridors recall the composition, organization, and massing of Rice's original Mediterranean Romanesque buildings, designed by Ralph Adams Cram in 1910. The jury admired the architects for "respecting the strong visual tradition of the existing campus plan and buildings, while simultaneously reinvigorating that tradition with a contemporary interpretation of the forms of nearby structures. [Herring Hall] is a building that works—mature, well organized, finely crafted, and fully integrated with its surroundings."

2. IBM Corporate Office Building, Purchase, New York; I. M. Pei & Partners, Architects. Set on a 46-acre suburban site, a new 450,000-square-foot office facility for IBM is, according to the jury, "a finely crafted, dignified expression of Modern architecture whose contrasting curved and offset shapes, varied forms, and organic relationship to the land give it extraordinary freshness and life. The architects have created a structure that presents an appropriately monumental corporate image, but with grace, lyricism, and full appreciation for employee needs. The atrium lobby and other grand public spaces are exquisite—typical of a building where care was lavished on every aspect of the design. The calm, richly elegant interiors are superbly organized and are energized by the infusion of sun-drenched light."

3. Scattered-Site Infill Public Housing, Charleston, South Carolina; Bradfield Associates, Architects. The time-honored Charleston sidehouse was the prototype for a 47-unit, federally funded housing project, located on several noncontiguous sites in the city’s National Register Historic District. "Shelter not just for the body, but for the human spirit" was the jury’s characterization of the 16-building complex, whose lapboard siding, wood shutters, side-porch entries, and iron grillwork belie a modest construction cost of $27 per square foot. "The architects drew from a 200-year-old vernacular to create low-cost public housing that at once serves its residents and its community. Their skill has knit the neighborhood together—physically and socially—and they have adapted designs that are completely compatible with existing buildings."

4. D. Samuel and Jeane H. Gottesman Exhibition Hall, New York Public Library, New York City; Davis, Brody & Associates and Giorgio Cavagli, Architects. The architects\’ challenge was to restore the main exhibition hall of the New York Public Library, designed by Carrere and Hastings in 1911 and unceremoniously subdivided into office space after World War II. The jury praised the results as "a model of craft and the regenerative potential of sensitively applied architectural skill and restraint. The architects have successfully added modern lighting and other essential systems without disturbing the integrity of the original carved wood ceiling. The rebirth of the hall has satisfied one of architecture’s most important functions—bringing beauty and delight where it had once been snuffed out."
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If the 14 buildings recently cited by the American Institute of Architects in its annual honor awards program are an accurate barometer of the state of contemporary architecture in the United States, it is apparent that the best buildings erected over the past several years defy any strict stylistic categorization. This year’s jury, according to chairman N. M. McKinell, was “refreshingly free of ideological dogmatism, and it became clear at an early stage that style was not an issue, but that quality and craft were necessary attributes for any submission to be retained for consideration.” After sifting through some 600 entries by 350 architects, the jury tapped an unusually high number of private dwellings for awards—a result, perhaps, of residential architecture’s traditional responsiveness to context and thoughtful application of materials, two qualities that the jury noted were primary concerns in its deliberations. In addition to McKinell, the 1986 jury consisted of Charles F. Davis, Merrill Lynn Elam, Dan Kiley, William C. Muchow, John Pastier, Robert Tremonti, William D. Warner, and Frank D. Welch.

5. Outpatient Building, The Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio; Cesar Pelli & Associates, Architects. This 621,000-square-foot, 12-story outpatient facility houses 16 clinical departments for a large nonprofit medical complex. The jurors singled out the way the structure successfully reconciles esthetic concerns with the intricate programmatic and technical needs of a large health-care facility. “The building’s organization is brilliant,” they observed, “and its elegant pyramidal form and window design reflect the efficient arrangement of departmental functions housed within—a standard-setting clinic that advances both architecture and urban design.”

6. Kaskel Library, Hackley School, Tarrytown, New York; Keith Koweger Associates, Architects. The jury remarked that the conversion of a barrel-vaulted assembly hall into a 20,000-volume private-school library “is so harmonious, it looks as though the building has always been just as it is now.” A new balcony, bookcases, and reading areas were carefully inserted into the existing shell, and lighting was custom-designed to blend in with the original architecture. The jurors called the project “a revitalization of what is seemingly obsolete—an important lesson for the young people who find themselves in this reborn architecture. The jurors called the project “a revitalization of what is seemingly obsolete—an important lesson for the young people who find themselves in this reborn building’s welcoming embrace.”

7. 500 Park Tower, New York City; James Stewart Polshek & Partners, Architects (RECORD, July 1984, pages 86-95). Clad in green granite, aluminum, and glass, a mixed-use tower in midtown Manhattan utilizes the air rights of the adjacent Pepsi-Cola Building, a Modern landmark designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill in 1960. The jury called the 40-story structure “one of the most refreshing and intelligent buildings to be built in New York City in recent years. It is sold without being ponderous, elegant without detracting from its important neighbor—a building whose presence is as much a product of its own handsome grace as its concern for the quality of the urban environment.”

8. Bergren Residence, Venice, California; Mayne & Rotondi Architects. An 850-square-foot seaside writer’s retreat “offers a sense of liberating openness through the use of natural light and skillfully arranged layers of vertical spaces,” said the jury. “The design sensitively and honorably incorporates the humblest of materials, lending a clarity to the elements of construction that elevates them to the level of sculpture. This inventive and droll house is a masterful exploration of the imaginative possibilities of Modern architecture, as unfettered and free as the ocean breezes that caress it.”

9. Private Residence, Dallas, Texas; Edward Larrabee Barnes Associates, Architects (RECORD, mid-April 1984, pages 112-121). The jury called this generously proportioned house in suburban Dallas “a thoroughly romantic architectural vision, functioning effectively within the Modernist vocabulary while borrowing significantly from the traditions of Southwestern architecture. The architects have created extraordinarily rich, dynamic spaces using simple forms and subtle, yet sophisticated, details. The serene, minimalist pool, surrounded by a veranda, sits like a giant window to the sky, offering a place of quiet contemplation.”
12. Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, California; Frank O. Gehry & Associates, Architects. The jury called a 1,000-student law school in downtown Los Angeles “fresh, original, and joyful—an engagingly provocative project built with a limited budget and unlimited imagination. The architect has created a unique experience through the placement of buildings, the stimulating application of color, and the unprecedented use in a professional school setting of prosaic materials. The construction of separate buildings for classrooms, courtrooms, and a chapel creates a campuslike environment within a restricted space, animating student life.”

11. Steel and Glass House, Chicago, Illinois; Krueck & Olsen, Architects. A 5,000-square-foot house on Chicago’s Near North Side is, according to the jury, “a thoughtful reinvigoration of the tradition established in that city by Mies van der Rohe. It is a place of discovery, where one rich detail after another is revealed. The house is spartan yet luxurious, austere yet filled with dramatic spaces and rich textures. The stunning verticality of the two-story central living area and the exquisite shifting patterns of light that fill the house are marks of an architectural vision brought to life without compromise.”

12. Wenglowski House, Deer Isle, Maine; Peter Forbes & Associates, Architects (RECORD, mid-April 1986, pages 140-145). Conceived as the centerpiece of a family vacation compound on Maine’s Penobscot Bay, this house divides various domestic functions among three separate pavilions. The project, noted the jury, “avoids quaintness or staged rusticity, employing such modern materials as glass, tubular roof trusses, and metal roofs, yet it successfully retains the imagery of its rugged location, particularly through rough-hewn granite chimneys and floors. The interiors are simple, restrained, and open, allowing the surrounding beauty to envelop the residents.”

13. Battell Chapel, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut; Herbert S. Newman Associates, Architects. The project called for the rehabilitation of Yale’s main chapel, a Victorian Gothic structure erected in 1876. The restoration involved reproducing original stenciling that had been painted over during the 1920s, cleaning the ceiling and remaining stenciling, and refinishing wood paneling. Noted the jury: “The architects have uncovered a treasure and restored it to its proper place as one of Yale’s great architectural resources. The chapel’s newly vibrant colors and painstakingly reproduced detail are an inspiration not only for the community, but for all who believe that what once was gone can, with sufficient commitment and talent, be brought back to life.”

14. Parker Residence, Bainbridge Island, Washington; James Cutler Architects. The jurors called a small house near Seattle, built within the shell of an existing net-drying shed, “a model of architectural restraint and ingenuity [that] evokes a low-key richness through the use of vernacular forms and traditional materials—a virtual case study on how to transform apparent liabilities into virtues. The remarkably inventive design functions as a processional route from a hillside garage/shop, across a connecting bridge, through a beautifully simple house, and down to the water.”
1. 320 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois; Booth/Hansen & Associates, Architects. The jury called this 26-story mixed-use office and condominium tower "very expressive of the Chicago School," a result of the architects' decision to articulate the facade with poured-in-place concrete ornamentation reminiscent of the city's late 19th-century skyscrapers. A rigid concrete structural system was specified as a cost-effective way of coping with wind conditions along Lake Michigan.

2. Tabor Center, Denver, Colorado; Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, Architects (RECORD, September 1985, pages 126-135). A major mixed-use project in downtown Denver is clad partially in buff-colored concrete, chosen to harmonize with the landmark Daniels & Fisher clock tower. The jurors called the complex "carefully detailed," and singled out the interplay of concrete and mirror-glass facades as "well-handled."

3. Lawson House, Alta, Utah; Margaretta L. Woolley, Architect. Located on the northern face of a steep mountain, this house was constructed of reinforced, site-cast concrete bearing walls, retaining walls, and on-grade floors. Concrete was selected for its granite-like coloration, ability to support heavy snow loads, and sculptural plasticity. The jury praised the architect for "creating powerful forms that could only have been achieved with concrete."

4. Teleglobe Canada Cable Station, Honolulu, Hawaii; Johnson Reese Lueron Lowery, Architects. This shorefront cable station is a terminus and relay facility housing electronic communications equipment, mechanical and electrical services, and administrative offices for undersea telephone and telegraph cables. The jury praised the cast-in-place concrete structure for its "nautical expression, ... well integrated to the site."

5. Huntington Station, Fairfax County, Virginia; Harry Weese & Associates, Architects. A rapid transit terminal in suburban Washington, D.C., comprises an above-grade passenger station, a parking garage, and below-grade tracks for train storage—all constructed of conventionally reinforced concrete. The jury especially liked the way battered walls allow natural light to enter the station while still providing protection from the weather.

6. Kagan-Rudy Chapel, Emanu El Memorial Park, Houston, Texas; Clovis Heimsath Associates, Architects. The design of a 3,840-square-foot open-air chapel exhibits ancient Judaic architectural forms, reinterpreted in poured-in-place reinforced concrete. The architects elected concrete construction due to the material's permanence and its ability to adapt to humid climatic conditions without special finishes or preservatives. The jury praised the building as "a particularly poetic use of concrete, both in its expression and form."

7. InterFirst Tower, Fort Worth, Texas; Geren Associates and Sikes Jennings Kelly, Joint Venture Architects. This 40-story, one-million-square-foot office building is one of the tallest reinforced concrete structures in the country. In addition to its exposed poured-in-place structural system, the building's facade is sheathed in lightly sandblasted concrete. "The expression of the core and elevator banks forms a powerful image," observed the jury.
The beautiful Collin Creek mall in Dallas' suburban Plano area is another evidence of Naturalite's expertise in glass skylights.

The 28,000 square foot system of Lean-To and Structural Pyramid skylights was designed and installed by Naturalite in less than four months and utilizes energy-conserving mirrored glass. The fast-track installation was delivered on budget and on time. The mall was opened in mid-1981.
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Conference report: A symposium at the University of Michigan celebrates Frank Lloyd Wright

By Roger Kimball

In mid-April, the University of Michigan College of Architecture, together with Domino's Pizza, Inc., sponsored "The Wright Hand," a symposium on Frank Lloyd Wright that drew some 1,200 people to Ann Arbor. The inspiration, at least the financial inspiration, for the symposium would seem to have been Thomas S. Monaghan, president of Domino's Pizza, who has been a Wright enthusiast since childhood. Monaghan has been an avid collector of Wright's work—especially his furniture, architectural models and drawings, and decorative glass—for some years now, and he has lately purchased an entire Wright interior, which he plans to reconstruct, and two Wright houses.

Monaghan's enthusiasm for Wright has found a resonant and conspicuous expression in his new corporate headquarters, currently under construction on a 300-acre farm in Ann Arbor. Christened "Prairie House" and designed by Gunnar Bikerts, the complex features low-laying, copper-roofed buildings distinctly reminiscent of Wright's Prairie School designs. Monaghan's other plans for the site call for the construction of a modified, 3-story version of Wright's unbuilt skyscraper "The Golden Beacon" and, in conjunction with the University of Michigan, the institution of a Frank Lloyd Wright study center. (Monaghan, by the way, is a university benefactor, and he confided that he hopes to help make Michigan's College of Architecture the preeminent school of architecture in the country.)

The symposium itself included a reception at the new Domino's Pizza headquarters, a banquet at the university for symposium participants, and some dozen talks and papers on various aspects of Wright's achievement and legacy. The presentations ranged from Monaghan's introductory remarks on his involvement with Wright to specialized papers on Wright's decorative designs, the sources and tenets of his aesthetic, and his relevance for contemporary architectural practice.

Papers in the morning session, perhaps the liveliest was R. Craig Miller's discussion of the Metropolitan Museum's installation of a Frank Lloyd Wright living room in its American Wing. Miller, associate curator in the department of American decorative art at the Met, gave an exceedingly detailed talk on the problems of his firm's ongoing restoration of Wright's Dana House.

Among the papers delivered in the morning session, perhaps the liveliest was R. Craig Miller's discussion of the Metropolitan Museum's installation of a Frank Lloyd Wright living room in its American Wing. Miller, associate curator in the department of American decorative art at the Met, gave an engaging account of the entire process of reconstructing a house interior in a museum setting, from the dismantling of the original space to the painstaking reassembly of seemingly innumerable boards, fixtures, windows, and furnishings that make up a Wright interior.

The afternoon session was devoted to three presentations. Narciso Menocal of the University of Wisconsin and Grant Hildebrand of the University of Washington gave illuminating presentations on the esthetic substance of Wright's often idiosyncratic architectural vision. Menocal spent a good deal of time discussing Wright's use of ornament and tracing its sources. In passing, he also found occasion to criticize the jargon-laden habits of much contemporary architectural writing; and while this is certainly a laudable enterprise, I doubt whether the term "oxymoron"—Menocal's chief example of verbal obscurity—is quite as recondite as he seems to believe. For his part, Hildebrand offered a patiently argued reflection on the psychological and existential dimensions of Wright's "ways of composing spaces." The afternoon concluded with some remarks by Edgar Tafel, the New York architect who knew Wright and worked with him as a member of the Taliesin Fellowship from 1928-42. Unlike the other speakers, Tafel did not come with a prepared talk, but merely shared reminiscences about the master with the audience. Along the way, he found ample opportunity to disparage the achievements of other architects, notably Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe, and it was clear that he was interested not in architectural analysis but in some species of hagiography or ancestor worship. Things were not, alas, destined to improve at "The Wright Hand." The symposium concluded that evening with a formal lecture by Bruno Zevi, the well-known Italian architect and critic who was described in the schedule of events as the "foremost European exponent of Wright's work." "Be that as it may," his paper on "Frank Lloyd Wright and Contemporary Architecture" certainly was a partisan performance. Essentially, he was concerned with rescuing Wright and other devotees of what he lovingly called "the organic trend" from Modernism on one side and Postmodernism on the other. There is no space to detail the many extraordinary things found in Zevi's talk. Among much else, we learned that the Seagram Building "does not show any artistic consciousness of modern technics and technology.... It is self-centered, totally indifferent to its environment. It is a Classicist building, a Beaux-Arts work." The Seagram Building is a "Beaux-Arts" work? Yes, and more. Zevi also suggested that an interest in symmetry—which he described as "the most dangerous" of the seven "bacilli" of Beaux-Arts architecture—is essentially "pathological," being "particularly characteristic of narcissistic individuals." All this is simply ridiculous, of course, and it made one wonder exactly what Zevi might have meant when he described the symposium as "a milestone in architectural culture." Milestones, it is worth noting, can be used to mark decline as well as progress.
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At home in the city: Reviving the urban apartment house

By Roy Strickland

Throughout the history of American urban housing, there has been cross-fertilization of ideas among low-, middle-, and upper-income residential types. The 19th-century middle-class row house, for example, was a model for modest working-class dwellings in new industrial towns; 19th- and early 20th-century tenement developments, developed in response to slum conditions, also shaped upper-class apartment buildings; after World War II, public housing towers-in-the-park served as precedents for upper-middle-class Title I urban renewal projects; and during the 1960s architects such as Davis Brody, Hodne/Stageburg, and Robert A. M. Stern explored the traditional apartment building in projects and proposals that addressed the social needs and aspirations of low-income groups.

Even though construction for low-income families has been at a virtual standstill since the Nixon administration, American urban housing continues to evolve. A select group of new fair-market projects expands on themes of the past and exhibits a healthy dose of domestic symbolism, and spatial hierarchy that one traditionally associates with apartment houses built during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Because the developers of these structures are building for the upper end of the residential market, they can frequently afford to translate historic architectural typologies more literally than builders of the recent past.

That the architecture of the apartment house has returned is a welcome event. After World War I, the middle-class apartment building was little discussed: by the 1920s, American architects had largely resolved the building type’s organizational and servicing problems, and it ceased to be a subject of sustained analysis. During the Depression, critical attention focused on mass housing for the poor, and issues of large-scale urban renewal superseded those of the individual apartment building. After the Second World War, the building type suffered attrition that further reduced its interest. The character of middle-class urban life changed from large families requiring spacious housing and servants’ rooms to smaller families with few, if any, servants. Moreover, expediency in postwar building and the concomitant reduction room sizes, ceiling heights, and amenities, and a conveniently adopted, much-diluted Modernism, acceptable to economy-minded builders, eliminated architectural ornamentation—and its accompanying domestic symbolism. Now, in the private-market era’s Cop of the 1980s and during architecture’s Postmodern phase, the building type has re-emerged with style, variety, and fresh exploration of its potential as domestic and urban architecture.

From Boston to San Diego, the projects shown here express a renewed appreciation for the potential of multifamily housing in cities. With housing’s tradition of cross-fertilization, these buildings form a small portfolio that might offer lessons to architects designing multiple dwellings for all income groups.

The romanticization of the slab block

Laurinda Spear’s evocative drawings of sweeping terraces under the stars recall the cinematic imagery of apartment-house life during the 1980s. Art Deco was then in vogue, and for a public familiarized with the style through Depression-era films, it was associated with sophisticated urban life and ocean liners named Ile de France and Normandie. With allusions to ships and the sea and with broad strokes of color, Arquitectonica’s Imperial (RECORD, July 1983, pages 92-95) recalls the great Art Deco buildings of the 1920s, although it is pressed thin and made a slab—as at home among Miami’s high-rise architecture as the Century is among its twin-towered sisters on Manhattan’s Central Park West. Here are the elements of high-rise living (the duplexes, swimming pools, penthouses, and balconies) given exuberance and wit. The apartment block itself becomes an abstract diving board to the circular pool beneath it, and the penthouse is shaped like a happy blue whale with a plate-glass grin. Shallow balconies sweep around three sides of living rooms, bathrooms serve up Roman tubs and travertine walls, and glass is measured by the mile. The facade of the single-loaded corridor is the building’s billboard—a trapezoidal red wall that shields the Imperial’s apartments from nearby high rises. Halfway up the facade, special blue-paneled solaria break the balconies’ relentless run in an homage to Le Corbusier’s Marseilles Block. At the Imperial, imagery is as important as form, the polychromatic architecture of the 1920s made romantic and approachable.

Inside, apartments are both elegant and shrewd. The bathrooms and windowed kitchens—selling points in condominiums—are large, most of the apartments are floor-throughs with 35-foot-long living rooms, and one unit on each story is isolated from the rest to give it the old-fashioned feeling of being on a private floor. But ceilings are only eight feet high, concrete floor slabs are unfinished, and drywalls are merely primed in anticipation that buyers spending $250,000 to $1 million for “raw space” will complete the units. (Such economizing gestures, one should note, are not new to luxury housing: William Boring and J. E. R. Carpenter, two architects who established many principles of apartment planning in New York before World War I, advised their clients-builders on heavily detailed interiors. Their advice: concentrate on the utility and graciousness of the apartment plan, where space is the greatest luxury, since wealthy tenants and buyers prefer to decorate to their own tastes.) At the Imperial, apartment plans are distinctively modern and open, the formalizing devices of separating dining rooms discarded in favor of general purpose spaces. Here in Miami, it is a quick turn from apartment entrance to living room—and to views of Biscayne Bay, the community’s most valued asset.

Courtyard contextualism

The Greenhouse condominium in Denver, proposed by Robert A. M. Stern, is another variation of the slab block. Of the architects represented in this portfolio, Stern has been the most outspoken about the value of the apartment building as a mass-housing prototype, his 1975 entry to the Roosevelt Island competition featuring three riverside apartment buildings offering desirable residential symbolism to low-, moderate-, and high-income families. In Denver, Stern combines the slab block with regional allusions and a courtyards to create a project whose planning roots in the 1920s are as strong as Arquitectonica’s—though the stylistic roots are considerably different.

In Denver, slab blocks are deformed by small wings at their ends which help to define the court at the project’s center. The Greenhouse project’s buildings are freestanding, but their wings and additional projections and setbacks give them less the character of objects set in space than walls that create space. Here the slab block becomes a perimeter block, a form of housing Stern admires and one whose sources go back to 19th- and early 20th-century American apartment-house design. The type was particularly important after World War I, when such housing reformers as Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, and A. J. Thomas advocated “garden apartments” for the middle class. By the 1920s they were building such projects, as dependent on landscape as on architecture to define their quality. The time period of the Stern project’s philosophical underpinnings reinforces the Greenhouse apartments’ architectural expression, which is derived from the Denver of the ’20s, when tile roofs, sleeping porches, and boxy massing were conspicuous in the city’s residential areas.

These are thick buildings—thinner in the 20s—and their lack of floor-through apartments is compensated by stepped facades that accommodate corner rooms and balconies. The developers are a blend of the open plan and the formal room. Foyers and stairhalls are provided, and although separate dining rooms have disappeared, living-room dimensions as generous...
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3. The Park Regency, Houston, by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown; elevation and entrance perspective.

as 18-by-24 feet reflect prewar standards. With the structure's setbacks, apartments have the comfortable feeling of being at once on the building surface and nestled into the facade. The building elevations are tripartite, rising from a rusticated base enclosing parking, to a muted field of wall, window, and recessed balconies, to a capital of columns that support tile roofs and define double-height penthouse porches. The effect of these seven-story buildings is a pleasing 20th-century Classicism, domesticated by expansive hipped roofs, trellises, and defined double-height penthouse porches. It is a gently comfortable feeling of being at once on the building surface and nestled into the facade.

Garden apartments in Houston
Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown has completed a courtyard scheme in Houston, called the Park Regency, which is far more modest in scale than the projects discussed above. On a narrow L-shaped lot the architects have attempted to provide insulation and identity for 80 condominium apartments whose new neighbors may be built only five feet away—a factor of Houston's laissez-faire zoning. Although apartments here are comparatively small—12 1/2- by 16-foot living rooms, for example, and 14-foot-square bedrooms—separate dining rooms and foyers laid in marble provide the units with an air of luxury. Within the apartments' limited size, moreover, are addressed several of the esthetic and social concerns found in the firm's other projects: foyers are large enough to accommodate a console, bedrooms are situated as far as possible from the entry for privacy, and the open plan is given spatial definition by fireplaces (which are deliberately oversized and embellished with custom-designed mantels) and by faux-columns with Ionic capitals. This is a moderately priced condominium by Houston's standards—units averaged $125,000 at the project's opening—and financial limitations resulted not just in modest-size interiors but also, when the architects attempted to formalize spaces and create distinct rooms, in situations where dining areas are at the crossroads of circulation. But Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown's original plans, especially for the larger units, the architects' themes of compressed and concealed space remain apparent: the informal relationship between interior columns and the cut-out columns of the facade, the widening treads of duplex stairs, and the generous fenestration are familiar elements of a firm known for ingeniously combining modern and historic precedents. The project's site planning and overall expression, moreover, reflect the architects' appreciation of American urban highway culture: a Regency-style cut-out just inside the gate is the project's billboard, and the drive and parking lot threading through the complex are an integral part of the site strategy. Finally, the Neocolonial design of the courtyard, juxtaposed against the Regency facade along the project's periphery, is a telling comment on the stylistic incongruities of Houston's residential neighborhoods.

Infill in Boston
On the edge of Boston's densely built Back Bay section, a new condominium has been erected that combines two aspects of that city's residential tradition: the row house and the apartment house. Dubbed Church Court and designed by Graham Gund, who also was its developer, the project is located in one of the strongest urban architectural contexts in America—indeed, in and around the very shell of a venerable burned-out church.

Architecturally, Gund's building is less conservative than Stern's, yet in its deference to historic Back Bay, less Modern than Arquitectonica's. The structure is small and polychromatic, and it features bow windows, a dashing curve along the Charles River, and a garden courtyard partially defined by the remaining walls of the church. Brick walls are red-orange, pivot windows have green sashes, and blue-and-white tiles make checkerboard and dash-dot patterns across the facade. It is a gently humorous architecture that seems to respond happily to the divergent conditions of the site—the press of row houses along Beacon Street, the embrace of the church, the openness of the river. From the Charles the project appears as an overblown, swell-fronted row house, one of the building types that define the city; by contrast, the building's long, narrow apartment plans are similar to those of the older apartment houses of Back Bay.

The dwelling units at Church Court most clearly recall the early days of the apartment house, during the 1880s and '90s, when American architects, before they had learned the advantages of the central foyer, strung rooms along lengthy corridors. In Boston, where the luxury apartment house never became as prevalent as it did in New York and was never quite as refined a building type, such plans characterize the Back Bay buildings that are now being converted into condominiums. In Gund's building the distinctly shaped rooms are at once modern and traditional: living and dining rooms are combined into a general space, and the kitchen is reduced to a galley. A corridor, however, spatially elongates each unit, and the bedrooms, parallel to it, are buffered from the hall by a string of bathrooms and closets—an effective balance of procession and privacy. One floor-through has the character of an apartment carved from a row house, with bay windows and bows enhancing modest room sizes. More than most buildings, Church Court offers marketed apartments. The structure is much less a "system" than, say, Arquitectonica's buildings, and nothing makes that feeling more than the entry halls, with their niches and windows twisting and turning between the units. Only one thing seems subsumed in a building with so much personality: the entrance, to the side of the church's front steps, is tucked modestly between a stair tower and one of the building's living-room bows.

The Park Avenue apartment
Another, but very different, infill project is James Stewart Polshek's 500 Park Tower in New York—a 40-story mixed-use structure with a shimmering aluminum-and-glass curtain wall poised above the Modern landmark Pepsicola Building (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, July 1984, pages 86-95). In a narrow mid-block site constrained by large buildings, 500 Park emerges as one of New York's most successful apartment houses. Here, Polshek achieves the synthesis of Modernist expression with traditional concerns for spatial sequence and definition.

Apartments are entered from commodious central foyers that both connect and separate living and bedroom areas. Expansive living rooms face Park Avenue, and bedrooms are arranged to the rear. Kitchens are large enough to eat in, and some have denoted breakfast areas. Although living rooms must also serve as dining areas, libraries in the apartments may be converted easily into formal dining rooms.

Critical to the building's success is each unit's spatial hierarchy of entertainment, sleeping, and service areas. Even without servants' rooms and extensive pantries—which architects earlier in this century learned to use as "poche" between family living and sleeping quarters—the units at 500 Park come remarkably close to the feeling of large, older apartments. The elongation of the apartments on an east-west axis helps induce that feeling; so does the strategic location and generous size of kitchens. While there is no literal poche in a Polshek apartment, there is a strong sense of the
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processional—and of light, which enhances and differentiates space. Corner glazing in living rooms and floor-to-ceiling doors lend the apartments fluidity. The structure's lobby is small, but it exhibits qualities of material and finish that establish the building as luxurious. Any impulse to aggrandize the space (which could be justified by some designers for a building this high) has been fastidiously avoided, as it has by New York's best apartment-house architects, who recognize that residents dislike the feeling of living in buildings as publicly scaled as hotels—and by connotation as transient. Within a Modern idiom, Polshek successfully recalls the prewar design principles that effectively domesticated tall buildings.

The apartment building as "house"
The last project in the portfolio, also in New York, is perhaps the clearest expression of the apartment building as "house." This structure, far more literal in its interpretation of the grand old New York apartment building than Polshek's project, is 180 East 70th Street, designed by Kohn Pedersen Fox. Thirty-three stories tall, this condominium project stands on the edge of the Upper East Side Historic District, where many of the city's most desirable apartments are located and with which the developers were anxious to identify. Here are the Classical balustrades, rusticated base, stone quoins, setbacks, and decorated water tower that define the landscape of much of residential New York. Here, too, are 24 different apartment plans that provide buyers with a range of choices and opportunities for individual identification, very much like buildings erected around the First World War which, although they were "mass" housing, did not replicate a prototypical unit in the Modern manner.

The apartment plans range from the familiar to the exceptional and may be divided into three classes of architectural interest: standard studio, one-, and two-bedroom units in which galley kitchens are windowless, and living rooms and dining areas are combined into a single space, and rooms are arranged in a line off a corridor (all typical of high-rise construction during the post-World War II period); better units of one and two bedrooms with central foyers, separate dining rooms, and, at the building's setbacks, generous terraces; and distinctive apartments, including duplexes with winding stairs and an apartment with a double-height ceiling over the living room. Because the building's site is small, there are generally no more than four apartments per floor, and most units have corner or double exposures, which increase privacy, light, and ventilation. The better and distinctive units share with apartments in Polshek's building a highly developed hierarchy of spaces. Central foyers separate living and sleeping quarters, and privacy is reinforced by a ring of closets and bathrooms. Missing, however, is the enfilade of older apartments—and the grand dimensions. These are economical plans, with living rooms a little over 20 feet long, dining rooms about 12 feet square, and modest-size bedrooms. It is the plan, then, rather than the dimensions, that conveys the sense of the urban house. More interesting than the penthouses (where living and dining rooms are placed axially and the stair creates a reception hall) is a two-bedroom duplex with double-height ceiling located in the middle of the building. This plan recalls the studio apartments of New York architect Charles Platt, but with an added bonus: a circular stair at the apartment's center has an oculus overlooking the street. On the facade the apartment is articulated with setbacks and quoins that create an elevation similar to a small Georgian house, complete with chimneys. Overall, the building's facade is somewhere between Ledoux and Venturi—a distinctive interpretation of Classical elements that reveals the architects' originality only upon close scrutiny.

Summing up the regeneration of a building type
As this group of buildings illustrates, the architecture of the apartment-building design has become less diverse. From the portfolio, several general observations can be made:

* Like other building types, apartment houses now exhibit architecture's current stylistic diversity. Modernism, Postmodernism, Contextualism, and Regionalism are evident in apartment-building design.
* Architects have revitalized apartment-house design by exploring existing prototypes rather than inventing new building forms. The slab and point block, garden apartment, perimeter block, and street-corner apartment house, all represented in the portfolio, are familiar to students of housing.
* The exploration of existing prototypes has been accompanied by a renewed concern for domestic imagery and symbolism, whether "sleeping porches" (the Greenhouse), colorful abstract references, or delightfully domestic multi-family housing (the Imperial), or overt decoration (the Park Regency
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and 180 East 79th Street. Pre-WWII concepts of apartment planning, moreover, are re-emerging: enclosed rooms are replacing the "open plan" of the recent past. The foyer, dining room, living room, and study are often found where there was once a single, multipurpose space.

- Accompanying the re-emergence of the room is the recapturing of a hierarchical balance between the apartment's "public" and "private" spaces. Even stylistically Modern buildings (500 Park Avenue) reflect the trend toward using the precedents that were established in the early 20th century.
- While pre-Modern notions of room, axis, and enfilade have returned to apartments, they frequently do so under post-WWII attritions of space standards, and with the low ceilings and galley kitchens that reflect budgetary limitations and express the postwar public's reduced housing expectations.

By exploring local housing traditions, the architects of these projects are successors to designers of revisionist urban renewal projects of the 1960s. As fair-market housing, these buildings can afford to be more literal in their translation of programmatic and stylistic precedents; they are not, however, without lessons for subsidized housing. Using time-tested prototypes (especially the garden apartment and the perimeter block), incorporating domestic decoration and symbolism, alluding to community context, and restoring the room within the apartment's resolved sequence of public and private spaces should be concerns of subsidized housing, whenever it resumes. That private-market housing now embodies decoration and color should also encourage architects of subsidized housing to do the same, if they seek parity for low- and moderate-income people.

In the end, the future of urban multifamily housing is perhaps best exemplified by an addendum—a project proposed for San Diego called Hillcrest Square, designed by Robert Stern in association with Wheeler Wimer Architects. This complex will rise from the city's highest point and will consist of 500 tile-roofed buildings will step back in terraces, while pergolas, string courses, and corner glazing will refer to sources both Modern and regional. Inside, duplex apartments with stairhalls and flats with formal rooms will evoke the apartment as "house." Stripped of its ornament, Hillcrest Square's powerfully modeled form is reminiscent of the best revisionist housing of the 1960s. With ornament, it provides the satisfying domestic imagery that urban renewal approached but never fulfilled. If built, it may outline the steps subsidized housing should take if it is to catch up with the newly revived tradition of American apartment-house architecture.
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This window is made to stand the load. 5/4" stock is standard in the frames, with 1 3/4" throughout the sash. Header, check rail and bottom sash, all are sealed with the best possible weatherstripping.

The result is a window that performs better under severe weather conditions. Without compromising the architectural integrity of the building.
EASIER WINDOW TO MAINTAIN.

Both sash on every Magnum double-Hung tilt into the room for cleaning. It's a feature that will save time and money for years to come.

Even the exterior is easy to maintain since we offer this window with Polycron finish, as well as in natural Ponderosa pine that's been specially treated to protect against rot and decay.

The object isn't just a window that looks and works better. It's a window that looks and works better while it lasts longer.

WE SET THE STANDARD FOR NON-STANDARD SIZES.

Some companies are content to offer standard sizes from inventory. We make every window to order. This unique, Marvin way of doing business makes it easier for us to fabricate windows that simply don't fit into other companies' plans.

Whether it's a special project with hundreds of one-of-a-kind replicas or a single window that simply boggles the mind, we stand ready to work with you. Every step of the way.

Ask around. People will tell you how we cooperate.

WE'RE READY AND WAITING. RIGHT BY THE PHONE.

For more information, plus the name of your nearest qualified Marvin Magnum distributor, call us toll-free at 1-800-328-0268 (in Minnesota 1-612-854-1464). Or write Marvin Magnum Windows, 8043 24th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

We'll show you why the future looks better through a Marvin Magnum Authentic Double Hung.

MARVIN MAGNUMS 
ENGINEERED TO OPEN THE MIND.
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WES-GROUP™ SHAPES THE EXECUTIVE WORKSPACE.

Long before executives make decisions which shape a company's future, designers make decisions that shape the executive's environment.

In designing the executive workspace, your attention turns to detail, and naturally, you turn to Westinghouse. Where Executive Wood Trim in fine lines of Dark Oak and Mahogany provide strength, character, depth and integrity. The soft, radius edged edges of top caps, post caps and post covers coordinate with fabric and wood veneer panels and components for continuity of design. Leading to a workspace that's a reflection of the executive, and the designer.

Which leads us to the subtle shapes of Conference II™ Serving as a workstation for one or a conferencing area for as many as six, Conference II worksurface designs allow associates to perform more jobs in less space, exchange ideas instantly and expedite the flow of information.

Executive Wood Trim and Conference II are the latest additions to Wes-Group... the comprehensive range of integrated, yet interdependent subsystems from the total quality leader, Westinghouse. More than 100 years of delivering quality you can be sure of. See how Wes-Group can shape your next office system design. Write Westinghouse Furniture Systems, 4300 36th Street, S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508 or call 1-800-445-5045.
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Westinghouse Furniture Systems

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse
Cold Spring Granite. Its beauty is its strength.
Kawneer 3200 DesignWall. Its strength is its beauty.

The grandeur of granite requires the strength of design integrity to maintain its lasting impression. And now, Cold Spring Granite and Kawneer have put the two together in a single curtainwall system engineered to retain its beauty through the years.

Kawneer 3200 DesignWall allows Cold Spring Granite panels to be installed in a clean, flush appearance. Structural silicone holds the vision glass to the aluminum curtainwall vertical mullions. And, the result is a high performance package with aesthetic appeal. (Performance results are available on request.)

Cold Spring Granite panels for Kawneer 3200 DesignWall are available in nine different and distinctive colors and three handsome finishes—polished, honed, and thermal.

Cold Spring Granite and Kawneer 3200 DesignWall. Put them together by contacting your Kawneer Sales Representative or writing:
The Kawneer Company, Dept. C, Technology Park Atlanta, 555 Guthridge Court, Norcross, GA 30092

Kawneer
The Designer’s Element
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**Corian. The solid solution**

Tough, non-porous CORIAN® resists wear in high-usage areas of virtually every shape and size.

Designing for problem areas such as those found in laboratories, banks or hotels requires a surface material that offers maximum design flexibility, durability and minimal maintenance. DuPont CORIAN gives you all three, beautifully.

Unlike laminates or gel-coated products, CORIAN is solid. Its color and pattern go all the way through. CORIAN is tough and non-porous, so it can shrug off the daily grind of high usage. Ordinary stains wipe right off. Stubborn stains (even cigarette burns) rub off easily with cleanser. And fine sandpaper will remove accidental cuts without marring the beauty of CORIAN.

Like fine hardwood, CORIAN can be worked and shaped to fit most areas, even problem spaces. And you can combine CORIAN with many other materials for more individual designs (as shown below).

**Send for more information on CORIAN.**


*CORIAN is a registered Du Pont trademark for its building products. Only Du Pont makes CORIAN.

Circle 77 on inquiry card
or problem areas.

Because of its beauty and toughness, CORIAN was used for these stylish counters in an El Paso, Texas, bank.

With CORIAN, stubborn stains and cigarette burns are removed with cleanser. Cuts and scratches can be sanded away.

CORIAN is solid all the way through. Combine it with other materials for unique edge treatments.

CORIAN
Solid Beauty That Lasts.
Servicing a modern office with power, data and communications (PDC) connections requires miles and miles of wire and cable. Managing all that “spaghetti”—without raising the roof or the floor to accommodate access flooring or duct work—simply requires one of our Architectural Wiring Systems (AWS) product offerings.

Only Hubbell AWS can offer you systematic flexibility. With a state-of-the-art line of wiring and termination devices specially designed and interfaced to meet virtually any PDC distribution criteria. Efficiently. Inexpensively. Attractively. In fact, no job is too big, no budget too small, no service requirements too extensive to benefit from Hubbell’s unique modular approach.

Each AWS component is compatible with all other AWS components. And, they all—including our under-carpet cable—provide power, data and communications wiring and terminations. As a result, you have design flexibility, more freedom to create your own system based solely upon your own priorities. Including lighting control with our new H-MC
When you weigh the five most critical criteria for selecting wiring systems—cost, system capacity, system flexibility, ease of installation, and aesthetic value—the Hubbell approach makes all the sense in the world. Add to that Hubbell's experience, quality and reputation for innovation, and it's clear that Hubbell AWS has something very special to offer anyone involved in specifying or purchasing wiring systems.

Watch this publication for more information about specific Hubbell AWS products, or contact us today for details. Hubbell, Inc. State Street & Bostwick Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06605 (203) 333-1181
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The General Electric Specification Series fluorescent lamps have been carefully engineered to enhance color rendition without sacrificing energy efficiency.

Compared with standard fluorescent tubes, their good color quality will make people look better, merchandise more appealing, and your business environment more attractive in general. And with Watt-Miser®, Maxi-Miser™ and Optimiser SP lamps to choose from, you’re assured of excellent operating efficiency as well as superior lighting quality.

The GE Specification Series fluorescents also come in a wide range of sizes, wattages and color temperatures. So you can select precisely the right amount and color of light for the job at hand.

The SP30 produces a warmer color temperature of 3000K that enhances yellows and reds. The SP41 provides cooler light of 4100K that emphasizes blues and greens. While the SP35, at 3500K, is best suited for areas where a broad spectrum is present.

To see the degree of difference with your own eyes, contact your local GE Lamp Distributor for a demonstration in living color. Or call GE toll-free 800-626-2001, ext. 550.

We bring good things to life.
Storage Systems Which Reflect Your Concern For Space

FULLSPACE not only reflects your concern for space and its use. FULLSPACE offers you a means of improving space utilization. FULLSPACE is storage equipment on wheels. Movable shelving units roll on steel tracks to allow access to stored materials by means of "floating aisles." Shelving not being used remains compacted in a storage cube. In essence, FULLSPACE eliminates permanent aisles. That's how space is gained.

Condensed space means condensed costs. A building designed using FULLSPACE is a more compact building. Original construction costs are reduced. And your client's on-going costs—HVAC, lighting and general maintenance—are reduced for the life of the building. Or look at it another way: Reduce the space...and the cost...of the storage areas by using FULLSPACE, and the money saved can be used for comfort, for aesthetics. Give the space and ambience to its rightful owners—the people who will use that space, not the files and books and tapes and supplies. Either way, FULLSPACE will help you do the job. And LUNDIA will help you do the job. Whether it's a small storage system for supplies storage or a large FULLSPACE for a library or fileroom...whether it's the affordable luxury of solid wood shelving or the pure function of painted steel shelving...whatever your storage specification needs, LUNDIA offers you and your clients complete turnkey installation of FULLSPACE.

You'll find LUNDIA FULLSPACE in Sweet's 10.20/Lun. Write or call 800/238-6342. In Illinois, call 800/252-8844. We'll send you our guidebook for planning and specifying FULLSPACE.

Send For FREE GUIDEBOOK
Architecture: Rx for health care

Perhaps in self-fulfilling prophecy, the health-care trends that appeared on the doorstep of the '80s, when the health-care industry began the reforms and reappraisals demanded by impending federal cost-control measures, have crossed the threshold and taken possession. As expected (and feared), prospective reimbursement—originated for Medicare and Medicaid but since eagerly seized on by state and local governments and increasingly by private health insurers as well—has reduced inpatient hospital stays, in the process shrinking the patient census of many hospitals to unhealthy lows. Alternate delivery methods—ambulatory and emergency treatment centers, freestanding diagnostic units, health maintenance organizations, wellness centers, residential care for the chronically ill and the elderly—have proliferated. And the advent of private, profit-sniffing purveyors has magnified competitive pressures on traditional health-care providers.

As the dust begins to settle, however, some less predictable side effects can be glimpsed. Notably, a field once comfortably aloof from the hurly-burly of the marketplace is now borrowing freely from what it has come to call "other service industries" such unaccustomed notions as "market-share," "image," and even "consumer." For decades medical facilities were planned for the convenience of doctors and staff, which by the '60s and '70s meant also accommodating the burgeoning technologies they increasingly relied on: function ruled. Now, as attractiveness to patients (read consumers) moves toward the top of the planning agenda, architecture is also being called on not only to fashion a marketable image but to back it with environmental substance.

Meanwhile, changes in the field encourage participation by many architects who formerly shied from the technical and functional complexities of the once-unchallenged stand-alone general hospital, willingly ceding the territory to large specialist firms whose practices such facilities dominated. With unbundling, buildings for health care are not only becoming smaller but, because they focus on only one or a few services with their accompanying technologies, are becoming more straightforward in function and, often, less restricted by codes. Most are well within the organizational and design capabilities of the nonspecialist practitioner. The roster of potential clients is also broadening. As proprietary chains and private developers join the traditional clientele made up of hospitals and doctors, the latter too are becoming more accessible, more sophisticated, and more open to innovative—even adventurous—design, if only as a market ploy.

Yet having discovered the patient as a customer to be wooed and welcomed (this season's buzzword is the "we-care message"), health-care vendors convinced that "humanizing" the treatment environment is essential to their success (and sometimes survival) remain unsure how to do so. Help is at hand in the form of a new wave of user research, not least the University of Michigan's no-stone-unturned "pre-occupancy evaluation" of the recently built university hospital, discussed on the following pages. But facilities truly expressive of health care's recent metamorphosis await architects who bring to their design eyes unblinkered by too-intimate acquaintance with the status quo ante and hands accustomed to balancing commodity and firmness with delight. Margaret Gaskie
Prescribing places for people

The 100 percent of us who have been, are, or will be patients—people who are under medical treatment or, according to a secondary but subjectively more apt definition, “people to whom something is done”—can only applaud the rumors from the realm of health care that, in response to new incentives of cost containment and competition, the patient is being elevated to the status of consumer. The suggestion that those who offer treatment are shifting those who receive it from the periphery of their attention to its focus is welcome. So are indications that they begin to see the treatment environment as an essential component in signaling and abetting that shift—supposing, of course, the aim is sensitive planning as well as image building.

But however welcome, these much-heralded trends are not really new, save for the shopkeeper language in which they are prone to be couched. Dedicated health professionals have always stressed the primacy of the patient, and few are more distressed than they by the growing realization that the places in which they practice their arts convey so stridently and unmistakably a message quite opposite. That the treatment milieu too often reduces the objects of its care to just that is a failure more of imagination and empathy than intent. Nor is it either surprising or reprehensible that recent attempts to provide more attractive, patient-oriented health-care facilities should draw on such consumer models as hotels, shopping malls, or uneasy crosses between McDonald’s and the neighborhood drive-in bank.

It is one thing to determine on providing an environment expressive of sensitivity to patients and responsive to their needs and concerns; another to translate resolve into physical reality. With the best of will, those who determine the program and make or influence design decisions (usually, if the project is a hospital or other facility more complex than a two-doctor urgicenter, a Hydra-headed composite of administrators, physicians, and staff) necessarily come to the task laden with their own biases, wish lists, and accustomed ways of doing things—none easily susceptible to change. The architect brings his own baggage, the heavier if it includes the specialist’s too-ready acceptance of the shibboleths of conventional hospital design or the neophyte’s over-reliance on the experience (and prejudices) of the client, but in any case weighty with the preoccupations of resolving functional and technical issues and “making a building.” Neither a client comfortably familiar with, and therefore unlikely to question, accepted practice nor an architect who shares the familiarity or comes to it through second-hand experience can easily step into the patient’s shoes to examine their joint creation from his perspective.

Planners who acknowledge their own blinders and attempt to go beyond intuition and observation to gain a patient’s-eye view of health-care facilities are frustrated by the paucity of reliable and relevant resources. Absent demand for it, meaningful environmental research in the area is also near absent. Objective documentation of how the therapeutic setting contributes to, or detracts from, the ease which is the opponent of disease is sparse, and the available literature overwhelmingly anecdotal, consisting in the main of uncritical descriptions of existing facilities. Not only is the patient’s eye missing, so is the patient’s voice.

This realization came early to the trio of researchers at the University of Michigan whose just-published work* offers the most comprehensive blueprint yet drawn for tailoring the design of health-care facilities, in macro and micro, to the measure of the people they most intimately affect. When in 1980 the university’s medical center embarked on an ambitious overhaul of its physical plant, entailing the design and construction of a large general hospital (pages 118-123), an ambulatory clinic, a parking structure, and assorted replacement and renovation projects, the research team embarked on the scarcely less ambitious user studies on which their book is based.

The underlying mission of the “patient and visitor participation project” (PVP for short) was unblushing advocacy: to speak for these “forgotten” users in the councils of planning and so incline the design process toward consideration of their needs and wishes. Recognizing, however, that advocacy unfortified by information was not enough—What precisely are these needs? How practically can they be accommodated?—the team adopted a number of interlocking strategies for ferreting out the answers.

Though found wanting (and largely discounted by the study authors as “not research-based”), the literature of the field was nonetheless meticulously searched and digested into both the study findings and the book’s extensive bibliographies. The meat of the text, though, is drawn instead from the PVP project’s direct and often ingenious solicitation of users’ opinions and suggestions. For example, instead of simply asking the staff of each department about their requirements and filing their “non-negotiable” demands for later negotiation by fiat, the architects engaged the respective staffs in “gaming” to determine relationships and adjacencies, using plan representations of spaces and equipment as boards and counters. Moving the pieces about, the players quickly revealed conflicts, and themselves worked out needed accommodations.

Similarly, interviews with more than 3,000 patients and visitors, on subjects ranging from the design of patient rooms to the location of signs, were conducted not in the abstract but with such real-world stand-ins as video simulation and models. In the case of patient rooms, models were expanded to full-scale mockups and fine-tuned with the aid of treatment scenarios, from assistance in showering to the extreme of cardiac arrest, enacted by former patients as well as staff.

In an area where research tends to be soft and its findings wispy, the sophisticated methodology adopted for the PVP project, more rigorous and reality-based than the usual run of participant-observer and preference studies, gives reassuring credence to its outcomes—and so to the conclusions described in the resulting book and distilled in its detailed design guidelines.

Apart from its thoroughness, though, perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the project was its concern not only with the patient’s often-neglected non-medical needs but with the comfort and convenience of visiting family and friends. While the inpatient is whisked from admitting to the cocoon of his room, his illness, and his treatment, it is his companions or visitors who brave the confusions and complexities of the establishment to find the patient’s room, the nearest telephone, restroom, or cup of coffee, or a place to await medical verdicts. Moreover, attention to such needs of the occasional user becomes more pressing with the growing emphasis on treating all but the most severely ill as outpatients, whose plight is essentially similar to that of the visitor to a health-care facility.

With this in view, the study is predicated on the further insight that patients and visitors alike are “vulnerable user groups... virtually powerless in what they often perceive as an intimidating environment,” and that their vulnerability is both the cause and effect of stress, compounded for the patient by physical debility. Accordingly, the underlying theme is the relationship between design-related factors and stress, and its plot how facilities can be made more supportive.

The dual focus on patients and visitors, as well as the nature of the massive building enterprise that sparked the PVP project’s research, led naturally to organizing the voluminous information assembled in the form of a journey—a “flow scenario” of activities and spaces that parallels the experience of moving through a large and complex hospital. It also, though more loosely, parallels the space-by-space progress of design and, because functional units are examined separately and generically, presents the research results in a form readily applicable to health-care settings of various size and purpose. The focus, however, is on the aspects of each space that are common to a range of uses, omitting considerations peculiar to isolated specialties: A waiting room is thus considered a waiting room, whether in a radiology clinic or a private physician’s office.
The journey begins with arrival at the facility: access, parking, entry areas, and such immediate destinations as information and admitting. Discussions of what the patient or visitor finds at his intermediate and final destinations—waiting and reception areas, clinics for diagnosis and treatment, the inpatient’s room and bath—are postponed for a scrupulous interim look at the paramount issues of circulation and “wayfinding”: in the often maze-like innards of a large institution, and frequently in smaller ones, simply deciphering how to get from here to there can be the most difficult and frustrating aspect of its use. The places where the user ultimately finds himself, however, are also examined as the journey continues, with a detour for the therapeutic magic of outdoor spaces, whether accessible or only seen, plus side-trips into design for “special” places and services from cafeterias to grieving rooms, and such “special” users as the elderly or disabled.

Save for wayfinding, the overriding considerations that determine how people experience the environment and so pervade all other aspects of planning—physical comfort, the ability to control interaction with other patients and visitors, the images one’s surroundings evoke and the messages they send—are discussed in situ as qualities integral to each space rather than in vacuo as abstract concepts. By the same token, generalized discussion of planning parameters is minimized in favor of detailed information on the issues at hand, supported by specific design suggestions drawn from the research findings and even by design review checklists based on recommendations from designers.

If these indications of exhaustive detail call to mind the apocryphal third-grader who reported “This book tells more about penguins than I want to know,” well, yes, the detail is also exhausting. The book, however, is meant less to be read than used, and should prove eminently usable precisely because of the piling up of detail, which as in architecture adds up to spaces and the perception of them. The precise location of a grab-bar is not trivial to a person on the edge of a fall. Again, the design professional perusing this tome may become impatient with its seemingly innumerable instances of discovering the obvious. But the obvious to designers is not always obvious to all. The patient made late to an important doctors’ appointment because the labeling of levels on elevator buttons was ambiguous will not be grateful for the architects’ assurances that LL2 “obviously” means the second level down. (This potential for ambiguity in fact was among the morsels of “trivia” the research uncovered: of several options for designating floors, sub 1, sub 2 was clearest to users, despite its subterranean connotations and the researchers’ contrary expectation.)

The imaginary journey is not without surprises. The sad surprise this volume holds is the unavoidable realization of how prevalent and deeply ingrained in the fiber of medical facilities insensitive design really is. If, as one cannot but read between its lines, common-sense common courtesies—seating arranged so people can converse comfortably rather than like crows on a fence; acoustical and visual privacy when being admitted or conferring with one’s physicians or grieving; or patient-room windows low enough to see out of from one’s bed—are indeed so uncommon in common practice as to seem remarkable departures, the book comes not a moment too soon.

It is written, the introduction says, “for design decision makers . . . those who fashion what a health care facility will be through policy-making, management, or planning . . . . whether embarking on the construction of a multimillion-dollar facility or simply planning to make a private clinic’s waiting room more comfortable.” Design professionals in or entering the health-care field will certainly be quick to seize, apply, and improve on the information base it provides. One can only hope that their clients, who hold ultimate control through the powers of veto and the purse, will be as quick to hear and act on its message. M. F. G.
Despite widespread speculation that the day of the new-built, full-service hospital is fast passing, reports of its demise may prove exaggerated. The University of Michigan, for example, has completed a from-scratch tertiary-care hospital that not only replaces two-thirds of the center’s beds but consolidates all of its major diagnostic and treatment spaces and most support areas. This stand against the unbundling tide was prompted by the incurable obsolescence of the old University Hospital, for half a century the system’s treatment and teaching core, combined with the desire to centralize clinical facilities that are the prime training ground for fledgling MDs, RNs, and other health professionals from pharmacists to social workers. The 1-million-square-foot building resolves the dichotomy between diagnostic and treatment areas, which require large clear spans for flexibility, and patient floors, where perimeter footage is at a premium, by wedging the massive D&T element into the sloped ridge-top site, forming a pedestal for the articulated profile of the surmounting patient tower. Beyond formal considerations, a client bent on “covering all the bases” spurred the architects to meticulous analyses of the building’s systems and functional relationships, and their subsequent integration in the finely honed medical machine that supports the human concerns illuminated by the university’s extensive user research.
Adding its height to an escarpment above the Huron River valley, the new University Hospital edges on north and east the densely developed medical complex it adjoins. The two-way sloping site allowed the ungainly bulk of the 660,000-square-foot D&T core to be stepped and burrowed into the hillsides, and softened by a succession of curved elements that follow the rise of the site toward the main entrance.

Within the base, four levels of medical and support facilities, linked to nearby buildings by tunnel and bridge (bottom), are served by overhead interstitial spaces (section) for ease in changing department layouts. A 27-foot-high mechanical level rises between the base and the six-story patient tower, where 780-foot-long precast-paneled facades are broken by bays and brick-clad vertical circulation shafts.
A large population of students in addition to staff, patients, and visitors prompted a high priority on clear, conflict-free circulation patterns. Providing them, however, was complicated by both the sheer size of the building and the location of the main entrance at its east end, where it shares vehicular access with the adjacent ambulatory clinic and visitor parking garage, instead of in a more central position. The basic solution was a separate internal corridor system for patients and staff, with public routes at the building perimeter where outdoor views aid orientation. Making virtue of necessity, such amenities as dining and patient services, as well as major teaching spaces, were also clustered on the east around the two-story lobby (bottom), and a pedestrian “main street” (right opposite) extended from this node.
along the south side of the building. The two-level concourse provides a simple, direct path to major medical departments, visitor elevator lobbies, and glass-vaulted bridges to nearby buildings. To lessen the tunnel effect, the 700-foot passage (also broken with required fire doors) is interrupted by recessed department entries and windowed lounges, changes in ceiling height and configuration, and carefully directed lighting enhanced with daylight from clerestories and barrel-vault greenhouses overlooking a south courtyard. Though not charged with interior design, the architects provided for public areas—e.g., the main entrance lobby and the private lobby for the radiation therapy unit (top opposite)—serene enclosures of subtly patterned exposed brick and view-capturing expanses of glass.
Fittingly, inpatient areas benefited most from the university's user research and mock-up studies, in which patient rooms were evaluated in treatment scenarios from routine nursing care to cardiac arrest. The resulting large and small design adjustments included widening semiprivate rooms by two feet, lowering window sills for better views from patient beds, custom-designing lighting and dual-supply service modules at head walls, and equipping lavatories with roll-in showers to accommodate wheelchairs and angled inner walls for elbow room. The hospital's nursing strategy of a flexible continuum of intensive, intermediate, and acute care required continuously adjacent patient rooms, which are organized in 12 eight-bed units plus a 20-bed ICU. Command nursing stations for...
every 32 beds (top right) provide convenient centers for staff interaction and coordination, supplemented at each eight-bed module by satellite nursing stations (top left and opposite) that encourage close patient contact by minimizing nurses' travel distances. Nursing time is also saved by placing at the entrance to each room nurse-server storage units for clean and soiled supplies, stocked and emptied by central stores. In addition to comfortable visitor lounges near the elevators, inpatient floors include private lounges (lower right) where non-bedridden patients can socialize or enjoy a change of scene. The long parallel corridors are enlivened by more subtle variations on the devices used in public passages: recessed room entries, broken ceiling heights, and lighting and signage geared to ease of orientation.

University Hospital
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Owner: The University of Michigan
Architects and engineers: Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.—Jay Pettit, principal for administration; John C. Haro, principal for design; Roger Boe, project manager; Eugene Tanke, project designer; Steven Whitney, project architect; Charles Robinson, structural engineer; Gordon V. R. Holness, mechanical engineer; Gilbert Boersma, electrical engineer; Zoran Gubernich, civil engineer; Robert Meake, Norbert Olind, field services
Consultants: Romano-Galland (food service); Lerch-Bates & Associates (vertical transportation/pneumatic tube)
Construction manager: Barton-Malow/CM Inc.
Doctors on call

Like many middle-aged inner-city hospitals facing competition from newer, better-heeled suburban cousins, Atlanta's Hughes Spalding Medical Center confronted a steadily declining patient census that eventually dipped to the intolerable nadir of 30 percent occupancy. And like many such hospitals, Hughes Spalding resolved to reverse the slide by offering new services tuned to community needs and taking advantage of the necessary new construction and renovation to polish its fusty image. Both goals have been accomplished in this 30,000-square-foot addition combining 24-hour emergency and walk-in care with two floors of doctors' office space designed to lure a new cadre of attending physicians. Finding scant inspiration in the watered-down Bauhaus of the 1940s original, the designers of the new wing instead moved to a sleek interpretation of the International Style—not forgetting the often-omitted bold primaries. Although the wing was first conceived as a simple cube projecting from the parent hospital building, its evolution to the final stepped shape allowed more efficient layout of both the treatment and tenant floors (which acquired added corner office suites) and opened the site to a courtyard whose frame is completed by the loggia at the main approach to the adjoining hospital. Covered access to both buildings is provided by a steel-and-glass pergola that connects the old and new entrances to a curved drop-off.
The ground-floor diagnostic and treatment component of the Hughes Spalding addition, treated as an extension of the base of the original building, is sheathed in sober black-granite, strip-windowed panels framed by flame-red exposed-steel columns and spandrel beams. The two upper floors are also outlined in red, but the curtain wall is anything but sober: shimmering silver reflective glass to front the street (opposite); gleaming hospital-white aluminum to sheathe less-prominent elevations (upper right). A glass-block stripe over the entrance is repeated on axis at the rear of the addition and at the side stair tower. Inside, the entry lobby (lower right) is signaled by flanking red columns and a glass-block wall that screens the waiting room from a corridor where black Pirelli-tile floors play against a polished-metal ceiling.
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If you can't lick 'em . . . Better health care for both communities is the happy outcome of a state-ordered merger of the aging and ailing, but gamely competing, hospitals operated independently by two small towns on opposite banks of Michigan's St. Joseph River. One now offers outpatient and long-term care; the other consolidates acute-care services via this 110-bed addition containing a new patient-care wing and supporting diagnostic and treatment unit. In deference to its parklike setting in a residential area, the addition assumes a low, detached profile—made lower by digging two levels of the support building into the sloping site—and reorients the main hospital entrance and parking lot to a major highway, avoiding traffic intrusion on neighborhood streets. The new components converge at a vertical circulation node linked to the existing building by a tri-level, glass-sheathed spine that sorts service, public, and patient/staff traffic. In the nursing wing, three patient floors rise above a peek-a-boo base penetrated by a drive circling beneath a negative pediment and by the spatial voids that surround an inner capsule housing the lobby, giftshop, and admitting and business offices. In addition to opening views to courts and landscaped areas, the triangular plan encloses patient floors with maximum area in minimum perimeter and reduces distances between the nursing/utility core and patient rooms.
To complement the original beige-brick and limestone hospital, the addition is clad in warm precast panels with punched windows expanded to glazed grids at significant outlook points—among them a ground-floor lobby (below) open to a two-story-high covered porch and a formal court framed on one side by the circulation spine (lower right opposite). For expansion flexibility, the building provided shell space on three levels of the D&T center, including a first-floor reserved for surgery and critical care, and on the topmost level of the patient-care pod, which now houses a 35-bed pediatric unit (below right). The small-scale village of patient rooms in the guise of gaily painted little houses—complete with gables, windows, and even mailboxes—includes a playroom with an adjoining outdoor terrace.

1. Reception 8. Private patient
2. Waiting 9. Waiting
3. Gift shop 10. Classroom
5. Courtyard 12. Conference
7. Support core 14. Normal nursery
15. I/C nursery 16. Labor/delivery/recovery
17. Delivery/operating 18. Special care
19. Playroom 20. Terrace

Mercy-Memorial Medical Center
Addition
St. Joseph, Michigan
Owner:
Southwestern Michigan Health Care Association
Architects and engineers:
Hansen Lind Meyer—Roderic Thomson, project director; Richard Potokar, project designer; Ed Kestin, project architect; Jack Lesniak, construction administration;

John Bertrand, project engineer; Kimberly Milsata, interior design
Consultants:
Tribrook Group, Inc. (management); John Nuveen & Company, Inc. (financial)
Construction manager:
McCarthy Construction
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Military preparedness

In the best service tradition, this shipshape clinic for naval personnel and their dependents set its sights on the primary targets of efficiency and flexibility. Though perched on a site near the southern California coast, the building turns inward to a hierarchy of courtyards dominated by the large open space (above left) at the core of a circulation spine that also includes outpatient services and administrative offices. Trellised pop-up pavilions announce entry to the central reception area and the emergency unit, but the “main” entrances for most patients are the smaller courtyards, each with a glassed-in waiting room (above right and opposite), that link an open-ended series of individual clinic modules. Within this framework, medical departments can expand or contract as patient loads dictate, as can the enclosed segments of the adjoining waiting courts. The modules' flexibility is further increased by “universal rooms,” 9-foot by 12-foot building blocks that with only minor alterations can serve as examining rooms, doctors' offices, or utility rooms. (The clinic's more permanent elements—emergency and temporary acute care, radiology, labs, and other ancillary services—occupy a separate “hard” wing to the south.) In addition to assuring the livability of outdoor space, the benign climate encourages the use of solar energy and natural lighting and ventilation, and will soon embower with vines the crisp metal trellises shading the courts.
For energy conservation, the clinic's functional areas are positioned to capitalize on California sun and steady sea breezes. Ancillary areas requiring constant climate control are grouped in a compact wing with south exposure for optimum orientation of roof-mounted solar collectors, and heated and cooled mechanically; the clinic modules, which rely heavily on natural ventilation, capture prevailing winds with large louvers on east and west and turn near-windowless walls interspersed with shaded courtyards toward the north (lower right opposite). The east-facing sawtooth skylights that roof the clinic's north-south corridors (below right) include continuous louvers to provide air movement as well as abundant natural light, which penetrates from the corridors to interior spaces through clerestories.
East Austin Multipurpose Center
Austin, Texas
Coffee Crier & Schenck, Architects

Care for a caring community

Though the small community-oriented health-care unit has become commonplace, few are so warmly welcomed as this newcomer to a long-established Chicano section of East Austin. In addition to an outpatient clinic, the project includes a neighborhood center that, as anticipated, hosts gatherings from community meetings to bridal showers, and provides office space for local service groups. Not anticipated was the attraction of the clinic itself, whose public areas and sheltered outdoor spaces draw neighborhood women as to a "café-klatsch," architect Bob Coffee reports with bemusement, "even when the baby doesn't have a sore throat." Their proprietary attitude may stem from the community's active role in the design of a complex it insisted reflect its Mexican heritage—an ambiguous charge translated, Coffee says, into a "CC&S Colonial" style that eclectically draws familiar elements and detail from throughout the Southwest. Underlying it are two light-steel-framed boxes, with the multipurpose neighborhood center splayed from the larger clinic to form an entry court that gives onto a connecting loggia. Clad in brick and stippled stucco, and roofed with long-span joists to allow the insertion of skylights and clerestories, the simple shells are elaborated with vigas and latillas, colorful ceramics, and tile-roofed, rough-carpentered wood porticoes and pergolas—symbols to the community of a mythic Meso-American past.
A bus-stop pavilion on the street fronting the East Austin center (top opposite) introduces the portico and intersecting arcade wheelchair ramp that lead to the central loggia connecting the clinic with the neighborhood center. On the worth a similar scale-reducing arcade domesticates the multipurpose element and wraps around the wedge-shaped rear-entry court (below) giving onto the common loggia with its flanking waiting/reception rooms. Smaller waiting areas serve each of the four major functional subdivisions within the clinic, which offers counseling and social services as well as medical care and also includes office space for public health service visiting nurses. In the public areas the architects' deft variations on traditional Hispanic woodcraft, exemplified by the detailing of outer porticoes carried on bolted and strapped, two-piece cedar columns bracketed in a hint of arches, adopt the folksy refinement of exposed fir beams and trusses, wooden latillas, and fittings and trim of pale basswood. Bright, lofty interiors, lit by the glow of skylights and clerestories against high saffron-painted ceilings, are spiced with vivid accent walls, ceramic signage, and ornate lighting fixtures.

East Austin Multipurpose Center
Austin, Texas
Owner:
Austin Departments of Health and Human Services
Architects:
Coffee Crier & Schenck—Bob Coffee, Jack Crier, Bill Schenck, principals; George Hammond, Doug Johnson, Judy Cook, project team
Engineers:
Jose L. Guerra (structural); George Maxwell Engineers, Inc. (mechanical/electrical/plumbing); S. A. Garza (civil)
Consultant:
Daphne Ripple (landscape)
General contractor:
Jim Akin Construction Company
Magic mountains

An incongruous bit of Miami Beach modernism on the shore of Lake Lugano, the Residence-au-Lac was originally built as a resort hotel in the 1950s. After the present owner, a Swiss developer and collector of modern art, converted the Residence into luxury apartments several years ago, he called upon New York designer Emilio Ambasz to endow at least the most public part of the remodeled structure with a measure of esthetic distinction and local appropriateness that, in their eyes, it still patently lacked. From a more personal vantage point, the owner (for whom Ambasz is also designing a new apartment block next door) regarded this conspicuously sited enterprise as a sort of three-dimensional carte de visite he could present to the elegant city of Lugano. Logistical and budgetary constraints limited the scope of Ambasz’s intervention to the 1,290-square-foot lobby and an outdoor terrace that adjoins the sidewalk entrance, bar, and shops. An agreeable place to stroll or sit in any season, thanks to Lugano’s almost Mediterranean climate, the 46-foot-wide terrace extends over 100 feet along the principal lakeside avenue, and commands an Alpine panorama beyond the palm trees and subtropical flowers of municipal gardens across the street. Though one can discern elements of this picturesque postcard view in the sculptural ensemble Ambasz inserted into his given frame—a microcosmic vista of mountains, blue sky, and passing clouds—there is nothing tritely picturesque about the emblematic landscape that now links the frontispiece of the Residence-au-Lac to its natural environs and penetrates the building’s interior (overleaf).

Ambasz paved both exterior and interior spaces with four-inch-wide slabs of Italian granite, rough-finished to prevent slippage. Between these diagonal gray bands, 4/5-inch-wide strips of polished white Carrara marble delineate a rhythmic ground whose regularity only emphasizes the visual drama where the pale striation rises into jagged outcroppings. Looking out toward the lake, these stylized mountain ranges could almost be foothills of the great peaks on the horizon. Inside the lobby, the uncanny effect of miniaturized geology intensifies with hidden floor-lighting and the glow of translucent silk “clouds,” wafting at four-inch intervals through slits in a top-lit, blue plexiglass ceiling. Artisans cut the seemingly random curves of the textile panels, and the chipped contours of the marble ridges, to stencils magnified from Ambasz’s models. Walls were spray-painted to grade from dark to light blue, as in a theatrical backdrop representing sky. Architecture, sculpture, and painting come together on this little stage to suggest a dreamlike landscape of infinite extension. As reminders of a more prosaic reality, passages just visible in the wings lead to stairs, an elevator, and parking. Douglas Brenner

Terrace and lobby paving echoes the grisaille coloration of many Lugano buildings (the same scheme will later extend in front of an apartment house proposed for an adjacent lot). The granite and marble bands also recall veins of rock that break through the soil of the surrounding Ticino canton, a region renowned for expert stonemasons. General contractor for the Residence-au-Lac was Colla Costruzioene.
You see them slumped in doorways, passed out on park benches, huddled over steaming sidewalk grates. Some determinedly beg for money, others aimlessly wander from place to place, carrying on animated conversations with themselves. As a group, they inhabit both city and suburb, growing in numbers to represent a surprisingly wide cross-section of American society. "They" are the homeless, a nationwide population that ranges from 250,000 by conservative HUD estimates, to 4 million, according to their advocates. Stereotyped as bums, bag ladies, and boozers, who remain unhoused "by choice," according to a 1984 speech by President Reagan, many take refuge in abandoned buildings, seedy flophouses, or crime-ridden welfare hotels to escape the hardships of the street. Of those seeking shelter, over half exhibit chronic mental illness, the tragically ironic result of social reforms which began in the mid-1960s to "deinstitutionalize" patients from the "snake pits" of state-run asylums to community halfway houses that never materialized. More recently, statistics reveal that the street "crazies" and alcoholic men, who typify large, urban shelters, are being joined by women and children, who now account for the fastest growing homeless population; families, who comprise 21 percent; and teenage runaways and jobless, young adults, who have contributed to the decreasing average age of the homeless, now 34 years old.

"Homelessness is a massive epidemic," reported a congressional committee last April, "so overwhelming that the problem must be treated as a national emergency." In agreement with this conclusion, the American Institute of Architects' housing committee has sponsored three symposia on the subject over the past two years, and will issue a 135-page resource guide to shelter design at its convention in San Antonio this month. "Our role is to offer ourselves as white knights or crusaders with all the answers," stated AIA executive vice president, Louis Marines, in his keynote address to a symposium held in Washington, D.C. last October, "but as a catalyst, as a necessary and continuing part of that nationwide chain of people who are committed to making a difference about this issue." While this last forum on the homeless was well-attended, two-thirds of its participants were government officials and shelter "providers," leaving many in the audience to doubt the purported commitment by the design profession.

Architects, however, are being pressed into service by increasing numbers of local community, religious, and charitable organizations in search of small-scale, humane solutions to the makeshift warehousing of the homeless in cot-filled church basements, armories, and gymnasiums. The firms commissioned by these groups are not corporate offices with dollars to spare for pro bono services, but tenacious professionals with track records in designing housing for the elderly and poor, familiar with the red tape of funding, agency reviews, "not in my neighborhood" opposition, and no-frills budgets. Without the benefit of existing models, they have looked to hospitals, military barracks, dormitories, and single-room occupancy (SRO) residential hotels to devise new strategies for combining communal and private residential spaces with medical treatment and social services. Some have feigned homelessness themselves in order to fully understand the needs of their clients. "Statistics don't tell us how to design a shelter; life on the street does," maintains Fred Karnas, program director of Phoenix's Community Council. "You need to know about waiting in line for meals, waiting to go to the bathroom or to bed, waiting for health care and employment; about dirty clothes, a dirty body, and hours of time with nothing to do."

As an emerging building type, shelters vary according to the financial resources and programs of their sponsoring organizations, to the diverse populations that they serve, and to the anticipated duration of their use: overnight, emergency shelters; interim or transitional housing for three to six months; and permanent residential facilities for a particular population such as the elderly or the mentally ill. Within emergency shelters, men and women, and in some cases, families, are separated by independent entrances, sleeping dormitories and communal facilities to reduce the threat of violence and abuse carried over from life on the street. Transitional and permanent facilities are more hotel-like in character with shared kitchens, lounges, and more private bedrooms, and bathrooms. In discussing their designs, the architects of these shelters stress the importance of hygiene, security, and maintenance within non-institutional and residential settings. Translating these qualities into physical reality isn't easy, given the shoestring budgets of most sponsors and their unfamiliarity with the time-consuming intricacies of architectural design and the high cost of construction. "The danger in designing a shelter is that the program becomes all-important," points out Mark McCormick of Barker Rinker Seacat & Partners. A lot of architects who design for the disenfranchised feel that it's irresponsible to think in terms of art. But a well-designed building can help rebuild the self-image of its residents and be a positive contribution to a neighborhood." Sponsors agree that housing for the homeless should reach beyond the mere necessities of food and shelter. "We try to achieve a balance between providing a bed and a meal, and giving something more in order to end the cycle of homelessness," explains Father William Kraus, the executive director of Samaritan House, an emergency shelter in Denver. The "something more" may range from a medical clinic run by volunteer doctors, to offices for psychiatric and job counseling, to a "groom room," in which lice and scabies are removed and clothes are fumigated. Amenities are kept to a bare minimum, "because if a shelter is too private, too comfortable, too nice, the homeless will get used to it, and want to stay," asserts Randy Bailey, assistant director of Boston's Pine Street Inn shelter, speaking for many other sponsors and architects. But the need for permanent shelter is precisely at the root of the problem. As Robert Hayes, founder and legal counsel of the National Coalition for the Homeless rhetorically asks, "What is the solution to homelessness? Housing, housing, housing!" Affordable and low-cost housing, however, is fast disappearing with the spread of urban gentrification and the sharp decline in federal housing assistance. By radically reducing and eliminating HUD programs to subsidize public housing, the Reagan administration has placed the financial burden of both permanent and temporary housing for the poor on state and local governments. A federal interagency task force, established under the Department of Health and Human Services three years ago, has made an attempt to identify spare clothes, food, and vacant, government-owned property for the homeless, but it, too, views homelessness as a local problem. In response, only 23 states have taken up the cause by legislating programs aimed at providing emergency shelter.

Meanwhile, Congress has managed to appropriate a small amount of aid under the administration of the Federal Emergency Management Agency; the $70 million set aside for this year is hardly a drop in the homeless bucket, given that New York City alone spent over $200 million on the problem last year. Concludes a 1984 report from the House of Representatives intergovernmental and human resources subcommittee: "The national response to homelessness has done nothing more than provide scant and insufficient amounts of temporary shelter." Despite the valiant efforts of coalitions between architects and non-profit organizations across the country that have managed to raise enough private capital to construct various facilities for the homeless (following pages), the question of whether temporary shelters are an effective, long-term solution to a widening social crisis remains. Warns architect Cindy Harden of the Pratt Institute Center for Community and Environmental Development, "By collecting people in shelters, we are in danger of institutionalizing the poorhouse all over again." Until a consensus is reached between the public and private sectors as to the form and financing of housing for the homeless, architects are destined to play the role of a passive pawn in a game in which there can be no winners. Deborah K. Dietzch
The Manhattan-based Storefront for Art and Architecture has drawn attention to the issue of homelessness by staging events, demonstrations, and gallery shows of shelter proposals over the past year. During October 1985, the non-profit group sponsored an exhibition of 200 stencils designed by local artists on the theme “homeless at home,” including those by Conrad Vogel (below left), Anson Seeno (below right), Carolyn Moskowitz (middle left), Steve Kaplan (middle), Thomas Burich and Maria Bonomo (middle right), and Caleb Crawford (bottom right). In the days following the show, the artists took to the streets, spray-painting their designs over the sidewalks to arouse blase New Yorkers to the epidemic proportions of homelessness in their city.
Founded in 1916 as a hotel for indigent men, the Pine Street Inn has continued to operate under the principle of "decency, comfort, and gentlemenly treatment" for its overnight "guests." Its latest home is a complex of three warehouses and a former fire department headquarters, located in a light industrial area of Boston's South End. Designed by Childs Bertman Tseckares & Casendino, and completed in 1979, the 70,000-square-foot renovation is an early example of a shelter containing both sleeping accommodations, and social and medical services.

In juggling the program within the constraints of the four existing structures, the architects adhered to the shelter's first-come-first-served policy and strict routine for its visitors, which consists of an evening meal, shower, nightshirt, bed, and breakfast, with no provision for daytime activities except on the coldest of winter days. Segregated communal facilities for men and women are housed on the ground floor, with separate sleeping areas for 300 men and 50 women on the floors above. Staff offices and housing are sequestered within the upper floors of the tower (plans). Ground-floor lounges, furnished with custom-designed benches and tables (bottom right) are used for dining and as dormitories for 200 to 300 additional "guests" on cold nights. "To get a bed, you have to climb the stairs to the showers," explains assistant director, Randy Bailey, who points out that Pine Street is a "wet" shelter and will admit anyone, including alcoholics who comprise 40 percent of the shelter's homeless male population, and the mentally ill, who make up another 40 percent. He feels that the building's tower, designed in 1892 by Edmond Wheelwright and modeled after the town halls of Florence and Siena, gives the Pine Street Inn a visual symbol that it has long needed (top right). Once used for ladder practice and as a lookout for fires, it now is illuminated at night to serve as Boston's beacon of hope.

Owner/Sponsor:
Pine Street Inn, Inc.

Architects:
CBT/Childs Bertman Tseckares & Casendino Inc.—Charles N. Tseckares, Anthony Casendino, principals-in-charge; Leslie Brown, project manager; Douglas Fisher, job captain

Engineers:
Tsoumas Associates (mechanical); Leonard S. Phillips (electrical)

General contractor:

Consultant:
A. M. Fogarty Associates (estimating)
"I'm a conservative Republican doing the work of a liberal Democrat," says Father Joe Carroll, whose $6.8 million St. Vincent De Paul Center will be completed one year from now, thanks to personal donations and corporate charity. Unhindered by the strings attached to government funding and HUD standards, the wisecracking Catholic priest claims that he has been able to create the model shelter from scratch, a peach stuccoed, Spanish-style mission that occupies an entire city block on the outskirts of downtown San Diego. The center's comprehensive program for accommodating 350 people and feeding 700 to 800 more, was conceived by Mark Bucon, a young architect who spent several nights on the street in order to comprehend firsthand the problems of homelessness. In collaboration with Krommenhoek/McKeown & Associates, he and project architect, Fred De Santo, cloistered the center's activities around a meditative, colonnaded courtyard (model). All communal functions are relegated to the ground floor (plans), and include day facilities such as a medical clinic, a public school for the children of the residents, a dining hall, chapel, and a jobs-skills workshop. Residences on the upper floors will be assigned as needed for the shelter's shifting population of runaways, battered women, families, and single adults. An underground garage provides parking for the volunteer staff, a practical consideration given the desolate site. "What volunteer doctor will want to park his Mercedes on these streets at night?" asks Carroll. Besides evoking the image of a traditional mission, the center's twin bell towers are designed by De Santo and a team of energy engineers to capture the city's breezes and efficiently cool the building.

Owner/Sponsor:
Catholic Diocese of San Diego

Architects:
Krommenhoek/McKeown & Associates (initial design); F.A.D. Architecture & Planning Inc.—Fred A. De Santo, principal-in-charge; James J. Homberg, project architect; Susan L. Crook, job captain; Mark Bucon, design concept/programmer

Engineers:
Burkett & Wong (structural); Krommenhoek/McKeown & Associates (mechanical); M. L. Electrical Systems; Association of Energy Engineers

General contractor:
Kvass Construction

Consultants:
Gillespie de Lorenzo (landscape); Scarlett Taylor (interior design); Con-Tech (security)
With its blue tiled roof, rusticated base, arched windows, and corner tower, Samaritan House hardly looks the part of a mission for the down and out. But when completed this fall, the new 43,000 square-foot complex by Barker Rinker Seacat & Partners will serve 284 homeless adults, families, and teenage runaways, enabling the city’s Catholic archdiocese to expand its emergency shelter, now confined to a vacant high school. In researching related housing models, including the St. Vincent De Paul center in San Diego (preceding page), design principal Mark McCormick discovered that the requisite open dormitory spaces for single men and women on the ground floor (left plan) could be based on the design of military barracks to reinforce a sense of order, and to maximize light and ventilation. For the families and teenagers on the third floor, a series of private rooms and a communal lounge were developed based on residential hotel prototypes. Between these floors, the second level was reserved for staff offices and “public” rooms, including a multipurpose room used as a daycare center during the day and a recreational lounge at night. Like San Diego’s new shelter, Samaritan House promotes an introspective character protected from the street. The ground-floor sleeping quarters are set back behind an arcade to isolate them from noisy traffic (models), and an L-shaped outdoor space on the second floor provides a secure play area for the daycare center. In designing the massing of the building, however, the architect looked outward to the neighboring brick warehouses for inspiration. “A shelter doesn’t have to be shoehorned into a substandard space,” he points out. “A new building not only communicates a positive identity to its users but to the outside community as to who the homeless really are.”

**Owner/Sponsor:**
Catholic Archdiocese of Denver

**Architects:**
Barker Rinker Seacat & Partners, Architects—R. Russell Seacat, Mark McCormick, partners-in-charge; Deanne Cramer, project architect; Charles Kessler, job captain; Tim Brewe, Jack Mousseau, DeEtta Ewing, Cherie Stewart, Ken Berendt, project team

**Engineers:**
Richard Weingardt (structural); Osbaugh/Miller Associates (mechanical); Torgerson/Yingling Associates (electrical)

**General contractor:**
C.H. Phillips, Inc.

**Consultants:**
D.H.M. (landscape); A.S.C.S. (specifications)
The 23-year-old Pratt Institute Center for Community and Environmental Development has a long tradition of designing low-income housing for New York City. Over the past four years, the scope of its advocacy and technical expertise has grown to include housing for the homeless through the development of 55 proposals for a variety of emergency shelters, transitional and permanent facilities. The largest, most functionally complex of these projects is Brooklyn Gardens, an abandoned, five-story apartment block located across the street from a public-housing complex in the Fort Greene area of Brooklyn (right). Sponsored by a local nonprofit group, Pastoral and Educational Services (PAES), its renovation will provide housing and social services for the most needy homeless: a community residence for 18 mentally ill men and women; transitional housing for 44 families of single mothers with children under 6 years old; and permanent accommodations for 74 elderly single adults. Each population will be separated within the U-shaped brick building in three, self-contained residences that are entered from a landscaped central courtyard (plans).

In developing this hybrid building type, architect Cindy Harden adapted the long, double-loaded corridors of typical SRO hotels into wings of clustered bedrooms and living areas which were carefully programmed to cater to each clientele. For the families, the bedrooms can be interconnected depending on the number of children, and bathrooms are detailed with vanities wide enough for changing diapers. In the elderly adults' wing, a lobby provides a place to pick up mail and meet visitors, and four rooms on the ground floor have been designated for the handicapped. A multipurpose hall for use by all the occupants and the community is intended to promote neighborhood acceptance of the project. States PAES executive director, Doris Clark: "At the very least, we expect our residents to be invited to join the community block association."

**Owner/Sponsor:**
Pastoral and Educational Services

**Architects:**
Pratt Institute Center for Community and Environmental Development—Cindy L. Harden, project architect; Chuck Brome, job captain; Richard Choy, Janet Covert, project team

**Associate architects:**
Peter Woll Architects

**Consultant:**
Project for Public Spaces, Inc. (landscape)
Without follow-up care in half-way houses or community treatment facilities, thousands of deinstitutionalized mental patients sadly end up as the muttering, homeless “crazies” that wander our city streets. To address this problem, Seattle’s Community Psychiatric Clinic commissioned ARC Architects to turn a former single room-occupancy hotel built in 1909 into a residential setting for medical treatment. Located in the city’s seedy Belltown section, the El Rey is organized according to the degree of health care needed for its 60 residents, from continuous staff supervision of single rooms on the lower floors, to independent, apartment living on the top floor. A ground-floor thrift store, kitchen, communal dining room, and laundry will be run by the facility’s “members” as a jobs-training program intended to foster a sense of self-esteem and belonging for this hard-to-treat population.

“The greatest design challenge of this facility was the elimination of symbols and spaces associated with mental institutions,” states ARC’s partner-in-charge, Dave Rutherford. It was met by pairing private bedrooms with shared bathrooms as “suites,” and placing lounges and rooms for staff counseling at the front and back of the building to eliminate the need for a separate surveillance station (axonometers). In addition to specifying double-hung windows, wood trim, paneled doors, and carpet tiles to achieve a residential effect, Rutherford and interior design consultant, Susan Okamoto, researched color psychology to avoid agitating patterns and tones. Public spaces will be painted in a warm palette to encourage social interaction, and private rooms in soothing, cool pastels. Outside, the former hotel’s facade will be rejuvenated with new bay windows, parapet, shopfronts, and entrance marquee (bottom right). To breathe some decorative life into their tight budget, the architects have commissioned a local artist to investigate ways of ornamenting the building under a grant from the state’s public arts program.

Owner:
City of Seattle, Department of Community Development

Sponsor:
Community Psychiatric Clinic

Architects:
ARC Architects—David Rutherford, partner-in-charge; Rex Bond, project architect

Engineers:
Swenson Engineers (structural); Lee & Atkinson (mechanical/electrical)

Consultant:
Susan Okamoto (interior design)
After two hunger strikes, a lawsuit against President Reagan, national media attention and a made-for-TV movie based on his experiences, Mitch Snyder finally has come close to realizing his dream. As the head of the Community for Creative Non-Violence (CCNV) and a vocal advocate for the homeless since the early 1970s, Snyder has operated an emergency shelter for men and women since 1984 in a block-long behemoth near the Capitol (right). Plans for the former government office building’s rehabilitation were begun two years ago when the White House promised to transform the decaying structure into a model project for the homeless. In search of technical advice, CCNV contacted Conrad Levenson, an architect who specializes in low-income housing and a professor at the City College of New York. Armed with an initial NEA grant of $17,500 and five graduate students, Levenson held a design charrette in the building during January 1985 to devise a scheme that would “respect an individual’s territory and rights, and also respond to collective requirements.” The resulting plans organize the three-story building into five self-contained shelters, one for 150 women and four for 800 men. Each is treated as a “village” of clustered sleeping cubicles (model), rather than as a cot-filled barracks, flanked by dining and lounge areas, a warm-up kitchen, and bathrooms (plans). Communal spaces such as “drop-in centers” for daytime activities, a central kitchen, medical and social services, are contained within the basement. The design was presented in March 1985 to federal government officials, who responded by dubbing it a “homeless Holiday Inn,” suggesting that the “lavish” scheme should be reduced to four warehouse-like rooms. Following a legal battle which CCNV lost last fall, and a hunger strike by Snyder earlier this year, both sides have agreed upon a sum of $5 million from the White House to fund the first phase of construction, pending Congressional approval. At least $2.5 million more is needed to carry out the renovation as proposed.

Sponsor: Community for Creative Non-Violence
Architects: Conrad Levenson, Architects and Planners—Conrad Levenson, principal-in-charge; Constance Bloomfield, project architect; Helen Chung, Sergio Ghiano, Daniel Kamel, Cecilia Lopez, Domenick Schinco, designers
General contractor: Beiro Construction
Consultant: Alan Feigenberg (design)
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A bridge too far?

On April 18, 1983, some 500 members of New York's contract and residential furnishings industry responded to an invitation from Harvey Schulweis, president of Lazard Realty, by donning their tuxedos and heading for the Rainbow Room atop Rockefeller Center. The raison d'être for the evening (bluntly stated) was the announcement that no one need renew their Manhattan showroom leases, since everyone was moving to The International Design Center, New York. Indulging in a bit of well-choreographed showmanship, Schulweis then directed the group to look out the window for a bird's-eye view of its new home—a motley quartet of ramshackle buildings in an industrial wasteland, suddenly illuminated by floodlights trucked in from three states for the occasion. Though the Hollywood-style unveiling of IDCNY elicited the obligatory oohs and aahs, the response was more polite than sincere. For not only was the spectacle less than visually alluring (even from the 65th floor of the RCA Building), it was 1.7 miles across the East River in Long Island City (aerial photo opposite), Pat Hoffman, executive vice president of International Contract Furnishings, stated the collective response most eloquently: "When I was a young girl growing up in the Midwest, I read Mayorine Morningstar and dreamed of moving to New York. Manhattan is New York.... Long Island City is Queens." "And who," Hoffman might have added, "dreams of moving to Queens?"

Though Lazard anticipated some resistance to its proposal, one can never fully appreciate the infamous provincialism of Manhattanites until you try to get them off the island, and they react as if they had been summoned to Siberia. The interiors industry was especially prone to such snobbery three years ago, as Schulweis and company quickly discovered, when, after the inaugural fête, the "Hell no, we won't go!" chant rose up to greet their leasing efforts. It is to Schulweis's credit that Lazard persevered through those dark days of telephone calls never returned, of contracts gathering dust on the shelf, of rumored design centers being planned for Manhattan by competitors, ... of sitting, holding a tattered 10-acre bag containing 2 million square feet of unrented (and unrenovated) space. But the company didn't amass a billion-dollar real estate empire since 1978 without tenacity; so it took a deep breath and rallied to the challenge of its obstinate constituency by unleashing a promotional campaign that can be conservatively termed a blast. A monthly newsletter went out to 15,000 "friends" of the project, weekly press releases littered the desks of editors from New York to Milan, and the design magazines were rarely allowed to go to press without an eye-catching IDCNY advertisement. "There was such a high degree of skepticism," confesses Schulweis, "that we may have over-reacted." Perhaps. But thanks in no small part to graphic designer Massimo Vignelli, the esthetic mainstream behind the image-making, and Fern Mallis, the whirlwind public-relations maven at the helm, the cost-withheld-at-client-request campaign began to slowly chip away at the wall of resistance. Assisting in the cause, of course, was the all-star line-up of designers enlisted for the project. The charismatic charm of Shoung Ming Pei, for example, was not under-utilized. Pei, whose firm assumed responsibility for the master plan, stumped for the IDCNY cause like a politician running behind in the polls: he compared bleak Long Island City to the Manhattan slaughterhouses before the United Nations moved in, and even employed the time-honored, pebble-in-the-pond simile to emphasize IDCNY's catalytic role in the area's impending "renaissance." "The thrust of our effort was to develop an honest case that this was a logical development," reports Harold Fredenburgh, Pei's associate partner in charge. "They wanted us to provide a basis for helping them market their design center."

The resulting 65-page document that I.M. Pei & Partners submitted charts a most ambitious course of development. In addition to establishing guidelines for transforming the four existing structures into one cohesive 2-million-square-foot mass (site plan opposite), the plan recommends the acquisition of adjacent properties, and the construction of 1.7 million square feet of new space for additional showrooms, conference and exhibition facilities, and a hotel. (It goes on to open the door for adding another 4.3 million square feet to the complex, but wisely qualifies the "suggestion" by stating that this is "not critical in the initial stages." ) Carrying an intimidating $500-million price tag (even without the 4.3-million-square-foot "suggestion"), the grand master plan is decidedly more of the future than of the present. Visionary though its scope may be, however, the scrupulous research, exhaustive documentation, pep-rally tone, and seductive pastel drawings contained within conspired to supply a much-needed note of optimism to the project, at a point when there seemed little to be optimistic about. The master plan also implied, not incidentally, that New York has the potential to eclipse the Merchandise Mart—the 4-million-square-foot, Kennedy-owned behemoth in Chicago through which 1.4 million customers passed last year—as the kingpin of marts. The competitive angle should not be underestimated, as there is considerable embarrassment in New York concerning the front-runner status of the "second city" when it comes to playing host to the contract and residential furnishings industry. Without a design center, the Big Apple had to plead no contest, while other cities—Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Houston, Denver, and Los Angeles, to name but six—were energetically vying for a bigger piece of the $56-billion contract interior furnishings pie with their respective entries in the burgeoning portfolio of U.S. design centers. IDCNY would put New York in the running, argued supporters, by offering the convenience of one-stop-shopping to architects and interior designers who currently must fight their way through traffic-clogged Manhattan, as they tortuously wend from the upper reaches of the East Side to the lower reaches of the West Side in an Easter-egg-style hunt for furniture and fabrics. The advantage of having all the showrooms under one roof, of course, is not only convenience but synergy—a house united, to rephrase the saying, is always stronger than a house divided. IDCNY boosters also reminded anyone who would listen to what soon became the project's all-too-familiar refrain, that the center "is a mere 10-minute cab ride over the Queensboro Bridge [in very good traffic]." And as further enticement, Lazard dangled $16-per-square-foot leases in front of customers who were feeling the excruciating pinch of quickly escalating Manhattan rents.

Boistered by an encouraging number of intrepid manufacturers and distributors willing to sign on the dotted line, IDCNY broke ground in May of 1984. Phase I called for the transformation of former chewing gum and battery factories into Centers One and Two, respectively (plan opposite right). Center Two is now substantially complete (following pages), a host of showrooms are scheduled to open for Designer's Saturday—the New York market's annual Oktoberfest—and Center One is following close behind. The two first-phase buildings offer 1 million square feet of space. Architects Gwathmey Siegel & Associates assumed design responsibility for the metamorphosis of both structures, and the firm of Stephen Lepp Associates (the "unsung hero of the project," according to Schulweis) assumed responsibility for making their design a three-dimensional reality. With the completion of Phase I, Lazard's investment tips the scales at $150 million. That number will grow substantially next year, when the Phase II renovation of the 900,000-square-foot Executive Building and its adjacent garage begins (Centers Three and Four). At a "preview opening" of IDCNY last October, merrymakers were invited to suggest a name for the soon-to-be-opened restaurant in Center Two. One rude attendee scribbled "A Bridge Too Far" on the blank wall allocated for the purpose. Schulweis duly noted the written wiserack, but rather than flinch at the irksome reminder of IDCNY's uphill battle, he smiled. With 600,000 square feet of showroom space now officially leased, IDCNY may be a long way from its ultimate destination, but it's definitely not "too far" away. Charles K. Gande
The International Design Center, New York
Long Island City, New York
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates, Architects in association with
Stephen Lepp Associates, P.C. Architects
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One generation's castoffs are another generation's windfall, according to architects Charles Gwathmey and Robert Siegel, who speculate—with regard to the early 20th-century industrial building they were asked to transform into Center Two of The International Design Center, New York—"that if we had been starting from scratch, we would have come up with a similar parti." Though we will have to take them at their word on the matter, Gwathmey and Siegel, working in association with architect Stephen Lepp, put forth a persuasive argument for the appropriateness of the courtyard-plan they inherited to the design center building type. For whereas many design centers and merchandise marts seem to have been inexplicably (and somewhat perversely) modeled on a combination Skinner Box/casino—i.e., once you're inside it's hard to know whether it's day or night, and harder still to find your way out—IDCNY's Center Two has a clear organizational order that keeps visitors constantly abreast of even the slightest change in the weather, and, no less importantly, keeps elevators and stairs within no less constant visual reach (plans right). Both attributes come courtesy of the building's great central courtyard, where an earlier era's trains trundled in to unload cargo for the multistory manufacturing facility. With the insertion of an elevator tower, which links the two arms of the building, the original U-shaped plan was transformed into a square doughnut that is remarkably well-suited to its showroom task. After glazing over the open-air core, replacing the railroad tracks 120 feet below with terrazzo, and removing the industrial sash from the courtyard-facing windows, the architects introduced a 10-foot-wide promenade between the neat grid encircling the sun-filled interior and the glass-fronted, perimeter-hugging tenant spaces (plans right, section left). Somewhat ironically, considering the controversy over Gwathmey Siegel & Associates' planned addition to the Guggenheim Museum, the firm's principals liken the circulation path they have plotted to the one Frank Lloyd Wright devised for his masterpiece: take the elevators up, then walk down. Escalators were at one point considered, but ultimately rejected—not only because of cost, but because the almost independent stair element the architects attached to the north wall of the courtyard (on axis with the elevator tower) required less space and saved the construction crew the heartache of cutting into the building's slab and meddling with the structural system. Except for the completely revamped south facade (elevation left, photos overleaf), the masonry exterior of the 72-year-old building was essentially cleaned and left as found. The windows, of course, were replaced with an energy-conscious mix of laminated fiberglass and glass. The change in grade between Thomson Avenue to the north and the parking lot to the south is responsible for the descending entry sequence (section). The barrel-vaulted canopy, however, adds a bit of uplifting grandeur.
The smallest of the three showroom buildings in The International Design Center, New York, the 1914 American Ever Ready Building, was selected to be the first completed because of its central location in the complex (right). Named Center Two, somewhat confusingly, the former battery factory will serve as the formal gateway to IDCNY, welcoming visitors through a barrel-vaulted portal (opposite), and then, after they have made the tour of its 460,000 square feet of showrooms, ushering them on through upper-level bridges that will feed into Center One to the east (the 540,000-square-foot, 1919 American Chicle Company Building) and Phase II’s Center Three to the west (the 900,000-square-foot, 1913 Executone Building). IDCNY’s great entrance is not quite as great as intended, however, owing to the uninviting asphalt parking lot (complete with rickety attendant’s shed) spread out like an unwelcome mat in front of the building’s front door (right). The Pei master plan envisioned a festive arrival plaza for the 60,000-square-foot site—replete with spewing fountains and lush landscaping, beneath which a subterranean garage for 450 cars would be built on two levels—but the plaza cum parking structure’s $6.5-million price tag and the uncertainty of precisely how much parking space would be required conspired against the sorely missed amenity.

Architects Gwathmey Siegel & Associates are no less eager to design something visually uplifting for the site, which, in partner Gwathmey’s eyes, should be a Long Island City hybrid of Gramercy Park and an English garden. But the architects, like the rest of us, will have to wait. In the meantime, the completely refurbished south facade of Center Two does the best it can to herald the arrival of the ambitious design center. A massive beam punctuated with an axial oculus ties the two wings of the building together and forms a sort of minor variation on the triumphal arch theme below which the glass barrel-vault invites visitors into a luminous “forecourt” (below right). Here an information desk set at the base of a new elevator tower directs them on to the grand courtyard at the building’s heart.
Though highly specialized in the product lines it offers, IDCNY is not unlike a multilevel, suburban shopping mall, wherein customers stroll to and fro, from store to store (or in this case, from showroom to showroom) in search of the ideal ergonomic chair or just the right open office system. To facilitate that process, and to encourage architects and interior designers to fully explore the building's contents (rather than leave in confused disgust), Gwathmey Siegel & Associates worked hard to make the journey through Center Two as inviting, and clear, as possible. The architects took full advantage of the pre-existing courtyard, and the natural light it channeled into the building's core, by situating the circulation corridors adjacent to the luminous well (opposite above). The sunny result is all too rare in design centers, which are notorious for never letting visitors catch sight of even a fleeting ray of natural light, lest they be distracted from the business at hand. Vertical travel is either by a bank of elevators (which open onto a bright lobby with views of the barrel-vaulted entry to the south, and of the courtyard to the north) or by the stair tower (which, again, is flooded with light and offers enticing views to the courtyard). Either way, the frequently beleaguered shopper is not disoriented as he moves up or down. “Most showroom buildings tend to be confusing,” adds architect Gwathmey. “There was a real attempt made here to always refer people to the outside, to the main space, and to where they happened to be at any given moment by the use of the stair element, the elevator element, and the catwalk bridges, which all establish orientation [overleaf].” To encourage tenants to make their own visual contribution to the cause, the architects established a three-foot zone between corridor and showroom in which anything, visually speaking, goes. The only rule is that 50 percent of a showroom's public face remain in transparent glass. Also assisting in the orientation, as well as visual-enrichment, cause is the riveting red signage by Massimo Vignelli (left). “Lively but elegant,” concludes the justifiably proud designer.
"Don't call it an atrium, call it a covered courtyard," requests architect Charles Gwathmey, who will be offended if you liken the great void at the core of Center Two to the trite architectural cure-all for obese suburban office buildings and urban hotels. But the architect needn't concern himself with invidious comparisons, as the 120-foot-deep well is more likely to be compared to the great superstructure Japanese architect Arata Isozaki inserted into Manhattan's Palladium nightclub (RECORD, mid-September 1985) or the also great superstructure German architect O.M. Ungers inserted into Frankfurt's Deutsches Architekturmuseum (RECORD, August 1984). Unlike their colleagues, however, Gwathmey and partner Robert Siegel inherited a set of taut, gridded walls already in place (left and opposite). But justifiably concerned that the covered courtyard's somewhat daunting verticality might cause vertigo in visitors to the concourse-level retail shops, the architects introduced a series of steel catwalks at the fourth floor to "imply a lower ceiling plane" that creates a more "human-scale room" within the superhuman-scale room. Though the source of some controversy—the lacy bridges have alternately been viewed as unpleasant reminders of New York's Attica prison and as pleasant reminders of Russian Constructivism—the catwalks also function as supports for suspending lighting, sound equipment, and, for IDCNY's frequent parties, decorative banners. The "room within a room" concept is reinforced by a change in fenestration below the fourth-floor bridges: with the insertion of a mullion, the pre-existing rectilinear openings are transformed into double cubes. But whether square or rectilinear, the framed openings provide a rigorous architectural counterpoint to the colorful patchwork quilt of showrooms that will soon enliven the interior view of IDCNY's Center Two.

The International Design Center, New York, Center Two
Long Island City, New York
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Adolf Loos wrote a brief essay in 1898 entitled, “Building Materials.” In it, he argued that materials themselves are worthless. Accordingly, he stated that the Venus of Milo would be equally valuable, in artistic terms, whether chiseled from the rubble used to pave streets, or cast in solid gold. Loos went on to point to a semantic inaccuracy revolving around building materials: people confuse the word _material_ with _work_ (human labor, technical skill, and artistry). As he stated: “Granite demands much work to wrest it from the mountain, much work to bring it to the designated location, work to give it the correct form and to endow it with pleasing appearance by cutting and polishing. Our hearts beat with reverential awe at the sight of a polished granite wall. Awe for the material? No, awe for the human work.” However, Loos cautioned against too facile an evaluation of work. To equate greatness of work with quantity of work performed is erroneous. Whether working in the most humble or most luxurious materials, whether the work can be executed quickly or requires the sustained effort of decades, the quality engendered by the skilled eye and special knowledge of the artist and craftsman alone accords enduring value. In short, a commanding architect does not rely on materials per se, or to having unlimited man-hours at his disposal to make himself understood. The art of a building is a measure of manipulative skill.

Malcolm Holzman, partner in the firm Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates (HHPA), has recently completed an addition to the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. This 1985 project goes a long way in substantiating the legitimacy of Loos’ point of view. Not surprisingly. During its 19 years of practice, HHPA has consistently concerned itself with investigations into the materials and methods of building construction that individually and collectively, embody a freshness of approach that originates from an almost childlike wonderment toward the making of things. As Holzman stated when reflecting on past work, “Whether a building program suggested wood, metal, or glass, the questions were always the same: how do you put it together; what are you trying to represent with it; and what is its final appearance?” The firm has also demonstrated remarkable dexterity in the choreography of pedestrian circulation, the assembly of building systems, and the manipulation of light. Taken together, all these disciplines contribute to the rich, simple form of the Virginia Museum’s new West Wing.

The West Wing is the fourth major addition since the original Virginia Museum was erected in 1936. Its construction was undertaken to provide space for the art donated from the renowned collections of Sidney and Frances Lewis, the founders of the Richmond-based Best Products Company, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon, one of the nation’s leading philanthropic couples. Of the two very different collections, the Lewis gift encompasses more than 1,200 works from a broad selection of contemporary artists as well as numerous Art Nouveau and Art Deco design objects. The Mellon collection includes outstanding works by 19th- and early 20th-century French and English masters, major examples of English sporting paintings dating from the 18th and 19th centuries, and a selection of 20th-century _objets d’art._

Since earlier Museum additions did not follow the details or locations of materials of the original neo-Georgian structure, a strict continuation of these to the west was not possible. Rather than develop a new set of design parameters for the new addition, however, the architects returned to the general composition principles and detailing of the 1936 building. In selecting materials with which to develop the facade (opposite page), the architects examined the original building and discovered that approximately 70 percent of the 1936 facade is limestone with a handsome limestone base, large cornice, and pediment to the building. The base has reveals and many different dimensional details which provide an animated surface of highlight and shadow in the strong Virginia sun. The cornice of the original building also contains traditional details (dentils, triglyphs, metopes).

Echoing its antecedent, the West Wing has a base which is composed
of large, rusticated limestone blocks topped by a smooth-sectioned coping stone (wall section at left and photo overleaf). Most of the block rustication is shot sawn; however, around service entrance openings, a roughback finish was specified, as indicated by the rendered, partial elevation (opposite page). Above the coping of the base is the major surface area of the facade with its alternating smooth and ribbed Bedford limestones. The textures were chosen to enliven the expansive wall and to reduce its apparent size. (In strong light, the facade almost appears to be made of different colors and tones.) Finally, at the top of the wall a cornice is detailed to correspond to the 1936 building: two polished granite bands set off by a course of rusticated limestone.

To enter the new addition, visitors pass through the previously existing Tapestry Hall and into the West Wing’s airy central hall (pages 162-163). Commenting on the architectural intentions that motivated its design, Holzman states: “The central hall’s primary purpose is to serve as a point of orientation. Our task was that people feel comfortable, and we therefore selected materials which give us a sense of warmth and richness. At the same time, the materials provide subtle texture and coloring which complements adjacent gallery areas. We used what is essentially a neutral palette. Of all the pink marble that could be chosen from Verona, the one we selected, Breccia Pernice, is probably the most subtle. We have graded the shades of the stones from top to bottom, using lighter stones at the top of the walls near the skylights and darker at the floor. The marble is like a stone carpet that climbs up the walls. Oak flooring with walnut banding leads to the adjacent galleries.” The columns are covered with Texas shellstone, a sedimentary rock that is embedded with fossils.

The column grid marks the division of space throughout the West Wing as it supports coffered, reinforced concrete slabs. At first glance the grid may appear unexceptional (plan with partial reflected ceiling pages 158-159). Wall surfaces are covered with linen and wood; floors in many of the areas are carpeted. A sense of wealth, permanence, and restraint prevades.

Since a considerable amount of fatigue can set in when there are no external points of orientation, the architects introduced natural light. The windows at the end of the axis provide views to the landscape. Then, there are two glass-enclosed stairways that lead to the second-level galleries. Here a special frit glass was developed with PPG, Inc., which reduces light transmission by 80 per cent while appearing virtually transparent from the inside (photo, page 161). The West Wing has two different kinds of skylights. The skylights of the central hall are used similarly since that too is a two-level room. The Lewis gallery is used similarly since that too is a two-level room. The skylights in the Mellon galleries are used to light the works of art; it is a top-lighting system appropriate to the type of art in this collection. When considering the technique that raises an almost loft-like building into a work of art in its own right, the details developed to distinguish the Lewis galleries from the Mellon most fully reveal the architect’s design. Holzman states: “The lighting of the ellipsis gallery is used similarly since that too is a two-level room. The skylights in the Mellon galleries are used to light the works of art; it is a top-lighting system appropriate to the type of art in this collection. When considering the technique that raises an almost loft-like building into a work of art in its own right, the details developed to distinguish the Lewis galleries from the Mellon most fully reveal the architect’s skill. In the Mellon galleries, the structural sections are refined with quarter-circle coves at the ceiling that turn the rooms in on themselves, making the space intimate and smaller in scale (sections and photos, pages 158-159). Wall surfaces are covered with linen and wood; floors in many of the areas are carpeted. A sense of wealth, permanence, and restraint prevades. On the other hand, in the eight Lewis galleries, the major space extends the full height of the building and can be divided with movable partitions easily adapted to changing displays. Walls are painted in neutral colors, providing a background on which contemporary art can be shown to its best advantage. Unlike the Mellon rooms, the structural sections are clearly articulated to bold effect.

But back to Adolph Loos. Given the criteria he proposed in “Building Materials” for a proper work of architectural art, would he have approved HHPA’s West Wing? We’ll never know for certain; however, given the building materials selected by the architects, the manner in which they are composed, and the skill employed in their installation, all realized within comfortable, though not exorbitant economic parameters, I think Loos would offer an approving nod.
If you were to peel away and patch over the architectural details that enrich and embellish the West Wing, you'd find a straightforward, loft-like structure both in plan and section. The details that transform the near-generic divide themselves into two vocabularies. In the Mellon galleries, to the south of the central entrance court, the structural sections are refined with quarter-circle coves at the ceiling, rich wall...
surfaces (linen, wood), carpeted floors, and, in the upper rooms, centrally positioned skylights (top photo, transverse and lateral sections). The composition of these elements and their detailing create a proper ambiance for the small easel paintings and sculptural objects comprising the collection. The Lewis galleries, to the north of the entrance, more nearly articulate the structural sections (lower drawings and photo). Gypsum-board walls, a double-height space, and ribboned skylights at the juncture of wall and ceiling, give the dimensions, quality of light, and architectural spirit appropriate to the late 20th-century art housed therein.
The column grid marks the division of space. One can imagine that the column arrangement began as an uniform grid. Then that grid was compressed to make two longitudinal bands of narrow intercolumnation that intensify the structural dynamic of the plan, and serve to define portals (opposite and top photo, previous page). The arrangement of the columns gives a spatial grain to the building, a grain that is reinforced by the elongated coffering in the reinforced concrete ceiling (partial reflected ceiling shown in blue above). A structural tour de force is introduced in the central Mellon gallery on both the lower and upper levels: columns are subtracted. These rooms are distinctly "chambered" in feeling simply because the rhythm of the columns, so strongly sensed elsewhere, has been silenced.
The West Wing's entrance hall presented the most difficult challenge with regard to resolving the intersection of materials and architectural elements (plan above with partially superimposed walkway). Does this resolution exhibit architectural art? Paul N. Perrot, director of the Museum, thinks so: "Upon entering the central hall, one gets the feeling that one is entering a 'people space,' a space that soars, that is light, that has a varigated texture from the marble, accented by the white columns of shellstone. There is an elegance and chasteness about the space at the same time that there is a richness of materials. Then, on either side of this soaring central hall, one discovers that this is really the antechamber to the delights of two very different types of gallery spaces."
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New products

New direction
Soon after entrepreneur Richard Perlman purchased the 30-year-old Luten Clarey Stern company last year he asked the New York architectural firm of Shelton, Mindel & Associates to develop a line of furniture and lighting that would add new vigor to the company’s well-established but, nonetheless, languishing product line. Partners Peter Shelton and Lee Mindel eagerly responded to the challenge, and with their associate Randy Ridless designed, for starters, an eclectic nine-piece collection that includes upholstered sofas and chairs; dining, occasional, and cigarette tables; different size lamps; and, as a final flourish, a foot stool. Although the furniture is intended, according to Mindel, to compose a “neutral background” in both contract and residential applications, the meticulous craftsmanship and the semi-precious finishes of several pieces do not, in fact, go unnoticed: The contract version of the collection features a palette of white rubbed ash, untreated steel, limestone, and sterling silver, and the residential version is realized in an enriched range of materials that includes inlaid wood veneers and marquetry, bronzed steel, Siena marble, and 14 karat gold. Plans for future additions include dining chairs and a line of upholstery fabric. Luten Clarey Stern, Inc., New York City.

K. D. S.
Circle 300 on reader service card

1. Upholstered sofa with cherry wood legs.
2. Cigarette tables, constructed of bronzed steel and Siena marble.
3. Table lamp, available with a brass, chrome, or bronze finish or gold-plated.
4. Upholstered slipper chair.

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card
What comes to mind when you think of a bank? Savings, investments, financing are typical responses. So it may come as a surprise to find a bank leading the way in the field of energy efficiency innovation.

Yet that is precisely the case in Livermore, California, at a newly-constructed branch office of the Bank of America. In this San Francisco bay-area bedroom community, the modern facade of a suburban financial institution hides advanced energy engineering more associated with its neighbor, the nearby Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. Instead of traditional mechanical processes, the bank uses a large, automatic ice bank latent storage process to provide its cooling needs.

The Bank of America in Livermore, one of more than 1,085 branches of the Bank of America in California, is a fixture in the community. The surprising fact is that the Bank of America has a long history of innovation. Its move into ice bank latent storage fits into the company's historical overall pattern of progressive yet economically sound management.

Blazing Trails. As with many of its banking programs, the Bank of America is blazing new trails in energy installations where others may follow in coming years. In 1904 a small neighborhood bank opened for business, under the name of the "Banca d'Italia," in the North Beach area of San Francisco. In less than 80 years, as a result of strong management and continuing innovation, that bank had grown to become the world's largest bank in terms of deposits and resources, with assets of over $119 billion.

The Bank of America's innovations have included pioneering work in customer deposit services, installment lending as well as in research which resulted in the development of the magnetic ink character recognition process now used on checks. The Bank of America has led in development of an interbranch check clearing system and was the first bank to license other banks to issue credit cards.

The attitude of the bank's management toward new concepts and technology is not limited to the bank's own development, but covers its financial policies as well. Construction of the Golden Gate bridge and the creation of the first full-length animated film are just two projects where the Bank of America provided financial assistance.

A Modern Pioneer. In more recent years the bank has again pioneered in financing developments in air transportation, satellite communications and geothermal energy. With such a background, the use of ice bank storage for cooling by the Bank of America seems less a curiosity than it does an inevitability.
The Livermore branch is located about 40 miles southeast of San Francisco in the Livermore Valley, sandwiched between the hills which surround San Francisco Bay to the West and the hills which border California's central San Joaquin Valley to the east. While not on the bay itself, Livermore is affected by bay weather patterns and generally has more moderate temperatures than those registered in the San Joaquin Valley.

The banks history in the community dates back to 1885. The current structure on historic Railroad Avenue, was completed in late 1982. The new building is the first major improvement in a central business district redevelopment plan located in the historic heart of the community.

The Livermore Bank of America contains about 20,000 square feet of floorspace, and utilizes an open-space concept for interior customer services and office areas. According to project architect Randall Schlientz of Associated Professions, Inc, Livermore California, the Bank of America has a fairly well standardized pattern in its branch bank design. Within this framework, the Livermore facility is unusual in its emphasis on a very large centralized main branch instead of more smaller decentralized branches.

Associated Professions is a local firm which has a background in bank building design. It had worked previously with the Bank of America on other projects. The size and overall design was intended to meld into other development plans in the redevelopment area, including the use of a Spanish character to the design. The building is of wood frame construction with stucco and cement plaster exterior.

An icy concept. The weather pattern for the vicinity is generally very hot days and relatively cool nights. The ice bank latent storage design was selected as a pilot for possible future Bank of America energy cost-cutting installations. The building design was run on the Department of Energy DOE-2 computer program to determine probable energy usage. According to the consulting engineer, James G. Taylor of TK & Associates, Hayward, California, that prediction has been remarkably accurate.

Although at the time of construction the local utility, Pacific Gas and Electric, did not offer time of day rates, it was hoped that this pilot project using ice bank storage to move peak cooling loads to off-peak periods might encourage such a rate structure, Taylor stated. Such a rate structure benefits consumers who schedule their peak loads during the utility's off-peak hours. Since ice bank storage achieves this goal, it is a major benefit to an electric utility in balancing its loads. A proposal was submitted to the California Public Utility Commission to give the Bank of America building a time-of-use rate which will encourage further development of such systems.

"It is turning out that the system is not using any more energy than would be expected using conventional cooling equipment, and the entire system was constructed within the budget for a conventional air conditioning system," Taylor said.

The building encloses a volume of 190,000 cubic feet. This includes a ground floor area of about 15,000 square feet and a partial mezzanine of a little more than 4,000 square feet, all of open floor plan. Over 1200 square feet of solar bronze glass is used on the exterior walls. All glass has a minimum 4 foot overhang to provide solar shading.

Reserve capacity built in. There are between 50 and 60 regular bank employees occupying the interior area. At peak business hours there may be an additional 70 to 80 customers in the building. This is well below the design occupancy of the building eventually projected by the Bank of America. The result is a reserve capacity for the building cooling system.

William Manis, Branch Manager and project architect Randall Schlientz are pleased with operation of the ice bank latent storage system filling cooling needs.
Based upon the Bank of America's history of innovative thinking, and on the growing potential for cost savings from off-peak energy utilization, the project's mechanical engineers, TK & Associates was selected to implement the use of ice bank latent storage as a pilot project for small to mid-sized buildings.

The experience of the engineering firm was also integral to the concept. As a combination consulting, engineering, manufacturing and contracting operation, TK & Associates was able to design and manufacture the ice storage unit critical to effective system operation. In addition, the firm was responsible for the integration of the unit into the complete heating, ventilating and air conditioning system which they also designed.

The building relies on a variable air volume mechanical system with hot water reheating in the perimeter. This allows precise control of temperature. The single air handler utilizes two fan motors for a two-speed capability. The motors are ten horsepower and three horsepower respectively, and are controlled by supply duct static pressure. A full dry bulb economizer cycle is used. However, it is set up for supply-exhaust instead of the more conventional supply-return operation.

The air handler is located on the roof and has a two-

---

**Refrigeration Plant Operation**

The refrigeration plant operation is completely automatic. Electronic time controls allow the plant to operate, at maximum, eighteen hours a day during off-peak and mid-peak hours of 6 p.m. to 12 noon, Sunday night through Friday morning.

The chilled water system is an open tank, flat plate ice builder. In this design inch-and-a-quarter steel pipe is fastened to heavy metal plate, and ice is built on the plate and pipes alike. A full load of ice runs about three inches thick on the coils. Two resistance-type sensors measure ice thickness and stop the plant when the desired amount of ice has been formed. The only change between summer and winter operation is the thickness of ice required on the plates.

The chilled water is circulated to the air handling unit by a 1.5 horsepower pump with a capacity of 103 gallons-per-minute. A bypass valve is provided across the chilled water supply and return lines to limit the temperature difference on the ice bank to 8°F or less. The only system equipment in operation during peak demand hours is the pump and air handling unit fan.
row, 12-fin-per-inch cooling coil. The coil is supplied with chilled water from an open tank plate-type ice latent storage unit. The storage unit has a capacity of 288 ton hours.

Other major components of the refrigeration plant include a suction line accumulator, an open-type compressor with a 40 horsepower motor producing, on average, 21.9 tons refrigeration, and an evaporative condenser to keep head pressure very low. All equipment, including fans, boiler, pumps and refrigeration plant are operated on schedules stored in a 32-program electronic time clock. The fan schedules are set to coincide with bank occupancy. A warm-up cycle is allowed one hour before occupancy each morning, and operates only on demand. The main cooling coil, chilled water pumps and economizer operation control discharge air temperature reset from zone demand. The reset temperature ranges from 55°F to 70°F. When the refrigeration system is operating it always runs at 100% capacity.

Although the system is capable of producing ice from 6 p.m. in the evening through noon of the next day, current conditions do not require full utilization. Actual utilization, to date, has required running the system only from 6 p.m. until between 4 a.m. and 8 a.m.

The system has performed up to expectations mechanically and beyond expectations in electrical efficiency. Bank personnel notice no difference between the ice bank storage system for cooling and any other kind of cooling.

Easy Maintenance. Maintenance has also been comparable to a standard system. The only special consideration is that care must be taken not to put a conductive water treatment in the tank which feeds the ice bank. Since the ice thickness is controlled by electrical resistance, based on the fact that water has a resistance of less than 45K ohms as a liquid and greater than 85K ohms as ice, an artificial change in the conductivity of the medium would confuse the control system and alter the freezing point of the water.

According to the bank’s branch manager, Mr. William Manis, “The bank is very happy with the system, and it has been working well ... and this special energy-efficient system did not exceed the costs for installation of a standard system.”

Even though current electrical use is below that anticipated by the engineering consultant, full cost savings have not yet been realized because of the pioneering nature of the project. With the adoption of time-of-use rates, the advantages of the system becomes even more obvious.

“The economics of this installation will improve significantly when time-of-day rates are made available to this size facility” states Mr. Donald Rodger, Manager of Engineering for Bank of America. “Even without the advantage of time-of-day rates the Livermore Branch is using less energy than would be anticipated from use of a conventional air-cooled refrigerant plant most commonly used in the area.”

With this analysis, it looks like the merger of branch bank and ice bank has been a successful one for all parties, and the pilot program will point the way to further similar installations in the future.

### Design Summary

**General Description:**
- Area: 18,631 sq. ft.
- Volume: 190,000 cu. ft.
- Number of Floors: 2
- Types of Areas: Open banking space

**Construction Details:**
- Glass: Solar Bronze
- Exterior Walls: Wood & steel frame with wood lath—stucco walls; U-value 0.79
- Roof and Ceiling: Built-up (no gravel) over plywood; suspended acoustical tile; U-value 0.047
- Floor: Concrete slab on grade
- Gross Exposed Wall Area: 9,300 sq. ft.
- Glass Area: 1,275 sq. ft.

**Environmental Design Conditions:**
- Heating:
  - Heat Loss Btuh: 360,000 Btuh
  - Normal Degree Days: 3,012
- Ventilation Requirements:
  - Design Conditions: 22°F outdoors, 70°F indoors
  - Cooling:
    - Heat Gain Btuh: 4,572,906 Btuh
    - Ventilation Requirements:
      - Design Conditions: 100°F dmb, 69°F wbt outdoors; 72°F, 50% r.h indoors.

**Thermal Storage System:**
- Type: Open tank plate type storage unit
- Tons: 288 ton/ton/later storage
- Volume: 816 cu. ft.
- Shipping Weight: 17,500 lb.
- Operating Weight: 61,000 lb.

**Lighting:**
- Levels in Footcandles: 29-67
- Levels in Watts/Square Foot: 8 to 2.54
- Type: Fluorescent

**Connected Loads:**
- Heating and Cooling: 26.6 kW
- Lighting: 34.1 kW
- Air Handling: 9.8 kW
- Pumps: 1.6 kW
- Other: 70.0 kW

**Personnel:**
- Owner: Bank of America N.T. & S.A.
- Architect: Associated Professions, Inc.
- Utility: Pacific Gas & Electric Company

---

**Edison Electric Institute**

The association of electric companies

1111 19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-3691
Lightweight concrete

A new concrete building system, designed to require less machinery and fewer labor hours to install, has the added advantage of being one quarter less in weight than comparable concrete products, according to the manufacturer. Siporex panels can be placed into position using only a small crane (top right), and a crew of three persons, says the Swedish concern that manufactures the product. As a result, the crew can install about 5,000 sq ft of roofing panels in a single day. The system includes floor, wall and roof slabs, lintels, building blocks, and additional jointing accessories. These pre-fabricated, load-bearing panels are composed of cement, sand, water, and an aluminum powder that is liberated with hydrogen gas, which in turn, causes the mass to expand and form evenly distributed air-enclosed spherical cells. The density and compressive strength of this mixture can be adjusted to meet specific structural requirements. The panels also feature dimensional stability, and a high insulation value that may reduce or eliminate the need for insulation. Horizontal wall sections are available in standard sizes of 20 ft long and 10 in. thick, and vertical panels are typically 10 ft long and 10 in. thick, although larger sized units may be specially ordered. The roof and floor slabs can be joined by either filling the grooves with cement mortar (bottom right, 1) or with tongue and groove joints (2,3). The vertical wall slabs have grooves filled with cement (4) and the horizontal slabs have plain or tongued longitudinal joints (5). Although at present Siporex is only being produced abroad, the manufacturer is currently considering plans to open a production facility in the U.S., motivated, perhaps, by the construction of a 40,000 sq ft building in Orlando, Florida (right middle)—the first application of the system in the U.S. Internationella Siporex AB, Malmö, Sweden. E.G. Circle 391 on reader service card

More products on page 175
When you’re designing to meet “non-combustible” codes, you can use masonry. Or steel. Or wood.

As long as it’s Dricon® Fire Retardant Treated Wood.

Because for weather-protected applications, Dricon fire-retardant treated wood from Koppers' licensees offers a number of advantages you just can’t get using any other fire-protected construction material.

Greater Versatility And Economy.

With Dricon wood products, building to meet “non-combustible” code requirements doesn’t have to snuff out your design freedom or burn up your budget. Since it is wood, Dricon FRTW’s in-place costs are often lower. It installs faster and can be easily fabricated to almost any configuration you can imagine—during original construction or later remodeling. Dricon wood requires less maintenance than many other construction materials. And in most “non-combustible” construction, Dricon FRTW will not alter insurance rates.

FR-S Designations Across-The-Board

Unlike most fire-retardant treated wood, Dricon FRTW carries an Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. FR-S designation for all softwood species of lumber and plywood. It has a rating of 25 or less for flame spread and smoke developed. It actually exceeds the requirements of the model building codes, and can even qualify for use in FM Class 1 roof systems. In fact, it’s so special that the formula and process for making it are patented.

Dricon Won’t “Eat” Metal. And Termites Won’t Eat Dricon.

Even in sustained 95% humidity, metal in contact with low-hygrosopic Dricon FRTW shows less than 2% of the corrosion allowed by applicable federal standards. And Dricon wood can be painted and stained without unsightly blooming. What’s more, it’s the only interior fire-retardant chemical that’s registered with the EPA as a preservative for wood treatment. Dricon treatment provides safe and effective protection against termites and decay for above-ground interior applications.

Put Our Reputation Behind Your Reputation.

Best of all, the Dricon process was developed by Koppers Company, Inc., the same people who bring you world-famous Wolmanized® pressure-treated lumber. So with Dricon FRTW, you’re always assured of quality products backed by experienced technical and service personnel.

Protect your reputation as a designer by specifying Dricon fire-retardant treated wood products. They can help you build more economically, creatively, and safely. For more information and the name of your nearest Dricon dealer or distributor contact: Koppers Company, Inc., 1900 Koppers Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15219. 412/227-2460.
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The leader across the board.
Cupolas
A 6-page color brochure features the manufacturer's line of cupolas including the Standard, Governor, and President styles. Also included in the literature is a chart that describes the styles and sizes appropriate for specific applications. Webb Manufacturing, Inc., Conneaut, Ohio. Circle 400 on reader service card.

Floor systems
The manufacturer's 30-page floor systems design guide includes detailed tables outlining floor classifications and material selection. A series of product usage charts for dry shakes, curing and sealing compounds, and floor and pavement treatments is also included. The Euclid Chemical Co., Cleveland. Circle 401 on reader service card.

Metal doors and frames
A 48-page technical manual features the manufacturer's fire-rated hollow metal doors and frames. The manual provides information on fire protection requirements and product specifications. The doors and frames are available in a variety of sizes and styles. Firedoor Corp. of Florida, Miami. Circle 402 on reader service card.

Decorative metals
Etched and polished decorative metals are featured in a 4-page brochure. Application examples including walls, countertops, door panels, columns, fireplace hearths and mantels, and trim pieces are reviewed. Also included in the brochure are ordering specifications and a price list. Lunstead Metals, Bellevue, Wash. Circle 403 on reader service card.

Roof insulation
The manufacturer's Styrofoam Lightguard single-ply roofing insulation is described in a 6-page color brochure. Included in the brochure are close-up photographs of the 2- by 4-ft panels, a chart listing the product's physical characteristics, and information on sample applications. The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich. Circle 404 on reader service card.

Concrete formwork

Sun rooms
A 12-page color brochure details the manufacturer's ventilation and heat transfer systems in its line of sun rooms and solar greenhouses. Descriptions of the thermal storage, night insulation, and summer shading systems; technical drawings; and specifications are also included. Garden Way, Inc., Waterford, N. Y. Circle 406 on reader service card.

Space frames
An 8-page color brochure features the manufacturer's line of space-frame systems. The brochure includes site photographs, technical specifications, feasibility charts, and cross-sectional diagrams of support methods, perimeter profiles, and drainage methods. Elen Space Frame Division, Franklin Park, Ill. Circle 407 on reader service card.

Redwood
Information necessary to specify redwood for residential, commercial, and institutional applications is available in an 8-page technical booklet. The booklet describes redwood properties, grades, textures, and grains and includes pattern profiles and charts. California Redwood Association, Mill Valley, Calif. Circle 408 on reader service card.

Roof deck systems
A 12-page color brochure reviews the manufacturer's roof deck systems. The literature reviews component descriptions, system advantages and qualifications, economic advantages, and design limitations. Insulation properties are also discussed. Loadmaster Systems, Inc., Dallas. Circle 409 on reader service card.

Window glazing
The Polarpane I/ST butt glazing window system is featured in a 4-page brochure. Included in the literature are detailed product diagrams, product photographs with accompanying descriptions, and data on acoustical insulation, thermal insulation, and air filtration. Hordis Brothers, Inc., Pennsauken, N. J. Circle 410 on reader service card.

Stackable storage system
The manufacturer's stackable storage system is highlighted in an 8-page color pamphlet. The pamphlet contains diagrams and descriptions of several possible configurations and reviews the size specifications and storage potential of each arrangement. Meridian, Inc., Spring Lake, Mich. Circle 411 on reader service card.
Design Versatility In Cast Stone.

Floor Tiles, Wall Panels and Surfacings of over 90% Natural Stone for Commercial Interiors.

A coordinated color palette. Polished or honed finishes. 3/8" and 3/4" thicknesses for a variety of applications—new work, remodeling and traditional stone-type installations. Made in America and locally inventoried. Elegant stone material at a down-to-earth price.

SEE US AT SHOWROOM 1305, MERCHANDISE MART

Winner of ROSCOE and ASID Product Design Awards.

For details, contact your local Armstone distributor, or call or write ArmStar • P.O. Box 920 • Lenoir City, TN • (615) 986-4040.
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Product literature continued

Lighting system
A 4-page foldout color brochure features The Blade lighting system, designed for use in offices, especially those with CRTs. The brochure illustrates 15 different color combinations of louver and fluorescent bulb combinations. H. E. Williams, Inc., Carthage, Mo. Circle 412 on reader service card.

Patio doors
The manufacturer's aluminum-clad and wood hinged patio doors are featured in a 6-page color brochure. The literature contains detailed product descriptions along with dimensional data and operational information. Caradeo Corp., Rantoul, Ill. Circle 414 on reader service card.

Fabric skylights
Structo-Fab Fiberglas fabric skylights are featured in a 10-page color booklet. Detailed descriptions of the products are included in addition to information on interior lighting; code compliance; thermal properties; and fabric strength, translucency, and life expectancy. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo, Ohio. Circle 415 on reader service card.

Movable wall system
An 18-page color brochure highlights the GB 550 movable wall system. The brochure is divided into several sections each focusing on a different feature of the system. Descriptions of the system's practicality, versatility, and affordability are reviewed. Gold Bond Building Products, Charlotte, N.C. Circle 416 on reader service card.

Contract seating
A line of ergonomic chairs is featured in a 28-page color catalog. The catalog contains information on 38 different styles including managerial, task, executive, and conference chairs. Fabric options and ordering specifications are also included. Charvoz-Carsen Corp., Fairfield, N.J. Circle 418 on reader service card.

Air-conditioning system
The components of the Cascade System multistage evaporative air-conditioning system are described in a 6-page brochure. Included in the literature are detailed diagrams, a psychrometric chart, and explanations of typical system configurations. Norsaire Systems, Englewood, Colo. Circle 417 on reader service card.

Industrial lighting
A 24-page brochure entitled "Industrial Lighting Made Easy" features the manufacturer's industrial lighting systems. The brochure includes instructions on how to calculate the number of fixtures needed, comparison data on lamp ballast performance, cost analysis worksheets. Crouse-Hinds Lighting, Vicksburg, Miss. Circle 419 on reader service card.

Automated doors
A 4-page brochure features the Sentry swing door system with infrared sensors. The literature explains how the sensors on each side of the door frame emit infrared light beams and detect presence as opposed to movement. Also included are photographs of the doors in place. Stanley Magic-Door, Farmington, Conn. Circle 420 on reader service card.

Table system
The Alliance connecting table system is featured in a 12-page color brochure. Photographs, diagrams, and product descriptions explain how the units may be arranged to form large conference tables and workstations. Howe Furniture Corp., Trumbull, Conn. Circle 421 on reader service card.

Hardware
A 6-page foldout color brochure highlights the manufacturer's line of hardware for building entrances. The brochure describes the hardware's concealed fastening system as well as the variety of available styles, sizes, colors, and finishes. Kawneer Co., Inc., Norcross, Ga. Circle 422 on reader service card.

Construction products
An 18-page color brochure features the manufacturer's materials and systems for roofing, waterproofing, fireproofing, thermal insulation, and air-infiltration sealing. A section on horticultural products including water-soluble fertilizers, vermiculite, and perlite soil conditioners is also included. W. R. Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. Circle 423 on reader service card.

Plumbing fixtures
The manufacturer's line of heavy-gauge stainless-steel plumbing fixtures and accessories is reviewed in a 12-page catalog. The Bradmax line includes sinks, toilets, and washroom accessories especially designed for rest rooms that are prone to vandalism. Bradley Corp., Menomonee Falls, Wis. Circle 424 on reader service card.
CHECK LIST.

- draw
  3-D CADD with a relational DBMS

- image
  Realistic image generation

- duct
  HVAC layout and design

- structure
  Structural analysis and design

- space
  Space requirements analysis

- inventory
  Space inventory analysis

- allocate
  Occupancy scenario analysis

- translate
  Data translation between systems

Check out these systems at AIA '86, June 8-11 in San Antonio and A/E/C Systems '86, June 23-25 in Chicago.

For more information call or write us at
HOK Computer Service Corporation
802 North First Street St. Louis, Missouri 63102-2529
314 621 4700
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Continued from page 169

Table
Designed for contract applications, the manufacturer's eight table-base designs can be specified in 120 custom colors. In addition to stainless steel and bronze, the table tops are also available in carbon steel. Scope Furniture Ltd., New York City. Circle 302 on reader service card.

Acrylic finish
The manufacturer's Gemtone 100 percent acrylic finishes are said to be nonabrasive, and resistant to stains and scratches. The finishes are available in 12 colors and may be used to create logos and graphic designs as well as customized frieze and panel effects. Dryvit System, Inc., West Warwick, R. I. Circle 303 on reader service card.

Ceramic tile
The Spazio series of Italian ceramic tile, designed for both commercial and residential applications, is available in six neutral colors. The tiles are said to be frost-proof, and impact- and abrasion-resistant. The tiles can be used for interior flooring and exterior cladding. Marazzi Ceramiche, Italian Tile Center, New York City. Circle 304 on reader service card.

Alarm system
The IA15 Intelligent Scanning Alarm is a computerized device that can monitor a variety of sensors, log data, activate alarms, and report probe readings and alarm conditions over the phone with a computer-synthesized voice. Rees Scientific, Corp., Lambertville, N. J., Circle 305 on reader service card.

Contract upholstery
The Elements collection of jacquard contract upholstery and wallcovering fabrics is woven from 75 percent modacrylic and 25 percent nylon fibers. The weaves include Harmony, a double bar pattern; Melody and Tonal, grid patterns; and Rhythm, a dot and dash pattern. All weaves are 54 in. wide. Adam James Textiles, Inc., Hauppauge, N. Y. Circle 306 on reader service card Continued on page 177

Enhance the beauty of your landscape with the elegance of superbly crafted lighting posts by Spring City

You will be in good company when you light the way with our historically accurate, heavy duty, Cast Iron lighting posts. Independence Hall in Philadelphia, for example; the U.S. Military Academy at West Point; Boston Common and William and Mary College in Williamsburg to name just a few of the thousands of locations where these lighting posts are prominent.

The light sources available are: incandescent, mercury vapor, metal halide or high pressure sodium. Write or call for further information and literature that will illustrate and describe why we are the leading manufacturer of ornamental lighting posts in the United States.


HANCOCK - Boston, Mass. 9' to 13' heights (excluding luminaires) with 10½" O.D. base. Available as a 46' high bollard.

See Us In Sweets And LA File ELECTRICAL MFG. CO. P.O. Drawer A, Spring City, PA 19475 Phone: (215) 948-4000
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"Come rain or come shine"

Time to cover up with Helios. Your designs for
grounds, gardens and recreation areas take on a
spirited, sprightly glow with the Helios Modular
Shelter. More than just a shelter, the module is
festy, colorful, translucent. With interior lighting,
its nighttime excitement.
It may stand alone in a key location, or two
or more can be nested to cover large areas.
A variety of colors, color combinations, umbrella
or tulip shapes and square or hexagonal
configurations are available.
The pre-engineered steel frame and membrane
are shipped ready to install in less than a day.
The membrane is warranted for ten years;
snow and wind loading statistics are impressive,
meeting many model building code requirements.
The shelter pays off in visual enhancement
and the comfort of visitors to your property in all
kinds of weather. Say the word and we'll provide
all the details.

Helios Industries, Inc.
20303 Mack Street
Hayward, California 94545, U.S.A.
Tel. (415) 887-4800 Telex 176226

HELIOS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Soft Shell Structures

Helios is a leading fabricator of custom
designed soft shell structures used around the
world for their flamboyant, curvilinear shapes,
light weight and long life. Send us your idea
sketch, we'll help you turn it into reality.
Pleated shades
The Veropaque collection of pleated window shades features an ultra-thin layer of aluminum that is vacuum-bonded to the back of the fabric. The collection includes Paisley, Marble, and Palma designs; each available in at least five color combinations. Verosol USA, Inc., Pittsburgh. Circle J07 on reader service card

Wall sconce
The manufacturer's wall sconce is made from a combination of polished brass and perforated metal, and has a 10-in. diameter cased-glass shade. The fixture uses a standard 60-watt bulb but may be modified to accommodate different bulb sizes or types. A polished stainless base and custom color finishes are also available. Harry Gitlin Lighting, Inc., New York City. Circle J08 on reader service card

Ceiling system
The U series metal ceiling system is said to feature "fingertip" panel removal made possible by an integral spring mechanism. The mechanism is part of the 4-, 6-, and 8-in. panel models that are available in more than 100 colors. The system is intended for use in commercial, industrial, and institutional interiors. Levelor Lorentzen, Inc., Lyndhurst, N.J. Circle J09 on reader service card

Filing system
The Sigma 2000 modular storage and filing system is available in eight preconfigured models. The system features standard full-pull handles and a variety of drawer, door, and shelf options may be specified. Borroughs, Div. of Lear Siegler, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich. Circle J10 on reader service card

Bench
The Grid Frame modular bench, designed for contract and residential applications, is available in two- or three-seat units and can be specified with upholstered cushions or inserts of marble, wood, or veneer. Made of solid ash or mahogany, the units are available in 16 high-gloss colors. Intrex Furniture, Div. of Habitat International, Ltd., New York City. Circle J11 on reader service card

continued on page 179
Avoid close encounters of the worst kind.

The space invaders are here. Those new faces you’ve hired. The new equipment you’ve bought. The new service you’ve introduced. They all require space. Lots of it. Which is why so many businesses are leasing and purchasing Williams modular buildings.

Williams single and multiple story modular buildings help businesses save money by saving time. So cost effective, you’ll have your building installed and your people inside before most conventionally constructed buildings get through the blueprint stage. Yet they can meet the strictest code compliances.

Best of all, they’re adaptable. You can easily add or modify space as requirements change. In fact, clear span barrier-free accommodations are incorporated into most modular complexes. They’re ideal for administrative offices, banks, clinics, sales offices, training centers and workshops.

Williams is your single source for planning, design, installation and flexible financing programs. So you can count on Williams to deliver on time, at the right price. That’s more than a reputation. That’s a fact.

Find out how to contain your space invaders. Call Williams today for the sales office nearest you.

Williams Mobile Offices, 8656 Pulaski Highway, Baltimore, MD 21237. Phone: 1-800-782-1500
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Landscape lighting
The manufacturer's FL-5000 series of in-ground landscape lights can be specified for incandescent, mercury vapor, or high-pressure sodium lamps. The lights feature a fiberglass-reinforced polyester ballast enclosure with an aluminum top plate. The units are available with a textured bronze finish. Imperial Bronzelite, San Marcos, Tex. Circle 312 on reader service card.

Training tapes
The Caddsettes three-part video program on computer-aided design, drafting, and office management is intended to train architects, engineers, designers, and their office personnel. The program covers CADD fundamentals, fast-track drafting, and the creation of 3-D designs. Dataprint, Corp., San Mateo, Calif. Circle 313 on reader service card.

Medical headwalls
The manufacturer's medical headwalls can be customized for a variety of applications including intensive-care rooms and neonatal-care units. The modular-component system allows the headwalls to accommodate suspended columns for medical gas, electrical, monitoring, and communication equipment. Post Glover Electrical Systems, Inc., Erlanger, Ky. Circle 314 on reader service card.

Need Research That Utilizes Computer-Assisted Telephone Data Gathering?
Want to gather information rapidly using state-of-the-art computer-assisted telephone interviewing? Need fast access to tabulated results? Require integrated graphics with sophisticated analysis? Are you seeking real-time information?

Call ResearchNet at McGraw-Hill Research
ResearchNet is the leading edge approach to research that integrates study design, computer-assisted telephone interviewing, on-line tabulation, and report analysis capabilities as well as real-time data gathering. ResearchNet links together McGraw-Hill Research project teams, interviewers' terminals, respondent input, and you—to produce timely, accurate and meaningful study results.

For a quote or proposal call Sheryl R. Fox (609) 426-5946 (Information Data Gathering) or Joseph T. Collins (212) 512-3264 (Full-Service Research) or write David P. Forsyth at McGraw-Hill Research, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10020.

If it's a marketing research problem, we probably pioneered the solution.
Walker's new Triple-Service Afterset cuts the initial cost of an infloor system by up to 20%.*

*Percentage shown is the average share of total roughing-in cost for cellular raceway, in Walker's experience.

3-service access in a single recessed unit— a Walker exclusive.

A Walker infloor system for PLE (power, lighting, electronics, communications) distribution can be the key providing the wiring capacity, flexibility, and aesthetic appeal which businesses expect from today's "intelligent" build-to-suit developments. Until now, approximately 20% of the initial cost of these systems was taken up by a network of preset inserts (inserts prior to the concrete pour to allow access to services at specific points).

The development of our unique Service Afterset offers a way for builders and owner-occupants to save on initial costs and still maintain the inherent advantages of both.
Afterset. Our infloor systems are already matching the complex needs of the "intelligent" building. Now they can also offer a more attractive match with your bottom line.

Call or write: Mike McLain, P.O. Box 1828, Parkersburg, WV 26102 (304) 485-1611.

Also compatible with WalkerCell™ cellular raceway for slab-on-grade or reinforced concrete construction.

U.L. Listed and Classified.

Flange ring may also be used, fitting flush with carpet or tile.
Three years ago Andersen introduced a line of venting roof windows that were fully operating—with awning, pivoting and cleaning positions that locked securely. So weathertight they are virtually weatherproof. So advanced there are over 200 patents on the operating hardware.

Now Andersen introduces a line of stationary roof windows. Most folks say the first part was the hard part.

MATCHING PERFORMANCE AND SIZES.

The new line of stationary windows matches the six sizes of venting units. The rough opening, frame dimensions and step flashing system are identical. You can readily see the Andersen "family" resemblance. The same pleasing design lines and basic materials. The same Terratone-color finish, and beautiful wood interior. Now stationary and venting units used together will ensure continuity of architectural design.

INSULATING GLASS THAT TOPS EVERYTHING.

Standard on all Andersen® roof windows is our super-efficient High-Performance insulating glass.
A microscopically thin coating permanently bonded to the glass surface between panes makes it even more energy efficient than triple-pane glazing and filters out 1% of the ultraviolet rays.

Optional High-Performance is the ultimate for hot-climate efficiency.

SOME EASY CHOICES.

An electric window opener includes rain sensor which automatically closes window when first drops hit. Or choose a telescoping operating pole for high-up windows.

To find out more about our complete line of roof windows, consult Sweet’s File 8.16/An. Or call your nearby Andersen window distributor. Or write Andersen Corp. Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.
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New Lamp Technology By OSRAM

The OSRAM Advantage

New, more compact, high efficiency, and excellent color rendering lamps are now available from OSRAM. In the new products shown here they are combined with the unique patented Elliptipar reflector that shapes the light into a broad asymmetrical pattern. This distribution is ideal for projecting light evenly across a large plane from a location at one side of that plane.

For the first time, this combination of lamp and reflector makes the efficiency of the metal halide source available for scores of applications limited until now to incandescent sources. Color rendering is exceptional—and its stability greatly improved over earlier metal halide sources.

Elliptipar has been preparing for the introduction of these sources for three years and has available, for prompt response to your needs, an entire family of recessed and surface mounted units.

LePak™ incorporates Elliptipar's reflector and the new OSRAM metal halide lamps in a compact, low profile indirect lighting form with radiused edges and rounded corners. There are four standard colors (with others available on special order). Construction is of extruded aluminum. The asymmetric reflector is adjustable. The ballast is integral. Two models are available: wall mounted (on a 1/2" reveal mounting plate) or shelf mounted (with cord, plug, and illuminated rocker switch).

LePak™ is an excellent choice for lobbies, reception areas, corridors, and offices.
Ensconce™ is a self-contained, compact lighting module designed to be concealed in an infinite variety of decorative enclosures. These can be made by Elliptipar (some are pictured), created by the designer, or provided by the architecture. The asymmetric reflector is mounted to a ballast compartment by adjustable brackets.

With new OSRAM lamps in Elliptipar's asymmetric reflector, the wall sconce can now be a high performance, indirect lighting instrument. The space is opened up physically and psychologically. Where applicable, period appearance or historic allusion can be maintained. Ensconce™ offers the designer flexibility; a high-powered light source is available for virtually any sconce enclosure the designer can envision. Instructions regarding suitable dimensions to ensure proper performance are on Elliptipar's Ensconce™ catalog sheet available to you upon request. (Also, see the Elliptipar catalog for other “Ensconce-able” light sources in the metal halide and tungsten halogen families.)

Where the decorative effects of wall sconces need to be matched by efficiency and performance—hallways, lobbies, stairways, reception areas, theatres, educational, institutional, and office spaces, specify Ensconce™ with Elliptipar and OSRAM for dramatic results.

OSRAM
Technology Brought To Light
OSRAM Corporation,
Jeanne Drive,
Newburgh, New York 12550
Telephone: (914) 564-6300

ALL INQUIRIES TO:

elliptipar® inc.
Performance In And From Lighting
115 Orange Avenue,
West Haven, Connecticut 06516
Telephone: (203) 932-2266
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Advanced design
ROTO Roof Windows
let in a lot more light
— while exceeding the energy efficiency
of triple glazing!

Consider the facts: ROTO’s world-famous slim profile design significantly increases the amount of glass area in relation to the overall roof window size, letting in up to a remarkable 80% more sunlight and passive solar energy than any other roof window available... and all new high-efficiency Low “E” glass comes as standard — not an extra.

Installation is surprisingly fast and easy. 3 models are available in 8 popular sizes, with a full range of options and accessories. Check Sweet’s File 7.8/ROTO and send or call for our 8-page color brochure.

Let in more light with ROTO

(Outside CA and CT 1-800-243-0893)
(In CT 203-526-4996) (In CA 209-524-0262)

ROTO FRANK of America, Inc.,
Research Park, P.O. Box 599, Chester, CT 06412
4777 North Star Way, Modesto, CA 95356
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Haven-Busch can go to any length to m
Specify the best
HIDDEN WALL SYSTEMS

YOCA®

STUD-EZE™

STUD-EZE is a flanged aluminum housing, with slotted heavy duty steel insert, designed to work with metal studs/dry wall application. Concealed slotting holds brackets for shelves, cornices, hangrail, etc.

TWO UNIQUE HIDDEN STANDARD SHELVING SYSTEMS - CHOOSE THE ONE THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEED!

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, WRITE OR PHONE

TELEPHONE 312/873-3833
5925 SOUTH LOWE AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60621

Crown METAL MFG. CO.
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New Creative Exteriors*

With the widest selection of dynamic design faces, including the revolutionary new light-sensitive Reflecto-Life™ series... An unlimited range of color, texture, form, scale & pattern... Over 35 years of proven performance... Economical initial & life-cycle costs.
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Our space frame needs.

The measure of a space frame supplier is the ability to go the distance on your construction project. Your special needs can be met precisely, on time, with outstanding service. Space framing is available in any span using Space Deck or Nodus frames. Custom designs for any project are also available. Additional steel support framing can be fabricated by Haven-Busch, eliminating the headache of juggling too many suppliers and subcontractors.

Haven-Busch provides you with budget studies and a single source for design through construction. We can go to any length to provide you with engineering, quality and performance in space frames.

For more information, contact us at Haven-Busch Company, 3443 Chicago Drive, S.W., Grandville, Michigan 49418 / (616) 532-3641 / Telex 292-879 / Telecopy 532-7585
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Haven-Busch COMPANY

ESTABLISHED 1868
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It's what your door stops that counts.

Lots of traffic through your doors is generally a good sign in the world of business. But when heat and cold come to call, your doors – especially your insulated overhead sectional doors – shouldn't let them in.

When your building specs call for minimum heat transfer through overhead sectional doors, you should specify Thermospan™ insulated doors.

In a series of head-to-head installed-door tests conducted by Architectural Testing, Inc., the Thermospan 2" door proved to be significantly more energy efficient than other leading insulated doors.

Thermal (Uc) Test Results

Thermospan-150 1 ¾"

Thermospan-150 1 ½"

Brand B 1" ¾"

Brand C 1 ¾"

All doors tested were 10'-2" x 10'-0" no-glass doors installed to manufacturer's specifications.

The independent testing service and the test procedure were recommended by the National Association of Garage Door Manufacturers.

The Wayne-Dalton Thermospan-150 1 ¾" door also allowed less heat transfer than the competitive doors, including one 3" door.

It's the total door that determines heat transfer, not just the section. That's why we pay special attention to every aspect of the door.

Thermospan sections have high-tensile steel skins with roll-formed integral struts. Sections are bound together by foamed-in-place polyurethane insulation. A complete thermal break along joints and end caps prevents heat transfer between skins.

Rubber bulb joint seals prevent air infiltration. Integral vinyl jamb seals raise with the door to eliminate seal damage when the door is open. U-shaped bottom seal won't ice up, seals against uneven floors. The factory-installed top seal prevents infiltration between header and door.

Thermospan 2"
Top of the line. At least 43% more energy efficient than other non-Wayne-Dalton doors tested.

Thermospan-150 1 ¾"
Competitively priced, premium door features, more energy efficient than the best non-Wayne-Dalton door tested.

Wayne-Dalton Thermospan-150 1 ¾"

Wayne-Dalton Corp., P.O. Box 67, Mt. Hope, OH 44660, Phone: (216) 674-7015.

When heat and cold are regular visitors, specify Thermospan. Call or write for some truly comparable test results and complete Thermospan specifications.
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At last, the world's best-selling portable computer has a little competition.

It's 30% smaller

17% lighter

400% faster
Now there's a portable personal computer so small, so light, and so fast it defines a new industry standard. From the same company that set the standard—COMPAQ.

The new advanced-technology COMPAQ PORTABLE II™ has all the advantages of the world's best-selling full-function portable—the original COMPAQ Portable—plus it's even more portable. And it's far more powerful than most desktop computers.

With its 80286 microprocessor, the COMPAQ PORTABLE II can run all the popular business software written for IBM® Personal Computers. At speeds three to five times faster than the COMPAQ Portable, IBM PC/XT™, and other compatibles.

It's more computer in less space

Never before has a computer this small been capable of so much. Making the COMPAQ PORTABLE II 30% smaller and 17% lighter—with no reduction in monitor size and a big gain in functionality—was an engineering triumph. The result is a full-function, advanced technology personal computer that's easy to take on business trips or carry from desk to desk.

A computer for now and for the future

The COMPAQ PORTABLE II excels in compatibility. And because of its standard 360-Kbyte diskette drive format, your data diskettes will be fully interchangeable with other COMPAQ, IBM, and compatible personal computers.

Expandability? An optional 10-Megabyte fixed disk drive stores over 5000 pages of data; the optional 20-Megabyte fixed disk drive, twice that. RAM expands to 2.1 Megabytes without an expansion slot, and with one expansion slot RAM can expand to 4.1 Megabytes. Since interfaces for the most popular peripherals are already built in, the two expansion slots can be used for connecting your computer to others: add a modem, a networking board, or a board for communicating with your mainframe.

No compromises

The COMPAQ PORTABLE II puts tremendous computing potential within the grasp of every computer user. It's backed by the service and the support of over 2900 Authorized COMPAQ Computer Dealers worldwide. Plus, it's made by the undisputed world leader in portable personal computers. And for that title, there's no competition.

For the name of the dealer nearest you, call toll-free 1-800-231-0900 and ask for Operator 16. In Canada, call (416) 449-8741. In Europe, telex 84117898630AB; 898630 COMPAQ TTX D.

IBM® is a registered trademark and IBM PC/XT™ is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. ©1986 COMPAQ Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.

It simply works better.
“Who says watching television replaces reading?”

“Some people think the old and the new can’t exist side by side. We like to look at it more like the proved and improved.

“That’s what’s happening with electronic databases and the construction industry. More and more product catalogs are winding up in one form or another on computer television screens.

“I’m Perry Sells, vice president and general manager of Sweet’s. And being a part of a service that’s been around for 80 years puts me in a pretty good position to know where construction product information has been, and where it’s going.

“No one can predict the future, but I’m sure of one thing: Electronic databases and printed catalogs aren’t going to compete. Just the opposite. They’re going to complement each other in a big way.

“That’s why we’re developing Electronic Sweet’s—a revolutionary electronic product information system. We’re excited about it. Stay tuned.

“Or better yet, drop me a line and I’ll tell you about our progress.”


**SWEET’S**

**MCGRaw-HILL**

**Where Construction Gets Its Start**

See us at AIA, Booth 289 and/or CSI, Booth 1580
Mark your calendar.

To be a part of it all, write
The International Design Center, New York
Grand Opening
919 Third Avenue, North Plaza
New York, New York 10022
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For leasing information
call Lem Lemlein at 212/486-5252
The Pilkington Wall

You won't find a better supported system. Anywhere.

And by 'anywhere', we mean anywhere in the world. Not that you'd expect anything less from the world's foremost pioneers in glass and glazing technology.

The experience of Pilkington Glass in sweeping, sky-reaching walls of glass is second to none. We make the finest tempered and solar control glasses available. We redefined the state-of-the-art with our Suspended Glass Assembly system. We gave flush glazing a new dimension of safety with our 'Armourplate' 'Planar' system. So it isn't really surprising that we support it all with the most comprehensive design and technical advisory service available...a service that runs from conception through to completion, and which can uniquely call upon international expertise. This service and expertise is available to you on a National basis, through any of the carefully selected companies below.

Chances are our technical team has already solved your specific all-glass walling or roofing problems. Many times over. If they haven't, you'll find no one more experienced or better placed to come up with the most practical and cost-effective answers.

Get the Pilkington Glass team working for you. For literature and further information contact Ray Read, or any of the companies listed below.

PILKINGTON

Glass for Buildings and Transport

Ray Read, Pilkington Sales (North America) Ltd.
25 Imperial Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5P 1B9.
Telephone (416) 489-6773. Telex 06-218804.

Binswanger Glass Co.,
965 Ridge Lake Blvd.,
Memphis, Tennessee 38117
(901) 767 7111

The Major Glass Co. Inc.,
10 Wheeling Ave.,
Woburn, Mass. 01888
(617) 935-4870

Diamond Architectural Inc.,
27 Horton Ave.,
New Rochelle, New York 10801
(914) 636-4000

Tom Benson Industries Inc.,
1350 N.W. Raleigh St.,
Portland, Oregon 97209
(503) 226-7611

Glassalum Engineering Corp.
7933 N.W. 71st Street,
Miami, Florida 33166
(305) 592-1212

Welling Co. Inc.,
7223 Dixie Highway
Fairfield, Ohio 45014
(513) 874-7733

Harmon Contract Glazing Inc.,
660 Kasota Ave. S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 623-1997

West Detroit Glass Co.,
4500 Stecker Ave.,
Dearborn, Michigan 48121
(313) 582-8400

Armourplate' and 'Planar' are trademarks of Pilkington Brothers plc
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Now there's a separate PANTONE color system for your world of color.

Where the PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM serves printing and the graphic arts, the PANTONE Professional Color System now provides the broader palette required for fashion, cosmetics, architecture, furnishings, textiles.

Selected from every field of design, each of its 1001 colors is described by PANTONE Name (in six languages) and Number. So whether you're specifying, verifying, or simply communicating color, with the PANTONE Professional Color Guide you can do it precisely and accurately—even by phone.

And for just $125¹, it can make your world a lot more certain.

¹ Suggested retail price.
Imagine creating new and different ceilings unlikely ever to be duplicated. Work with a palette of 68 colors, plus custom colors and mirror finishes, and 25 available perforation patterns. Choose planks up to 13 feet in length to span corridors and provide clear, uncluttered space with easy access at every point. Mix and match planks in incremental widths up to 2 feet wide. Vary the depth or create additional interest by using our wide grid system.

Dream it and sketch it. Hunter Douglas will provide a powerful, proprietary Computer Assisted Design/Drafting (CADD) service to design and detail your input. Clear cut shop drawings (in color even) with mechanicals and fixing points shown and a material list that's complete down to the last spring clip.

Hunter Douglas introduced linear metal ceilings to America. Now the Luxalon line includes an unrivaled series of ceiling systems such as plank, tile, cell, Delta tile, baffle beams and other custom systems.

Surprise a Space with Luxalon® Planks.
To create surprising spaces that are surprisingly affordable call or write for more information.

1-800-432-7462.
In Georgia 1-800-432-1364

Hunter Douglas Architectural Products Inc., P.O. Box 724568, Atlanta, GA 30339
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LUXALON®
Ceilings
Sandwich Walls
Cladding
Sun Louvers

Hunter Douglas Architectural Products
Surprising Spaces The World Over.

® Registered Trademark — A Hunter Douglas Product.
A Prime discovery:
There are four sides to every building.

Nobody looks at a building design quite the way architects do. When a contractor sees a plan, he thinks of materials and schedules. Engineers envision system design and analyses. And facility managers look at your project with the bottom line in mind. All of which can make designing a building that pleases everyone virtually impossible.

That's why Prime Computer offers this solution: An integrated approach to automating the building process that takes all sides into account. It not only ties together all of the people involved in the building process but also offers management tools for making the business profitable. Plus you can start anywhere in the automation process and grow at your own speed.

When you use our program for Computer Aided Design (we call it PRIME MEDUSA™ AEC software) you're doing a lot more than just drafting. You're also creating a database that can be used by others on the project team.

The database contains information that engineers and contractors can begin to work with before you even finish your design. Facility managers can use the database to put together floor plans, budgets and schedules.

And if you make a change in your plans it doesn't take days or weeks for everybody to find out about it.

In short, Prime can help make your job as an architect a lot easier by bringing everyone involved in the building process closer together.

But then, you'd expect that from a Fortune 500 company that offers total solutions. You see, like you, when we design something, we look at the total picture, instead of taking a one-sided view.

Call Prime at 1-800-343-2540 (in MA, 1-800-322-2450; in Canada, 1-800-268-4700).

See us at AE Systems in Chicago, Booth 1033, June 24–27, and at the AIA Conference in San Antonio, Booth 300, June 8–11.

Prime
It's time you knew.

Prime is a registered trademark and the Prime logo and PRIME MEDUSA are trademarks of Prime Computer, Inc., Natick, MA.
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Listed below are the producers of sprayed fire protection material that complies with all three model building codes, provides over 60 ULI design listings and is certified free of asbestos and asbestos-contaminated vermiculite.

For complete information and specifications... including code compliances, ULI listings and asbestos-free certification, contact:

United States Mineral Products Company
Stanhope, New Jersey 07874
Toll-free 1-800-631-9600 In N.J. 1-800-562-0256
Telex 136439 CAFCO STPE
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State of the art design and presentation for over 500 of the world’s most prestigious architecture firms.
Commodore is now staying dry under a new Carlisle Golden Seal roof.

So is their valuable, high-tech inventory.

"Our built-up roof leaked from day one. We wanted to solve the problem once and for all. We wanted the best roof. And the smartest buy. With Carlisle's Design NP™ Golden Seal roofing system, we got both."

Commodore's U.S. headquarters includes an office complex, a plant, two research centers, and several warehouses. It houses millions of dollars in high-tech equipment and inventory. All under one roof. You can see why that roof has to be the best.

When Commodore decided to solve their roofing problems, one solution presented itself as the only logical choice.

A Design NP total roofing system from Carlisle SynTec Systems. Complete with a 15-year Golden Seal warranty.

Golden Seal System—Carlisle from the deck up
You can count on a Golden Seal roofing system to meet the toughest quality standards. Because all components are genuine Carlisle Sure-Seal® products. Every Carlisle roofing system is installed by an authorized Carlisle applicator. And we meticulously inspect every roofing system to be sure it meets our standards.

The Golden Seal warranty—15 years of warranted protection Because Carlisle is so particular about our Golden Seal roofing systems, we confidently offer one of the best warranties in the single-ply industry. Up to fifteen years protection. On all materials. And on all workmanship.

Design NP—the roof that snaps on
Design NP is a lightweight system that snaps on fast and easy. Saving you costly labor.

The best research—the best products
For twenty-five years Carlisle has been the leader in single-ply innovation. And with our four-million-dollar research center, we'll be a leader in quality and innovation for years to come.

The Carlisle track record
We're the number one maker of single-ply roofs in America. And with more than 45,000 roofs under warranty, probably in the world as well. Compare Carlisle. Our roofing systems. Our warranty. Our track record. We think you'll discover, as Commodore has...there is no equal.


Sure-Seal, Golden Seal, Design NP and Carlisle are trademarks of Carlisle Corporation.
M A R S Design NP Patent Pending
©1986 Carlisle Corporation

There is no equal.
AT JULIUS BLUM
THE TRADITION CONTINUES
WITH THE NEW CATALOG 14

Featuring:
• JB® Glass Railing System
• Colorail® Plastic Handrail System
• Carlstadt® Railing System
• Acrylic/Wood Railing
• Connectorail® System for Non-Welded Pipe Railing
• Pipe Rail Fittings for Welded Assembly
• Handrail Brackets
• Traditional Handrail Mouldings
• Ornamental Balusters
• Baluster Collars, Bases and Flanges
• Treillage and Ornamental Railing Panels
• Expansion Joints
• Thresholds and Elevator Car Saddles
• Tubing, Bars and Shapes in Steel, Stainless Steel, Aluminum and Bronze
• Engineering Data

Your prime source for architectural metal products for 75 years.

JULIUS BLUM & CO., INC.
P.O. BOX 816, CARLSTADT, NEW JERSEY 07072
(201) 438-4600 · (212) 695-2236 · (800) 526-6293
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There's something new for Horizon...

Now for the budget and energy conscious, Cupples offers the Horizon strip window system to compliment our Horizon series wall system. Horizon combines low-cost, high quality, pre-engineering and pre-testing in a commodity system with dealer distribution for quick delivery. For the design conscious, nine standard metallic fluoropolymer colors and the optional exterior covers give a custom appearance for a few additional cents.
Too much technical reading can affect your vision.

Nothing gives you a more focused view of your industry than the magazine you're holding right now.

But if you really intend to get ahead, you need a broader perspective as well. The kind provided by The Wall Street Journal.

In addition to thousands of technically oriented articles each year, The Journal offers you a daily briefing of news, information and ideas that can help you make sounder, better-informed decisions.

To try The Journal for a week at no charge, mail the coupon or call the number at right. Of course, you're also welcome to start a subscription. If you can see your way clear.

The Wall Street Journal.
The daily diary of the American dream.

Get one week free.
To receive a full business week of The Wall Street Journal free and at no obligation, call 800-551-5700, ext. 71B. Or mail coupon to: The Wall Street Journal, Attn: Mr. Robert Merkel, 200 Burnett Road, Chicago, MA 01021.

Name______________________________
Address______________________________
City_________________State______Zip______

Offer limited to one free week per new customer; expires 9/31/86.

©1986 Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
At Russwin, we believe the exit should be as grand as the entrance.

That's why we developed our 500 Series Designer Bolt. Available in a variety of handsome finishes, these heavy-duty push bar exit devices set new standards for low-profile beauty, long-wearing durability and easy installation. They can also be equipped with alarms to give you tighter access and exit control. And since aesthetics mean so much to your work, you can be sure that we'll live up to your grandest designs.
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The final measure of security.
When you want to make every spec-writing minute count.

Ask the front runners how they beat the clock. The answer is MASTERSPEC®. Whether you use it exclusively or to augment your office master, MASTERSPEC® helps you get ahead by shaving crucial hours and days off your spec writing time with the system that's fast becoming the industry standard. Plus your timesheets will reflect a dramatic increase in billable hours. When will your company be out in front? With MASTERSPEC®, it's just a matter of time.

SPEE MASTERSPEC® AT:
AIA Convention, June 8-11,
San Antonio Convention Center,
St Convention, Booth 1859,
June 20-22,
Los Angeles Convention Center,
IEC SYSTEMS®, Booth 1260, June 24-27,
McCormick Place, Chicago.

It takes a lot of work out of a lot of your work.

SPEC THIS OR CALL 800-424-5080.
You'll receive your complimentary portfolio complete with MASTERSPEC® Table of Contents and a sample MASTERSPEC® section.

MAIL TO: AIA Service Corporation, 1735 New York Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20006
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Uncover the ingenious reasons why environmentally safe 440 Carpetboard is your smartest choice in carpeting underlayment.

At first glance, the reasons why smart architects choose 440 Carpetboard are obvious. It combines environmentally safe insulation, sound deadening and cushioning qualities in one carpeting underlayment for use over concrete or wood. But they also prefer it for an underlying reason. What it does not provide.

440 Carpetboard contains no asbestos or urea formaldehyde additives. It's environmentally safe. It also adds a number of selling points with no additional installation time. For example, it has twice the R-value of wood underlayment, deadens noise and adds resilience to any carpet installation. All good selling points for any home or office buyer. Most ingenious of all, you get all these advantages in a quick, cost-saving one-step application. That's not just smart. It's genius. Join the smart architects who choose 440 Carpetboard. And add underlying genius to your next job.

For full details, and a free sample, call (609) 883-3300. Or write:

Underlying Genius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Wt.</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4'x1'</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4'x8'</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACOUSTICAL TEST DATA:

STC 40 (IC 70 (NR=19)) - STC 48 (RC 65 (NR+14))

* Sound Transmission Class. Test Report LHB-144-70864-03
Who says you never get a second chance to make a first impression?

A project with this many circles and ellipsoids can send even the best draftsman back to the drawing board. Draw. Erase. Draw. Erase. The only thing that wears thinner than your patience is your paper. Unless it's Clearprint.

With Clearprint 1000H vellum, you can erase the same line 12 times or more—without impairing reproducibility. No wonder it's the one paper draftsmen prefer.

Clearprint 1000H vellum is manufactured of 100 percent new cotton fiber by a proprietary process we perfected more than 50 years ago.

Clearprint paper doesn't crack. Or discolor with age. It has a consistent drafting surface and unexcelled transparency.

All of these qualities are guaranteed 100 percent. Our process includes 38 individual quality control checks. And our paper is tested for both manual and CAD/CAE applications.

Test it yourself. Return the coupon below for a free kit containing all the tools you need to prove that Clearprint always gives you a second chance to make a first impression.

Please send me my free kit.
Mail to: Clearprint Paper Co.
P.O. Box 8703
Emeryville, CA 94662.
AR/M/66

Name: ____________________________
Title: ____________________________
Company: _________________________
Address: __________________________
City: _____________________________
State: ________ Zip: __________
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Enter the 'Pro Shop' with the newest Guard® embossing—Barstow, a sporty vertical rope texture—and Midland, its diagonal counterpart. Barstow/Midland Type II is offered in 30 colorways for application to a wide range of commercial interiors from rugged retail to artful academe. Specify Guard® contract wallcoverings for quality, durability and service. Guard® meets and exceeds all architectural specifications. See our companion Satinesque® series.
We produce wall base in 22 colors and 5 heights. Just imagine the design options.

High-profile commercial interiors deserve the decorative accents your palette calls for. That's why we offer the field's most dramatic vinyl wall base line. We make it easy for you to coordinate any tone, shade and pattern of carpet or resilient flooring. All 22 colors are available in cove and toeless, rolls or cut sections, with matching inside and outside pre-molded corners. What's more, our modern labs are equipped to critically match your custom color requirements.

For the Mercer Wall Base distributor in your area, call or write today.

THE NAKED LIGHT

A low voltage, high intensity unit to illuminate small objects and highlight larger ones. This minimal design is as functional as it is unique.

For an information kit, write on your letterhead to: Lighting Services Inc, 150 East 58 Street, New York, NY 10155

SPECIFY THE ONLY PRACTICAL METHOD OF MEETING ARMA ATTIC AND ROOF VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS.

The Asphalt Roofing Manufacturer's Association (ARMA) recognizes the importance of proper ventilation. And most shingle warranties require 1 square foot of net free ventilation per 300 square feet of attic floor. Filtervent provides proper ventilation on every pitched roof... even 12/12 pitch roofs.
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Rugged beauty that means business.

"Natura Liberty" is more than beautiful; this glazed ceramic tile is tough enough for the busiest floors — commercial or residential. Its unique color-on-color glazes have enduring good looks that can withstand any high-traffic location. Yet it won't overwork you when it comes to maintenance.

See the entire line of the new, easy-care "Natura" ceramic tiles in the showroom of your Florida Tile distributor. For the name of your nearest distributor call: 1-800-FLA-TILE.
Specify Sun System for the tough ones!

There's no sunspace project too tough for our 53 years of construction experience. Judge for yourself: The Gallery Plaza in Knoxville called for 10,000 square feet of canopy glazing. Bays were specially designed on 30' centers. Valley roofs were added to facilitate turns. Eaves were formed on-site to assure a perfect fit.

In Utah, we opened-up Fryer Tucks restaurant to the sun, the moon and the stars. First floor bars were extended 10' to achieve the desired height. All glass was customized and the vestibule, assembled on site, matched the contour of the building.

If your specs call for one of our 37 standard units or creative glazing that's both functional and fashionable, specify with confidence — specify Sun System.

---

SPECIFY THE ONLY ATTIC AND ROOF VENTILATOR THAT KEEPS OUT RAIN AND SNOW.

Only the patented line of Filtervent products from Air Vent Inc. have the exclusive glass fiber weather filter to "keep the Weather Out" under all weather conditions and wind directions. The filter does its job without restricting air flow.

SPECIFY THE BEST. Filtervent

ONLY ATTIC AND ROOF VENTILATOR THAT KEEPS OUT RAIN AND SNOW.

SPECIFY THE BEST.

---

THI: LIGHT FOR ALL REASONS

This exquisite new low voltage light uses state-of-the-art MR-16 miniaturization techniques to achieve a great variety of intensities and beam spreads.

For an information kit, write on your letterhead to:
Lighting Services Inc., 150 East 58 St., NY, NY 10155
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SPECIFY DEVINE EXITS. MEET NEW UL924 CODE.

You can specify quality emergency exits today that comply with tomorrow's new requirements.

The NFDVG80 emergency profile exit from Devine Design is now available.

The new guidelines were developed with a single goal in mind: save lives. Performance in the emergency mode demands reliability and visibility. That's why UL924 requires signage letters at least six inches tall with a minimum stroke width of 3/4 inch. Furthermore, luminance must be high enough to provide a contrast ratio at least .5 even after 90 minutes of battery operation. Designing an exit to meet these requirements wasn't easy but we did it. Availability isn't the only reason to select this exit though; we have four other good reasons to specify Devine.

VERSATILITY

No matter the application, the NFDVG80 can handle the job. The crisply styled exit offers six mounting arrangements including the UM Universal Mount, six face styles, and incandescent sources. We even offer this as a standard exit—the NFG50 exit—with the option of adding a battery pack for future conversion to meet UL requirements.

DEPENDABILITY

Our exits are constructed of rugged die cast aluminum for long term trouble free service. Energy efficient sources and state of the art electronics. A wide selection of tough thermosetting acrylic enamel finishes ensure attractive appearance year after year. Exits that work—and look like new for the long run.

VALUE

Combine quality, dependability and versatility and you find extraordinary value in this exit from Devine.

How else is there to describe an exit that offers all this at a competitive price?

UL APPROVAL

The most important factor of all, UL924 was drafted to help save lives by providing clear information in emergencies. The NFDVG80 allows you to meet that responsibility...now.

Five good reasons. Versatility, dependability, value, UL approval and availability. An early, logical answer to UL924 requirements. The remarkable NFDVG80 emergency exit from Devine Design.

WILL EXITS YOU SPECIFY TODAY MEET TOMORROW'S CODE?

OURS WILL.

Like more information? Call us on our toll free number: 1-800-826-5496 in the U.S.; 1-800-361-1441 in Canada.

DEVINE
Subsidiary of Kidde, Inc.

KIDDE
KANSAS CITY MONTREAL
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The BLU-RAY Model 248 Whiteprinter.
Consider features and functions second to none.

Optional Front or Rear Print Exit - complements your space requirements.

Dual-Range Heat & Pump Controls - assure quality prints regardless of media.

See us at Booth # 1251
A/E/C SYSTEMS '86
June 23-27 McCormick Place, Chicago

BLU-RAY
Manufacturers of Quality Whiteprinters since 1957
BLU-RAY, Inc. • Westbrook Rd. • Essex, Connecticut 06426

Call 203-767-0141 or write us for your nearest BLU-RAY dealer. Once you see the New BLU-RAY Model 248 in action, you'll agree this Whiteprinter has the performance to surpass all others in its class.

BLU-RAY Dual-Range Heat & Pump Controls - assure quality prints regardless of media.

Grip Strut - Serrated Bar Grating - Open Grip Grating

Safety Gratings
ALL STYLES
Planks — Walkway — Stair Treads
Galvanized — Aluminum
Carbon Steel — Stainless
FAST CUT-TO-SIZE SERVICE
Same Day Shipment From the Largest Stock in the 'HOLE' Country
GET THE 'HOLE STORY' ON
PERFORATED METAL • EXPANDED METAL
WIRE CLOTH • BAR GRATING
GRIP STRUT • OPEN GRIP
SAFETY GRATINGS

Call or Write for a New Catalog and Stock List

McNICHOLS CO.
5501 Gray St. • Tampa, Florida 33609 • 813-876-4100
CALL TOLL FREE
800-237-3820 (In Florida) 800-282-6600
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SPECIFY THE ATTIC AND ROOF VENTILATOR THAT REMOVES HEAT AND BEAUTIFIES THE HOME.

roofVent

Roof vents, turbines and power vents are not effective in removing attic heat...and they detract from the beauty of the home. Filtervent provides superior heat and moisture removal and aesthetics. Available in four attractive finishes.

SPECIFY THE BEST:
Filtervent
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from the way they’re built... to the way they work.

When you specify Bilco horizontal doors or automatic fire vents, you specify products that are built to give long, trouble-free service. Products that are designed to work smoothly, easily, reliably.

Shown are three examples of how Bilco excellence in design and workmanship translates to benefits for your client. The Type S ladder access roof scuttle featuring the safety and convenience of one-hand operation. The Type D-SH automatic fire vent with the exclusive Thermolatch® positive hold/release mechanism for dependability when fire occurs, and security against inadvertent opening at other times. The Type JD walk-over access door with built-in compression spring mechanisms for easy operation of the heavy plate doors.

Excellence. It comes with every Bilco product.

Specify Bilco. There is no equal...

The Bilco Company, P.O. Box 1203, New Haven, CT 06505
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Beadex wants to keep you from cracking up...

When Beadex is offering their tape-on trim!

When the Contents are Priceless!

When the John & Mable Ringling Museum of Art in Sarasota, Florida, demanded an exterior waterproofing system that would keep the many priceless works of art inside, secure and safe from moisture penetration and deterioration.

SG2 Architects, Inc. of Hollywood, Florida, chose VIP for the job.

Their specifications also required matching the 60-year old structure's original color. The chosen waterproof coating was Last-0-Coat® 81001.

When the Contents are Priceless!

SPECIFY THE MOST EFFECTIVE ATTIC AND ROOF VENTILATOR AVAILABLE.

FilterVent: The name that means year-round protection from all ventilation problems.

FilterVent provides a continuous, uniform air flow along the entire roof undersheathing. Old fashioned roof vents, turbine vents and power vents don't. And only FilterVent has the exclusive, patented weather filter to keep out rain and snow.

FilterVent draws moist air from the attic in the winter to prevent condensation and ice dams... hot air in the summer to stop heat build-up and reduce cooling costs.

FilterVent looks good and outperforms all other ventilation methods. In fact, 32 ft. of Ridge FilterVent provide more net free area than 11 roof vents, 5 turbine vents or a 1,200 CFM power vent. Superior ventilation and pleasing aesthetic qualities — in one product!

Join the architects and builders who specify FilterVent — for total ventilation protection.

FREE LITERATURE! Please send me full details on the full line of FilterVent products.

Call 800-AIR-VENT for architectural drawings, specifications and technical data on the full line of FilterVent products.
THE TOUCH LAMP SERIES
Beautifully created. Energy efficient.
Touch any metal part for three levels of brightness—dim, medium, high... touch again for off.
"Touchtronic" unit allows a one-way bulb to work like a three-way bulb.
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Fitness Program

There's only one way to get your kitchen, bath or lavatory into shape. With Kroin Sanitary Fittings. They're made from solid brass with a tough epoxy finish made to withstand the harshest workout. Distinguished by a wide selection of special features, all fitting are entirely compatible with American plumbing standards.

And with the world's most comprehensive system of over 20 wall-mounted accessories as well as the enormous flexibility offered by its wide range of color and placement options, this series is ideally suited for use in hotels, health clubs, office buildings and other commercial locations.

Last but not least, their competitive pricing makes Kroin Sanitary Fittings the embodiment of the perfect fiscal fitness program.

Circle 6 on information card.
Each Norco window is an American masterpiece, finely crafted in the ages-old traditions of window-making.

We complement the natural warmth of wood with the modern arts of energy efficiency. Norco windows are tightly built and offer a choice of glazing options: double glazed, triple glazed or Low-E.

Norco proudly presents a long line of wood windows including casement, bows and bays, double-hung, awning and view, slide-by and custom direct set. And gliding patio doors. All available in natural wood or NOR’CLAD™ (wood with weather-defeating aluminum clad on the outside.)

They’re all built with pride in one of the industry’s newest, most modern plants. Yet, each one is built in our tradition of excellence to fit your needs and specifications. Exactly.

That’s how we’ve earned a nation-wide reputation for reliability and flexibility that has become a classic in its own right.

No matter what the project is... single residence or multi-housing, renovation or new construction of commercial, industrial or institutional buildings... offer your customers masterpieces in wood. Write or call today for full information.
Beautiful function.
The Hufcor Omni Movable Wall.
Looks beautiful.
Insulates sound and functions like a permanent wall.

Fast, flexible movement
The unique omnidirectional track allows fast, easy movement of acoustical walls—even around 90° corners and through intersections. A Hufcor movable wall can be rotated almost as easily as turning a playing card in your fingertips.

Now you see it. Now you don’t.
Rooms of any size can be set up or taken down in minutes. When the movable walls are not in use, they can be stacked to the side, either parallel or perpendicular. Or stack them compactly in a remote area or enclosure. Hufcor walls are beautiful even when they’re out of sight.

Superior construction.
Superior operation.
Our exclusive dual wheel carriers roll freely without lubrication, because they’re permanently lubricated and sealed. The rugged, heavy-duty track promises long life and durability. Individual panels are mounted in full-perimeter frames of steel-reinforced aluminum to resist edge damage.

Sound judgment.
Hufcor movable walls seal at the floor, at the ceiling and from panel to panel for maximum sound control. The exclusive track design permits sound insulation of the plenum without carrier interference.

Beautiful inside. Beautiful outside
Every Hufcor movable wall has style and visual integrity that no mere “panel” achieves. Unlimited finish options allow your most dynamic designs to be realized without compromise. For lasting aesthetic and functional beauty, specify Hufcor.

(800) 356-6968
In Wisconsin (800) 652-6975
1205 Norwood Rd.
Janesville, WI 53547
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What Do These Prestigious Buildings Have In Common?

Lincoln Square of Fordham University
New York, NY
Architect: The Perkins & Will Partnership

To find out about other prestigious buildings that have been sealed for more than 15 years with Morton Thiokol LP polyurethane base sealant, send for your copy of, "It All Started Here!".

Morton Thiokol, Inc.
Morton Chemical Division
Mkt. Comm. Dept AR
CN 5305
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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The sleek, clean look and function of satin anodized aluminum is now available in raceway from Wiremold—the raceway originators. Now power, data and communication cable can be safely and efficiently organized in one low-profile, divided raceway—finished to complement the contemporary environment.

Today's architectural spaces, including computer rooms, labs, medical facilities and other institutional and commercial installations, demand more complex wire distribution systems. At the same time, the system must be compact, attractive to look at and easy to keep clean. A Wiremold aluminum raceway system meets all these criteria. Its satin anodized finish complements the decor and is corrosion resistant. Divided raceway organizes both high and low voltage cable into two channels, and meets all applicable codes. Easily-removable cover allows for ready access to wiring. And the system is UL listed.

Simply specify lengths with ready-to-assemble butt corners and fittings. Both the one and two compartment raceways are pre-wired for your power requirements. The system comes ready for fast, easy installation, holding on-site alterations to a minimum.

For more than 80 years, Wiremold has been the name synonymous with raceways. And now Wiremold raceway is offered in aluminum—which may be just what you've been waiting for.
To Measure Building Quality, Take the Back Stairs.

When you enter any building, go to the interior stairs. That's where you'll see and feel the building's quality up close. The stairs' design, strength, accuracy of fit, and overall appearance say more about the building than all the brochures, models, and renderings ever will. The stairs are seen and used every day by the people who count the most — the occupants. How will they perceive your building?

For over thirty years, the American Stair Corporation has been helping architects and contractors. Innovative products and modern design concepts are just part of the American Stair story. The major factor is quality.

Leading architects have found that exit stair systems from American Stair fit well with their designs. They have incorporated Speed Stair® in many award winning buildings.

For modern high quality stairs, go beyond the old "industrial" look of traditional fire stairs. Take advantage of the Early Design Development Service™ exclusively from American Stair Corporation. Join the thousands of architects who have used American Stair products. We'll put our expertise to work for you, giving you more time to work on the more challenging and creative tasks.

Get your copy of "An Architect's Guide to Designing Stairs," the informative worksheet that organizes stair design efforts.

Call today! 1-800-USA-STAIRS.
No matter what your drafting and design needs are, you'll find someone at Entre who understands them.

At Entre we specialize in areas ranging from engineering and construction to manufacturing and architecture.

So it's a lot easier to work together to plan the best possible computer aided design system for your business. We'll help you build your system using leading brands like IBM®, COMPAQ®, Hewlett-Packard® and AutoCAD™.

But these are not the only reasons you'll feel comfortable dealing with Entre.

As one of the largest microcomputer sales and service organizations, with over 250 centers worldwide, we can help you with every aspect of your CAD system. We'll install it. Train your people to use it. Provide service when you need it. And even help you with the financing.

And you'll see how much easier it all is when you're dealing with someone who knows your business. Instead of someone who only knows computers.

Entre Computer Centers.
The difference is, we know your business.
"Bob Chinn’s Crab House Restaurant offers seafood excellence and unusual customer convenience thanks to Sloan OPTIMA® faucets."

As owner of one of the nation's best seafood restaurants, Bob Chinn knows that customers may want to wash up after enjoying dishes like fresh Alaskan King Crab and Hawaiian Mahi Mahi. That's why his Crab House Restaurant dining areas include the novelty of five hand-washing stations featuring Sloan No-Hands automated faucets.

The Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands system uses an electronic sensor that "sees" the user and automatically turns the faucet on and off—only as needed. This eliminates hand- or foot-actuated faucet controls which can get messy or are awkward to use.

The results: A faster, easier way to wash up. Reduced water usage and maintenance. And greater convenience for customers.

The Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands system meets all building codes and easily adapts to existing sink and plumbing hookups. The system is also compatible with soap dispensers, hand dryers, toilets, and urinals.

Ask your Sloan representative about Sloan No-Hands automated systems. Or write us.

Sloan Valve Company
10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131
A Tradition of Quality and Pride
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Weather Shield Wood Windows...

won't force you to fit a square window in a round hole.

As an architect, you are an artist that creates the most visible and functional art form known to man. Architecture!
You are a professional, and you naturally resist anything that restricts your creativity and places restrictions on the final form of your creation.
Don't let conventional wood windows dictate how the world will perceive your total effort. Let Weather Shield Wood Windows set your imagination free.
Weather Shield Wood Windows are designed with quality, craftsmanship and innovation to meet your demanding needs.
So don't let the ordinary, the run of the mill or the usual wood window place restraints on your professional ability. Set your spirit free, consider Weather Shield Wood Windows.
Come to Weather Shield. We have the answers.

WEATHER SHIELD MFG., INC.
P.O. Box 309
Medford, Wisconsin 54451
715/748-2100
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DESIGNS THAT FLUSH OUT THE COMPETITION.

Villeroy & Boch believes that beautiful buildings deserve beautiful bathrooms. Our exquisite designs and European craftsmanship make our plumbing fixtures the perfect choice.

When it comes to specifying your next job, go beyond the standard with Villeroy & Boch. A source of supply for over 200 years.

Water Closet: Colani II
Wall Tile: Colorflex Series
Floor Tile: Piccolo Series

Villeroy & Boch®
A Tradition of Untraditional Design.

For information on our ceramic tiles and plumbing fixtures, write Villeroy & Boch, 1-80 at New Maple Ave., Pine Brook, NJ 07058.
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9 Reasons why Mach 5 is a sound professional investment

Measures Distance at the Speed of Sound

1. **Saves you money**
   Estimating and measuring jobs can now be done in a few minutes—not hours.

2. **Saves you time and manpower**
   Two man jobs can now be done by one. The man-hours you save on one estimating job alone will more than pay for the Mach 5.

3. **Saves you cost of materials**
   Not only will you save time and manpower, but with quick, accurate measurements you will order less product for a job. Makes overestimating a thing of the past.

**Accuracy**
The Mach 5 is accurate to within one half of one percent in its normal operating range of one to fifty feet.

4. **Now you can easily figure room area**
   Place unit against one wall and press actuator to readout distance to the opposite wall. Press "X" key and then the "=" key to read out area.

5. **Quickly measure ceiling height and room volume**
   Place unit on floor, press actuator button and multiply ceiling height by room area to get the room volume.

6. **Enhances your professionalism**
   You can do cost estimates on the spot using fixed markups, conversion factors, cost per yard you store in the calculator's 10 memories.

7. **Instant conversions**
   To meters, yards, or feet.

8. **Room temperature**
   At the press of a button.

9. **Rugged, portable**—battery good for 200 measurements a day for one year.

**SPECIAL NO RISK OFFER FOR ARCHITECTS**

Return this coupon today to qualify.

Mail this coupon today to:

The Mach 5
P.O. Box 7429, Dept. AR1
Stratmar Station
Bridgeport, CT 06650

YES, Please send me the Mach 5 Sonic Measuring Computer on a 30-day no obligation trial for $250. (Shipping and handling included. Connecticut residents please add 7 1/2% sales tax—$18.75 each.)

One-Year Guarantee
If I decide to keep it, I understand there is a one-year warranty and you will repair or replace my unit if it's faulty.

□ Rush by overnight delivery ($23 extra).

Please print the following information:

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State __________ Zip __________

Please check box to indicate method of payment

□ Check enclosed

□ Please bill my credit card

□ Visa □ MasterCard

Acct. No. ____________________________ Exp. Date __________

TAX DEDUCTIBLE WHEN USED PROFESSIONALLY

Signature ____________________________

For immediate service call 1-800-543-1300
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DIMENSIONAL STONE

Marble • Travertine

Granite • Limestone

Slate • Sandstone

Onyx • Quartzite

SOURCE INFORMATION

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

JOB INSPECTION SERVICE


33505 State St., Farmington, MI 48024

(313) 476-5558
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Raynor Rolling Steel Fire Doors.

Features

- UL label—3 hour rating
- Centrifugally operated starter mechanism utilizes bronze springs and paws to resist corrosion and assure door descent.
- Spring-loaded, oscillating-type governor incorporates malleable cast iron impact paws, bronze springs, and stainless steel primary components to inhibit corrosion and assure controlled descent.
- Automatic closure can be initiated by melting of fusible link or by electromechanical design, activated by heat detector, smoke detector or building alarm system.
- Curtain hood contains a 24 gauge galvanized steel flame and smoke baffle, activated by either fusible link or electromechanical device. (Interior wall mounted only.)
- All guide assemblies are manufactured from three prime-painted structural steel angles minimum \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) thickness. Guide angles are minimum 2'' x 1\( \frac{1}{2}'' \) \( x \ \frac{7}{8}'' \) and wall angle is a minimum 2\( \frac{1}{2}'' \) \( x \ 1\frac{1}{2}'' \). All angles are specially slotted to meet UL requirements.
- Curtain slats are roll-formed from 22 gauge commercial quality G-90 hot-dipped galvanized steel in accordance with ASTM A-525 and ASTM A-526. Slats are prime painted with a specially formulated two coat baked on grey enamel.
- The barrel assembly is fitted with stud lugs on 26'' centers to accept a two-piece cast iron ring for easy curtain attachment.
- Compression spring counterbalance mechanism allows for easy counterbalance maintenance.

For complete information on Raynor Rolling Steel Fire Doors contact the nearest Raynor Distribution Center:

- Post Office Box 448 Dixon, IL 61021 3727 Marquis Dr 708-288-1431 Garland, TX 75042 (214) 276-7300
- Post Office Box 487 Lincoln Park, NJ 07035 10625 East 51st Ave Denver CO 80239 (303) 371-1690
- 4021 S. Frontage Rd 2916 Interstate St Plant City, FL 33566 Charlotte, NC 28202 (813) 752-3366 (704) 394-1162
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PROFESSIONAL SALES POSITION

Leading national designer and manufacturer of highest-quality, custom residential architecture offers selected high-level sales positions in major metro locations, eastern and midwestern states. Responsibilities include selling architectural services and selected materials to successful professionals, and working with quality custom builders to assure fine workmanship and construction.

Candidates should have an independent temperament and a strong record of achievement in high-value sales. Successful experience in architecture, design, residential construction or premium building products required.

Potential for high first-year income, with major advances thereafter. Excellent benefits and training. Moderate travel.

Submit resume and earnings history to:

National Sales Manager
DECK HOUSE, INC.
930 Main Street
Acton, MA 01720

Architectural faculty position opening. A tenure track position in the Architectural/Engineering Technology Program at SUNY at Alfred is anticipated September 1, 1986. The program is heavy in building methods and the applicant should have good, practical experience. A masters degree in Architecture, Architectural Engineering and the ability to become licensed within a reasonable time are required. The residential campus has a student enrollment of 4000, and is located in a rural setting of rolling hills with excellent fishing and hunting available.

Apply with resume and three professional references by June 15, 1986 to:

Ronald S. Nichols, P.E., Chairman
Civil Engineering Technology
State University of New York Agricultural College
Alfred, NY 14802

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS

Position in the Architectural / Engineering Division open. A minimum of 5 years experience in commercial design is required. Must have proven ability to function as a member of a professional architectural team. Experienced in all phases of practice including design, construction, management, and coordination.

Send resume to:

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS
ODELL ASSOCIATES INC.
412 West Third Street
Charlotte, NC 28202

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

Architecture Faculty Opening — The Division in the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation at Columbia University anticipates a full-time faculty position in the architectural design sequence, beginning fall semester, 1986, with professorial rank depending on professional training and experience. Women and minorities are strongly encouraged to apply. Applicants must teach studio and an additional course.

Requirements include a first professional architecture degree and teaching experience. Advanced degree, secondary interests, and/or professional experience / registration desirable. Please send resume by June 20, 1986 to: Professor Klaus Herdeg, Chairman, Division of Architecture, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, 404 Avery Hall, Columbia University, New York, New York 10017. Columbia University is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

POSITIONS WANTED

Architect — Progressive Firm on Maryland's Eastern Shore invites an Architect to join them for stimulating work in an area that emphasizes quality of life. Candidate should have good design skills with 10 years of working experience and an acute awareness of client's needs (good listener). Interested candidates should apply to James Thomas at: George, Miles & Buhr, Architects, Engineers, Planners, 724 E. Main Street, Salisbury, Maryland 21801, 301-742-3115.

POSITIONS WANTED

Senior Architect, NCARB — Former firm principal seeks a challenging position. Experienced in all phases of practice including design / build. (314) 878-3143.

Principal architect wishes to join an energetic professional firm. Position desired is a marketing and sales principal with the opportunity to develop expanded services. Extensive experience in securing new business, servicing major clients, recruiters and educators. Columbia, C. In addition to a broad background in architecture, I have current experience in real estate development, investment analysis and business acquisitions. Equity capital available for stock purchase in right situation. Flexible as to location, firm size and method of compensation. Registered NCARB, Realtor, CCIM candidate. Reply in confidence to: PW-6352, Architectural Record.

Architect / Planner with 15 yrs. diverse experience on quality projects, seeks responsible position in growing, design oriented firm, with variety of work that will lead to role as partner. Experience in hi-tech, commercial / office and institutional projects in all project phases as Project Manager / Architect. Interest in mixed-use and multi-story development. All locations considered. Send reply to: PW-7481, Architectural Record.

SELLING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Sales: Leading mfr. of play equipment & site furnishings seeks independent sales reps for selected, exclusive territories. Call on architects, contractors, and educators. Columbia Cascade, 1975 S.W. Fifth Ave., Portland, OR 97201.

Sales Reps — We are looking for a few good Reps who wish to add quality architectural products to their current line. We manufacture quality wooden ceiling and wall grilles, tambours, metal ceilings and interior furniture. We are ten years old in 1986 and it looks like we'll have a lot to celebrate, so now is the time to join us. Please send sales history and current lines to: Shogun International Corp., 22 West Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60610 Attention: Sales Manager.

MATERIALS WANTED

Wanted: Photographs or perspective rendering houses that can be marketed. Please send all plans, sales. 500,000 circulation offers good royalty to architect. Write Country Living Magazine, Box 622, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, 609/924-9655.

Architecture - Sr. Designer - Cleveland, OH. We are representing a growing 75 person architectural firm headquartered in Cleveland, OH interested in adding a Sr. Designer to lead the firm's transition towards a more prominent design posture in the profession. Responsibilities will include: designing firm's major projects, participating as design review team member and becoming a design influence in the firm. The successful candidate should have experience designing major retail, office and hotel projects preferably with a large national firm, experience with and sensitivity to developer, clients, design and budget goals, and have been published or received awards for design. Compensation: $40,75,000, depending upon level of experience. Interested candidates should submit resume and salary history to: The Coxe Group, 2 Mellon Bank Center, Philadelphia, PA 19102. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
IN
JACOB RIIS PARK,
NEW YORK

The National Park Service seeks proposals for the adaptive use of its 113,000 square-foot historic Bath House and adjacent structures, located in Jacob Riis Park, Gateway National Recreation Area, New York City. This historic building offers development opportunities on the Atlantic Ocean 25 miles from midtown Manhattan including a 9,700 car parking lot.

A limited number of Prospectus copies are available without charge. The full Request for Proposals, including plans and requirements, may be obtained for a non-refundable fee of $100.00. A check for this amount must be made payable to: National Park Service.

Full details and Request for Proposals may be obtained by writing to:

Land Resources Division
North Atlantic Region
National Park Service
15 State Street
Boston, MA 02109-3572

Proposals are due no later than July 15, 1986.

WANTED

Manufacturer's representatives, preferably with showrooms, for new complete line of luxury bathroom faucets. American made...very high style...created by leading designer. Not adaptations of existing models. Call on designers, architects and wholesalers. Write:

W-6735 Architectural Record
Class, Adv., P.O. Box 900, N.Y., N.Y. 10020

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

International Employment — Professionals and technicians are always needed at worldwide projects. We can contact 126,000 firms in 133 countries. Write to: Int. Career Consultants, eizersgracht 62, Amsterdam 1015 CS, Holland.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


Northern Ohio firm will consider sale of 30 car old small but prestigious and profitable practice. Principal will retire or stay. Staff will stay. Work in progress. Respond to: BO-6369, Architectural Record.


NEW!

Advertise your classifieds regionally in Architectural Record

For details, call 212/512-2556.

$5,995.00

Complete Job Costing & Accounting
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

Hardware includes IBM XT compatible computer, with VDU, hard disk, diskette storage, printer, CIP, and keyboard

CMAS Software includes accounting, payable, general ledger, job costing, and construction payroll.

Optional Software: accounts receivable, estimating, and service billing.

Multi-Terminal XENIX/UNIX IBM AT and other Super Micros also available.

GEOCAD

Rudolph Horowitz
Associates Architects
Laurel Road, Pound Ridge, N.Y. 10576
Telephone 914-764-4072

GEOCAD, a low cost drafting system for architects, is gaining wide acceptance among architects and other design professionals. It is structured around AutoCAD: the most popular CAD program in the world.

The complete GEOCAD Turku system, based on the NEC APC computer, Hitachi digitizer, Houston instrument plotter, complete with AutoCAD and GEOCAD software, including on site installation and two days of training is priced at $12,800.

GEOCAD software package (if purchased separately) $900
GEOCAD software package (if purchased with AutoCAD) $500
GEOCAD generic menu and templates $200
GEOCAD estimating module (to be released soon) $800

AutoCAD is a registered trademark of Autodesk Inc.

Announcing

DESIGN ESTIMATOR

from

Dodge MicroSystems

The first self-contained microcomputer program that allows you to access the Dodge Cost Information Data Base, and produce fast, accurate, reliable estimates.

Call Now
1-800-257-5295
In New Jersey 1-609-426-7300
(Ask for Pat Carr at either number)

Cost Information Systems

Advertise your software for only $139.00 Per Inch Call Ilene Pader 212/512-2584
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Guess who’s behind the camera?

The New York Public Library, of course. It was in our Science and Technology Research Center that Edwin Land formulated the concepts for his synthetic polarizer for light. This work led to his invention of instant photography, the heart of the Polaroid Camera. Chester Carlson, the creator of the Xerox copier, also did much of his research here.

Today, the Library continues to help all kinds of people make discoveries of their own.

Our Genealogy Division enables families to find their roots. The Economic and Public Affairs Division is a constant source of information for every type of business. And our twenty-nine million books and other materials help scholars pursue their work.

The Branch Libraries help immigrants learn English and introduce users to the world of microcomputers.

The Library is behind so many unexpected discoveries.

The New York Public Library
WHERE THE FUTURE IS AN OPEN BOOK
puttin' on the pink

Architects are specifying it in a whole variety of insulation applications. Here's why:

- Outstanding moisture resistance properties that enable Foamular® to retain its high R-value of 5 per inch of thickness even after exposure to moisture. It's extruded, so year after year, it keeps on insulating.
- Tough, easy-to-handle, easy-to-install, lightweight panels offered in a broad selection of sizes, thicknesses and compressive strengths.
- A "Family of Products" concept that lets you choose just the right product for your application—without overspecifying.
- Meets codes and standards.

For details, contact UC Industries, Inc., 2 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, N.J. 07054 • [201] 267-1605

Higher R-values mean greater insulating power. Savings vary. Find out why in the folder's fact sheet on R-values.

WARNING: COMBUSTIBLE. This product will ignite if exposed to fire of sufficient heat and intensity.
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Finally, A Practical Way To Integrate Drawings And Data.

Introducing Drawbase™.

In today's architectural marketplace, you need more from a CADD system than just pretty pictures. You need precise, up-to-the-minute graphics and data.

Drawbase is the first system of its kind. The standard by which future CADD systems will be measured. That's because Drawbase is the only PC-based system to integrate advanced color graphics and powerful data management into one interacting system. So changes you make graphically are automatically reflected in the database, and vice versa. You get better information, so drawings and reports are more complete. All at a cost that will keep your business manager smiling.

The data management screen, responding to changes in graphics, provides current reports, calculations, and system information...

...while the full color graphics screen provides the user with advanced drawing creation and manipulation tools.

Drawbase Helps You The Whole Story.

Drawbase helps you analyze and report on your designs. You give your clients the kind of valuable data they need to understand the whole picture. Accurate square footage, cost analysis, conformance to the program, income projection, and more. Plus, information is updated automatically as the design evolves according to client and market demands.


More information. Better information. No PC-based architectural tool gives it to you like Drawbase. Get it as software alone, or in a package featuring either the IBM AT or HP Vectra PC.

Drawbase from SKOK. Be practical about it and get all the facts by calling 1-800-225-SKOK. Or write SKOK at 222 Third Street, Cambridge, MA 02142. Circle 137 on inquiry card

PC AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
HP Vectra is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard.
Great Seats.
Great Performance.

There's nothing better than having a great seat.

Adden has a chair for every seating need, from the practical Rounder Sofa to the handsome Corporate Swivel... from the lightweight Stacking Chair to the versatile Two-Position Chair... armchairs, side chairs, rocking chairs, patient chairs. Simple, durable solid oak construction assures years of great performance, at Adden's competitive prices.

Adden. Where the best seats are always available.

ADDEN

26 Jackson Street, Lowell, MA 01852 (617) 454-7848

Showrooms:
Boston, 77 North Washington St.
Chicago, 11-112A Merchandise Mart
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LATE LAST NIGHT
THEY SELECTED THE ULTIMATE WALL PANEL

AEP-SPAN's new Apogee. Smooth. Flat. A honeycomb metal wall panel with exceptional strength. Casting off design constraints by providing factory flexibility in panel size, color and texture. Bringing together all the desirable features of curtain wall technology in one, cost-conscious breakthrough.

For more information, call toll free today 800/621-0852. Or write AEP-SPAN, P.O. Box 81664, San Diego, CA 92138

AEP • SPAN
A PART OF THE DALLAS CORPORATION
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Our Beauty Is More Than Skin Deep.

Porcelain tile with through-body color means color that never wears out.

Genesis’ porcelain tile is available in beautiful monochromatic and granite-like colors. Genesis is offered in unpolished, polished and textured surfaces in a wide array of sizes. Genesis can be used in interior and exterior floor and walls.

Now manufactured for the first time in the United States, Genesis is the “ultimate surface.” Technology and premium raw materials combined to create a product that has through-body color that won’t wear out. A surface hardness greater than granite and water absorption under .01% make for easy maintenance.

Genesis, the “ultimate surface” combines form and function to offer the discriminating specifier the best of both.

Crossville Ceramics, P.O. Box 1168, Crossville, TN 38555, (615) 484-2110
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Design
Estimator
Dodge MicroSystems
New!!!
Design Estimator Demonstration Kit
from Dodge MicroSystems

Prepare cost estimates easily, quickly
Save time and money

If you have an Apple II or IBM Personal Computer or compatible equipment, you should get this new Demo Kit right now.

You'll see how easy it is, and how fast you'll be able to put an estimate together.

The kit is complete with a full set of instructions and two discs (one for the demonstration system, one for the data).

The cost for the kit is only $15.00, and we deduct this charge from the purchase price if you buy the Design Estimator Program which is $795.00, including an update six months after purchase.

Call 1-800-257-5295 now,
In N.J. call (609) 426-7300
(ask for Pat Carr)
and place your order for
the Design Estimator Demonstration Kit.
"Nobel™", with its five sizes ranging from 8" x 8" to 24" x 24" and its nine unique granite colors, allows specifiers total design flexibility for those residential and commercial installations where elegance and function are required. Produced by Marazzi's patented manufacturing process, "Nobel™" offers a durable glazed finish, easily maintained for a timeless appeal. For more information, contact American Marazzi Tile's Marketing Department at (214) 226-0110.
In Stock, Nationwide
Von Duprin Exit Devices

Von Duprin door exit hardware...from our network of stock-carrying representatives. We've taken steps to improve the availability of Von Duprin door exit hardware with 18 stock-carrying representative locations and the additional support of 11 exclusive wholesale distributor locations, so you're never far from the exit device you need for a rush requirement.

Von Duprin, the pioneer in exit devices, offers you a broad choice of versatile crossbar devices or smooth-operating pushbar devices, all built to the highest quality standards. Finishes available through the stocking network include dull chrome, aluminum, dark bronze and dull bronze with polished chrome, polished brass and many special finishes available direct from the factory.

At Von Duprin, door exit hardware is our only business. So when you need an exit device fast, call your local Distributor or Von Duprin Representative.

Von Duprin, Inc.
400 West Maryland Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46225
(317) 537-5521

VON DUPRIN
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand

"The Safe Way Out"
DRAMATIC NEWS FROM PETER MILES

Brilliantly designed by Ron Carter, RDI, the Bloomsbury group of chairs, tables and case pieces typifies Peter Miles Furniture of England: superb design and a centuries-old tradition of craftsmanship, plus the flexibility to collaborate on your special projects. Available exclusively through Interna Designs, 6-168 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654. Call 800-INTERNATIONAL or 312-467-6076.
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INTERNATIONAL DESIGNS

Representatives in New York, Atlanta and San Francisco

You asked Sherwin-Williams for a top-quality paint, so we developed ProMar 200 interior finish. It's easy to apply and gives your job a quality look. And because ProMar 200 is the top of our professional line, it offers more. Better hiding. Excellent touch-up.

Ask for our professional best, ProMar 200. Now at your Sherwin-Williams store. Or call 1-800-321-8194. (In Ohio, 1-800-362-0903.) Circle 145 on inquiry card

ASK SHERWIN-WILLIAMS.
PROFESSIONALS DO.
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READY TO DO BUSINESS?

Architectural Record introduces Sweet's BUYLINE® 800.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD presents BUYLINE®—the toll-free telephone information service for construction product manufacturers and ready-for-business specifiers.

All you need is a phone.
Here's how it works: You see an ad in ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. You want to specify the product. Call the toll-free BUYLINE® number:

1-800-447-1982
any time of the day...any day of the week...365 days a year.

You will immediately receive the name, address, and telephone number of the nearest sales representative...and you're ready to buy. It's that simple.

Use your STAC card!

Need product information fast? Your Architectural Record Subscribers' Telephone Access Card can help speed information to you about product or service in these pages.

When you key your more-information requests directly into our computer-touch-tone telephone—through Architectural Record's exclusive Subscribers' Telephone Access System—you save days, even weeks of mail delivery, handling and processing time.

The day after you call, advertisers can access your request by phone from the computer, and begin the process of mailing you the materials you request. When you need information for a right-now project, fast, free help is as easy as your STAC card. And STAC service is available to you 24 hours a seven days a week.

BEFORE YOU DIAL:
1. Write your STAC ID number, as imprinted on your STAC card, in the boxes in Step 4 below. Do not add Os.

2. Write the Reader Service numbers for those items about which you want more information in the boxes in Step 6 below. Do not add Os.

CALL STAC:
3. Using a standard touch-tone telephone, call 413/442-2668, and follow the computer-generated instructions.

ENTER YOUR STAC NUMBER AND ISSUE NUMBER:
4. When the recording says, "Enter your STAC ID number..." enter your STAC number by pushing the numbers and symbols (# or * on your telephone keypad. Ignore blank boxes. Enter:

5. When the recording says, "Enter magazine code and issue code..." enter these numbers and symbols:

ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES:
6. When the recording says, "Enter (next) inquiry number..." enter the first Inquiry Selection Number, including symbols from your list below. Ig

END STAC SESSION:
7. When you have entered a Inquiry Selection Number, the recording prompts, "next inquiry number," Enter call by entering:

If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call 212/512-3442. If you are a subscriber, fill out the subscription card in this issue, or call Architectural Record Subscription Services at 914/628-0821.
The assignment: Redesign a decades-old Pullman sleeper into a rolling hotel for business travel.

The media: WILSONART Color Quest™ decorative laminates and Decorative Metals.


Bolin comments: "WILSONART surfacing products offered me both the color and surfacing finish choices and the easy-care, hard-wearing characteristics I had to have to pull off this assignment.

"I needed a comfortable, luxuriously appointed interior that wouldn’t feel confining despite the space limitations (of an 85’ x 10’ car), while meeting the unusual functional requirements of outfitting a moving, smoke-spewing train. WILSONART gave me the solution."

The dining/conference area (photo below) set the Art Deco design referent used throughout the car. The visual expansion is created with a color progression of Mauve Mist to Wildrose to Amethyst gloss decorative laminates on the inset ceiling.

The same palette forms table tops and decorative inlays on Northsea-clad cabinets, with gloss Black accents. WILSONART Satin Brushed Natural Aluminum clads pocket dividers which open to pass-through service from the kitchen.

The results: A delighted client, whose goals have been fully realized through fine design partnered with WILSONART materials.

WILSONART Color Quest… color that keeps pace with your ideas.

HOTLINE:
If you have a project you think belongs in this space, please call us.
For product samples, literature and technical information, call toll-free (within the continental USA):
1-800-433-3222
In Texas: 1-800-792-6000
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WILSONART®
BRAND DECORATIVE LAMINATE

Bringing new solutions to the surface™
When it comes to wood stains, most people want the best. Trouble is...you won't know which is the best until after you use it. Now, most good stains protect wood. They repel water. And hold their color against the elements. But which stain does all that the longest? The answer is Cabot's. You see, Cabot's Stains penetrate deeper. And deeper penetration means longer protection. Cabot's Stains...better protection because they penetrate deeper. It's that simple. For further information on Cabot's wood stains write Samuel Cabot Inc., One Union Street, Dept. 629, Boston, MA 02108; or 23284 Eichler St., Dept. 629, Hayward, CA 94545. Sweet's Byline: Call toll-free 1-800-447-1982